
$9999
SALE

Premium Microfiber Cleaning Cloths
•See page 35

 Order # ONLY
 21-9255 $9.995 Pack

LCD Wireless Inspection  
Wall Scope Camera with LCD

 •See page 32

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 22-10570 $299.00 $159.00

420TVL Color Day/Night 
Vandal Resistant Ball 
Camera with IR LEDs
•See page 10

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 82-13185 $169.00 $59.99

USB Powered 
Computer 
Speakers
•See page 44

 Order # ONLY
 83-11754 $16.99

Your Connection to Electronic 
Products and Components

MCMelectronics.com  ‣1-800-543-4330

4 Best Deals

(Plus $200 order = FREE shipping)

4 Best Selection

(Over 500 suppliers)

4 Best Availability

(40,000 hard-to-find products in stock)

Component Video Balun
4Accommodates component video (Y/Pb/Pr) 
4Provides path for SPDIF audio 
4Convenient pigtail leads 
4400' max distance
•See page 14

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 50-7722 $109.00 $44.99

6 Outlet Battery Back-Up
•See page 26 •Limited quantities 

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13905 $89.99 $29.99

$4999
SALE

2.4GHz Wireless Optical Mouse
•See page 44

 Order # ONLY
 83-11619 $14.99

SALE!SPRING  
BEST SELLERS

Prices effective until May 1, 2010.

Universal Gold 
Connector 
Adapter Kits
•See page 6

 Order # Reg.
 27-1605 $125.00 $9999

SALE

CONNECTORS

TECH AIDS

BATTERIES & 
POWER PRODUCTS

COMPUTER 
PRODUCTS

SECURITY 
PRODUCTS

AUDIO/VIDEO 
ACCESSORIES

Back

10' HDMI v1.3 High-Speed Cables
•See page 2

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 24-10110 $39.95 $9.99

TOOLS
HDMI CABLE

$799
SALE

FREE GROUND  
SHIPPING

on orders over $200 & under 50 lbs.  
See page 25 for details.
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Get true 1080p resolution with  
HDMI cables from MCM.

Wire and Cable
HDTV 
Premium  
Cable Kit
The most 
popular 6' cables 
used in virtually  
all HDTV 
connections. 
Great all-in-one 

solution for 
connecting your 

HDTV home theater system. Kit includes one each of the 
following: HDMI cable, component video/toslink audio 
cable assembly, composite video/stereo audio cable 
assembly, S-video cable and an HDMI/female-to-DVI-I-
male adapter. Limited life-time warranty. 

 Order # Reg.
 24-10450 $18.99

TM

HDMI v1.3  
Swivel Cable

•Right-angle swivel connectors stay connected better by 
rotating a full 180º to facilitate installation in tight spaces 
behind source equipment •Reduces directional strain on 
cable •Low 11⁄4" profile from connection •HDMI v1.3 
certified •28AWG •Gold-plated connectors •Triple 
shielding •10.2 Gbit/s bandwidth •Deep color, 120Hz 
frame rate, 1080p resolution, and lossless audio capable 
•7mm (O.D.)
 Order # Length MSRP Reg. SALE
 Swivel-to-swivel
 24-10495 1.5' $17.95 $5.99 $4.99
 24-10496 3' 24.95 9.99 6.99
 24-10497 6' 34.95 13.99 9.99
 24-10498 10' 49.95 14.99 11.99
 24-10499 25' 79.95 19.99 -
 Swivel-to-straight
 24-10500 1.5' 17.95 5.99 4.99
 24-10501 3' 24.95 9.99 6.99
 24-10502 6' 34.95 13.99 9.99
 24-10503 10' 49.95 14.99 11.99
 24-10504 25' 79.95 19.99 17.99

Swivel-to-Straight

 HDMI v1.3  
 High-Speed Cables

 Just what you need to  
take advantage of full high-definition audio and video 
signals •Specially designed to support HDMI v1.3, high-
speed, Cat 2 requirements Specifications: •24K gold-
plated connectors •Supports single-link bandwidth of 
340MHz (10.2 Gbps) •High resolution support (full 1080p 
at up to 120Hz refresh and WQXGA) •CEC system 
control support •Fully HDCP compliant
 Order # Length MSRP Reg. SALE
 24-10100 3' $19.95 $4.99 $3.99
 24-10105 6' 24.95 6.99 5.99
 24-10110 10' 39.95 9.99 7.99
 24-10115 25' 69.95 17.99 12.99

TM

 HDMI v1.3 Pro Cables
•High-definition cables that allow you to tackle any 
professional install •CL3 in-wall rated •HDMI v1.3 
certified •28AWG •Gold-plated connectors •Triple 
shielding •10.2Gbit/s bandwidth •Deep color, 120Hz 
frame rate, 1080P resolution, and lossless audio capable 
•Multi-color options for organization or  
personal preference
 White Blue Red Length MSRP Reg. SALE
 24-10055 24-10060 24-10070 3' $24.95 $6.99 $4.99
 24-10056 24-10061 24-10071 6' 34.95 10.99 7.99
 24-10057 24-10062 24-10072 10' 49.95 11.99 8.99
 24-10058 24-10063 24-10073 25' 89.95 18.99 14.99
 24-10059 24-10064  50' 149.95 29.99 24.99

HDMI v1.3 Premium 
High Speed Cables
High performance home 
theater HDMI cables 

suitable for use with the latest A/V receivers, high-
definition DVD players, set-top boxes and projectors. 
These cables are specially designed to support HDMI 
v1.3, high-speed, Cat 2 requirements including 48 bit 
x.v.YCC with deep color, Dolby True HD, and DTS-HD 
Master Audio. Specifications: •24K gold plated 
connectors •Oxygen-free, 26AWG, twisted-pair wire with 
drain •Dual layer aluminum mylar foil shield, plus tinned 
copper braided shield •Supports single-link bandwidth of 
340MHz (10.2Gbps) •High resolution support (full 1080p 
at up to 120Hz refresh and WQXGA) •CEC system 
control support •Fully HDCP compliant
 Order # Length MSRP ONLY
 24-10160 3' $39.95 $9.99
 24-10162 6' 49.95 13.99
 24-10164 12' 59.95 16.99
 24-10166 25' 79.95 19.99

TM

1.5' A/V  
Adapter Cable
Used to breakout and 
extend the composite and 
stereo audio signals from 

4-pole 3.5mm A/V outputs on many popular portable 
DVD, camcorder and MP3 players. Note: 4-pole pin-outs 
vary among devices. Please consult the manufacturer's 
specifications for 4-pole A/V jack pin-outs. Pin-outs for 
common devices noted below are subject to change. 
 Order # Common devices MSRP Reg. SALE
 24-9770 Creative zen $12.95 $5.99 $4.19
 24-9771 Standard camcorder 12.95 5.99 4.19
 24-9772 iPod video/zune 12.95 5.99 4.19
 24-9765 Standard DVD player 12.95 5.99 4.19

TM

TM

3.5mm 4-Pole AV  
Extension Cable
•Extend an existing 4-pole  
3.5mm A/V cable, or connect  
from a 3.5mm 4-pole adapter cable 
•Low-loss spiral-wrapped dual 

conductor provides excellent protection from EMI/RFI 
•Fully molded, gold plated connectors ensure superior 
strain relief and longevity
 Order # Length MSRP Reg. SALE
 24-10460 1½' $5.99 $3.99 $2.99
 24-10461 3' 6.99 3.99 3.09
 24-10462 6' 7.99 4.49 3.39
 24-10463 12' 9.99 4.99 4.19
 24-10464 25' 14.99 5.99 4.99
 24-10465 50' 21.99 10.49 9.49
 24-10466 75' 24.99 13.99 12.89
 24-10467 100' 34.99 17.99 16.99

HDMI/DVI  
Swivel Adapters
•Adapt from HDMI to 
DVI, or vice-versa with 
a convenient swivel design  
•Dual-axis swivel bends  
180° up or down, and 
twists 360° •Eliminate 
strain from bulky  
standard adapters.

 Order # Description MSRP ONLY
 24-10140 HDMI female to DVI male $29.99  $9.99
 24-10142 DVI female to HDMI male 29.99  9.99

TM

#24-10140

#24-10142

BNC Patch Cables
Molded strain reliefs to 
ensure long life. Male BNC 
connectors on each end. 
Perfect for use with 
professional video equipment 
and closed circuit television 
(CCTV) applications.

 Order # Length Reg. SALE
 75ohm
 24-1605 1' $4.79 $3.69
 24-1610 3' 4.99 3.89
 24-1615 6' 5.49 4.29
 24-1620 10' 5.49 4.69
 24-5350 25' 14.99 12.69
 24-1625 50' 16.99 15.99
 24-1630 100' 22.99 19.99
 50ohm
 24-1455 1' 4.49 3.29
 24-785 3' 4.99 4.09
 24-790 6' 5.49 4.69
 24-795 12' 6.69 4.89
 24-1515 30' 12.29 9.99

Nickel Plated  
“F” to “F” Patch Cables
•High-quality jumper cables 
•75ohm •Ideal for cable, TV, 
and VCR connections  
•Male connectors

 Order # Length Reg. SALE
 33-544 3' $1.29  $0.79
 33-548 6' 1.49  1.29
 33-1150 12' 2.39 1.89
 33-4030 25' 3.99 2.99
 33-4035 50' 6.99 5.99

Female to Female S-Video Connector
•Connects two S-video cables together

 Order # ONLY
 27-1270 $1.99

Welcome,
Whether this is your first 
experience with us or you’ve 
been a regular customer for 
our 30+ years in business, I 
want to say “thanks!” to each of you. We continue to thrive 
in an ever-changing industry because of customers like you.
If you design, install, repair or upgrade electronic systems 
or products - or just love electronic gadgets - we can 
support you with our 40,000+ stocked items and access to 
over 1,000,000 parts from our long list of suppliers. MCM 
is proud to be a key partner with businesses that range 
from large international corporations to small family owned 
and operated ventures. In addition, we serve an ever 
growing population of hobbyists and electronics enthusiasts 
who have found our selection and service hard to beat.
This is just a sampling of our huge line of products, so if 
you don't see what you want, just give us a call or visit our 
website. We'll look forward to hearing from you again, or 
for the very first time.

Phil Minix
President

$1799
SALE

Swivel-to-Swivel

 NEW!

 NEW!

 NEW!
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Patch cables you can depend on,  
at prices you can afford.

Wire and Cable

Review a product on MCM's website for a chance to win a  
22" Coby HDTV thru June 2010. See website for rules.

Component Video and Stereo Audio Cables
Features: •EMI/RFI shielded, low-loss, 75ohm video 
coaxial wire helps reduce interference and accurately 
separate the component color signal (Y-Pr-Pb) for better 
resolution and greatly improved color saturation •Oxygen-
free copper wires produce crisp, clear audio signal transfer 
•Long-lasting, corrosion resistant, gold plated barrel 
connectors with fully over-molded, custom tooled strain 
reliefs •Color-coded connectors for easy identification.
 Order # Length MSRP Reg. SALE
 24-9440 11⁄2' $19.95 $7.29 $5.99
 24-9441 3' 25.95 9.49 6.99
 24-9442 6' 27.95 11.59 7.99
 24-9443 12' 54.95 12.99 9.99
 24-9444 25' 65.95 19.99 16.99
 24-9445 50' 88.95 27.99 24.99

Component Video Cables
•Bonded, tangle-free construction •EMI/RFI shielded, 
low-loss, 75ohm video coaxial wire helps reduce 
interference and noise, and accurately separate the 
component color signal (Y-Pr-Pb) for better resolution  
and greatly improved color saturation •Long-lasting, 
corrosion resistant, gold plated barrel connectors  
with fully over-molded, custom tooled strain reliefs  
•Color-coded connectors for easy identification
 Order # Length MSRP Reg. SALE
 24-9430 11⁄2' $10.95 $4.99 $2.99
 24-9431 3' 14.95 5.99 3.99
 24-9432 6' 18.95 8.99 5.99
 24-9433 12' 26.95 10.99 7.99
 24-9434 25' 42.95 14.99 11.99
 24-9435 50' 84.95 21.99 18.99
 24-9436 75' 119.00 29.99 27.99
 24-9437 100' 149.00 37.99 34.99
 24-9438 150' 189.00 59.99 49.99

Premium Component 
Video Cables
Precision engineered to provide 
superior picture quality and  
excellent signal integrity. 
Features: •Oxygen free coaxial 
copper construction •Tangle 
free bonded wires •Gold plated, 
corrosion free split-lock ring RCA 
connectors •UL listed •Limited 
lifetime warranty 
 Order # Length MSRP ONLY
 24-8891 3' $59.95 $15.99
 24-8892 6' 65.95 18.99
 24-8893 9' 80.95 21.99
 24-8894 12' 85.95 24.99
 24-8895 25' 119.00 29.99
 24-8896 50' 159.00 34.99
 24-8897 75' 299.00 42.99
 24-8898 100' 399.00 54.99

TM

Component  
Video plus Toslink 
Audio Cables
•Bonded, tangle-free 
construction •EMI/RFI 
shielded, low-loss, 75ohm video coaxial wire helps  
reduce interference and noise, and accurately separate  
the component color signal (Y-Pr-Pb)•Bonded, tangle-free 
construction reduces cable clutter •Precision-polished 
fiber optic connectors for optimum signal transfer and 
corrosion resistance •Color-coded connectors for  
easy identification.
 Order # Length MSRP Reg. SALE
 24-9550 11⁄2' $24.95 $9.99 $7.99
 24-9551 3' 36.95 11.99 9.99
 24-9552 6' 46.95 13.99 11.99
 24-9553 9' 49.95 16.99 14.99
 24-9554 12' 74.95 20.99 17.99

TM

Composite Video and 
Stereo Audio Cables
•Bonded, tangle-free 
construction •EMI/RFI 
shielded, low-loss, 75ohm 
video coaxial wire helps reduce interference and noise, 
and improve resolution, color and brightness •Long-
lasting, corrosion resistant, gold plated barrel connectors 
with fully over-molded, custom tooled strain reliefs 
•Color-coded connectors for easy identification
 Order # Length MSRP Reg. SALE
 24-9420 11⁄2' $11.95 $3.99 $2.59
 24-9421 3' 15.95 4.99 2.99
 24-9422 6' 16.95 5.49 3.99
 24-9423 12' 23.95 7.49 5.99
 24-9424 25' 42.95 11.99 7.99
 24-9425 50' 56.95 16.99 12.99

TM

Composite Video Cables
•Bonded, tangle-free construction 
•EMI/RFI shielded, low-loss, 75ohm 
video coaxial wire helps reduce 
interference and improve resolution, 
color and brightness •Long-lasting, 
corrosion resistant, gold plated barrel connectors  
with fully over-molded, custom tooled strain reliefs 
•Color-coded connectors for easy identification
 Order # Length MSRP Reg. SALE
 24-9410 11⁄2' $6.99 $2.19 $1.69
 24-9411 3' 8.99 2.49 1.99
 24-9412 6' 11.95 3.99 2.89
 24-9413 12' 13.95 4.49 3.49
 24-9414 25' 29.95 8.99 6.99
 24-9415 50' 44.95 12.99 9.99
 24-9416 75' 62.95 16.99 13.99
 24-9417 100' 78.95 20.99 17.99

TM

Nickel Plated RCA to  
RCA Patch Cables
•Made of high-quality, 75ohm 
RG-59 cable •Molded strain 
relief •Male connectors
 Order # Length Reg. SALE
 32-5270 1' $1.49  $0.99
 32-5280 2' 1.59  1.09
 32-4540 3' 1.59  1.09
 32-4545 6' 1.99  1.29
 32-4550 10' 2.59  1.79
 32-4555 25' 3.79  2.29
 32-4560 50' 5.99  4.99

White RF Patch Cables
75ohm patch cables with male “F” connectors at each  
end. White jacket to blend with decor inside as well as 
outside the house.
 Order # Length Reg. SALE
 24-2545 3' $3.99 $1.99
 24-2550 6' 4.99 2.99
 24-2555 10' 5.39 3.99
 24-2560 25' 5.79 4.99
 24-2565 50' 13.49 7.99

Toslink Optical  
Digital Audio Cables
Bonded, tangle-free construction. 
Superior sound quality and 
accurate transfer of digital audio 
source signals from DVD, surround sound receivers, 
digital cable boxes, and advanced gaming systems. High-
quality precision-polished fiber optic connectors optimize 
signal transfer, while the PVC jacket adds flexibility and 
durability for years of listening enjoyment.
 Order # Length MSRP Reg. SALE
 24-9560 11⁄2' $11.95 $5.89 $2.99
 24-9561 3' 15.95 6.29 3.89
 24-9562 6' 18.95 7.99 4.79
 24-9563 9' 22.95 10.29 5.99
 24-9564 12' 29.95 11.99 7.99

TM

S-Video Cables
•Bonded, tangle-free construction 
•Individually shielded, low-loss, 
dual 75ohm video coaxial 
conductors, which separate color 
and brightness signals to maximize video signal transfer 
•Long-lasting, corrosion resistant, gold plated barrel 
connectors with fully over-molded, custom tooled  
strain relief.
 Order # Length MSRP Reg. SALE
 24-9360 11⁄2' $7.99 $3.49 $2.45
 24-9361 3' 8.99 3.99 2.99
 24-9362 6' 11.95 4.99 3.99
 24-9363 12' 13.95 5.99 4.99
 24-9364 25' 26.95 10.99 9.99
 24-9365 50' 42.95 15.99 14.99
 24-9366 75' 59.95 20.99 19.99
 24-9367 100' 68.95 26.99 25.99

TM

S-Video “Y”  
Splitting Cables
•Bonded, tangle-free 
construction •Individually 
shielded, low-loss, dual 
75ohm video coaxial conductors, which separate color  
and brightness signals to maximize video signal transfer 
•Long-lasting, corrosion resistant, gold plated barrel 
connectors with fully over-molded, custom tooled  
strain relief •4 pin DIN male to two 4 pin DIN male
 Order # Length MSRP Reg. SALE
 24-9371 3' $9.99 $3.99 $2.99
 24-9372 6' 12.95 4.99 3.99
 24-9373 12' 15.95 5.99 4.99
 24-9374 25' 29.95 8.99 6.99

TM

TM
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Minimize your signal loss and maximize your savings 
with quality A/V cables from Stellar Labs®.

Wire and Cable

SLV Series Stereo  
Audio Cables

•Bonded, tangle-free construction •Dual conductor  
90% spiral-wrapped cable •Color-coded connectors  
•Dual RCA male plugs to dual RCA plugs
 Order # Length MSRP Reg. SALE
 24-9510 11⁄2' $9.99 $3.99 $3.09
 24-9511 3' 12.95 4.99 4.19
 24-9512 6' 13.95 6.49 5.29
 24-9513 12' 18.95 7.49 6.29
 24-9514 25' 21.95 9.49 8.29
 24-9515 50' 39.95 15.99 13.59
 24-9516 75' 49.95 16.99 15.89
 24-9517 100' 74.95 23.99 22.99
 24-9518 150' 96.95 33.99 32.99

3.5mm Stereo Audio Cables
Adapt from one connection to 
another, or extend an existing cable 
connection. •Bonded, tangle-free 
construction •Low-loss, spiral 
wrapped dual conductor provides 
excellent protection against EMI/RFI 

•Fully molded connectors provide excellent strain relief
 Order # Length MSRP Reg. SALE
 3.5mm male to male
 24-9520 11⁄2' $5.99 $2.49 $1.95
 24-9521 3' 8.99 3.99 2.95
 24-9522 6' 9.99 3.99 2.95
 24-9523 12' 10.95 4.99 3.95
 24-9524 25' 15.95 5.99 4.95
 24-9525 50' 24.95 8.99 7.95
 24-9526 75' 29.95 11.99 9.95
 24-9527 100' 39.95 14.99 12.95
 3.5mm male to female
 24-9530 11⁄2' 6.99 2.49 1.95
 24-9531 3' 8.99 3.99 2.99
 24-9532 6' 9.99 3.99 2.99
 24-9533 12' 10.95 4.99 3.99
 24-9534 25' 13.95 5.99 4.95
 24-9535 50' 24.95 8.99 7.95
 24-9536 75' 34.95 11.99 10.99
 24-9537 100' 44.95 14.99 13.99

RCA “Y” Adapter Cables
•Divides a RCA input into two outputs
 Order # Description Reg. SALE
 24-770 RCA jack to two RCA plugs $1.49 $0.99
 24-650 RCA plug to two RCA jacks 1.49 0.99

#24-770

#24-650

Nickel 
Audio Patch Cables
These audio patch cables 
are made from shielded 
cable with 22AWG center 
conductor and 3.0mm outer 

diamter. Use these cables in any audio application 
including home theater and mobile audio.
 Order # Length Reg. SALE
 24-7080 1' $2.39 $1.39
 24-7090 3' 3.49 2.29
 24-7095 6' 4.99 3.69
 24-7100 10' 4.99 3.99
 24-7105 15' 6.99 5.19
 24-7110 25' 8.99 6.99

Stereo 
3.5mm 
Extension 
Cables

Stereo 3.5mm audio extension cables for use with 
personal audio equipment. Molded strain reliefs.  
Nickel plated plugs.
 Order # Length Reg. SALE
 24-6230 3' $1.89 $1.39
 24-6235 6' 2.69 1.59
 24-1050 12' 3.49 2.29
 24-6240 20' 4.49 3.79
 24-6245 25' 5.99 4.79

Professional 1⁄4" to 1⁄4" 
Patch Cables

Noise-free 1⁄4" male to male cables are ideal for 
interconnection between amplifiers and mixers, processors 
and source gear. They are also suitable for musical 
instrument use. Available in two conductor configuration, 
or three conductor TRS configuration for single channel 
balanced, or two channel unbalanced stereo use. 
Terminated with durable, fully molded 1⁄4" male plugs.
 Order # Length MSRP Reg. SALE
 Balanced
 24-9870 2' $6.99 $3.89 $2.49
 24-9871 3' 7.99 4.49 2.79
 24-9872 6' 9.99 4.99 3.69
 24-9873 10' 13.95 6.99 5.19
 24-9874 15' 13.95 7.19 5.49
 24-9875 25' 13.95 9.99 7.99
 Unbalanced
 24-9880 2' 6.99 3.49 2.49
 24-9881 3' 7.99 3.99 2.79
 24-9882 6' 9.99 4.49 3.69
 24-9883 10' 13.95 6.49 5.19
 24-9884 15' 13.95 6.59 5.39
 24-9885 25' 19.95 8.99 7.99

Unbalanced

Balanced

Professional Balanced 
XLR Female to 1⁄4" Patch Cables
Balanced audio stage cables are ideal for professional 
sound and stage applications requiring balanced input to 
balanced source connections. High-quality, rugged and 
durable, these cables are constructed with noise-free,  
Lo-Z shielded wire, and terminated with reliable  
latch-lock, 3 pin XLR connectors, and fully  
molded 1⁄4" 3 conductor (TRS) male plugs.
 Order # Length MSRP Reg. SALE
 24-9830 2' $10.95 $4.89 $3.59
 24-9831 3' 11.95 5.29 3.79
 24-9832 6' 13.95 6.29 4.99
 24-9833 10' 16.95 7.79 5.99
 24-9834 15' 16.95 8.69 7.79
 24-9835 25' 12.95 10.99 8.79

TM

Banana Speaker Cables
Speaker cables for use when connecting home theater 
equipment with banana type connectors for speaker 
terminals. Available in 16 and 18AWG with gold plated 
banana connectors. Sold one cable per package.
 Order # Length Reg. SALE
 18 Gauge
 24-2600 6' $4.49 $3.99
 24-2605 10' 5.49 4.99
 24-2610 25' 8.49 7.69
 16 Gauge
 24-2625 6' 6.49 5.99
 24-2630 10' 7.99 6.39
 24-2635 25' 8.49 7.99
 24-2640 50' 14.99 13.99

Professional Balanced 
XLR Male to Female Patch Cables
High-quality, balanced audio stage cables are  
the ideal choice for professional sound applications 
including connections from balanced sources, like 
microphones, mixers and equalizers to balanced amplifier 
inputs. Rugged and durable, these cables are constructed 
with noise-free, shielded Lo-Z wire, and terminated with 
reliable latch-lock, 3 pin XLR connectors. 
 Order # Length MSRP Reg. SALE
 24-9820 2' $11.95 $5.49 $4.59
 24-9821 3' 12.95 6.69 4.99
 24-9822 6' 14.95 7.69 5.79
 24-9823 10' 17.95 8.89 6.89
 24-9824 15' 18.95 9.39 7.19
 24-9825 25' 29.95 11.99 9.49

TM

1⁄4" Stereo Plug to 
RCA Plugs Cable
•1⁄4" stereo plug to two 
RCA plugs used with 
amplifiers and mixers 
•6' length

 Order # Reg.
 24-1040 $3.89

1⁄4" “Y” Adapter Cable
•1⁄4" stereo plug to two 1⁄4" stereo jacks •Allows 
simultaneous use of two pairs of headphones  
from one jack

 Order # Reg.
 24-690 $5.99

$219
SALE

$269
SALE
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Keep your network up and running with  
network cabling from Stellar Labs®.

Wire and Cable

MCM accepts Visa, Mastercard, Discover,  
American Express and IMPAC Government Visa.

 Category 5e 350MHz  
 UL CMR Cable
Ideal for today’s high-speed voice, data and video applications the Stellar Labs® Cat 5e  
cable is UL approved, riser rated (CMR) and tested to meet both Cat 5e specifications and 
350MHz bandwidth. Specifications: •Four unshielded twisted pairs •24AWG solid bare 
copper conductors •PVC outer jacket •High-density polyethylene individual conductor 
insulation •Complies with Cat 5e (EIA/TIA-568) standards •Rated to 350MHz headroom  
or above •RoHS compliant •Convenient and durable pull box
 Order # Color Length MSRP ONLY
 24-10515 Blue 500' $59.95 $37.99
 24-10505 Blue 1000' 99.95 64.99
 24-10520 Gray 500' 59.95 37.99
 24-10510 Gray 1000' 99.95 64.99

Category 6  
550MHz UTP Cable
Stellar Labs® Cat 6 
cable is the perfect 
choice for gigabit 
ethernet and other 
high-bandwidth applications where lower crosstalk  
and system noise is critical. Verified to meet or exceed 
550MHz performance, the Stellar Labs® Cat 6 cable also 
meets or exceeds ANSI/TIA-568-B.2-1 and ISO/IEC 
11801 specifications. Specifications: •Four unshielded 
twisted pairs •23AWG solid bare copper conductors  
•PVC outer jacket •High-density polyethylene individual 
conductor insulation •Complies with Category 6 (ANSI/
TIA-568) standards •Rated to 550MHz headroom or 
above •RoHS compliant •Convenient and durable  
EZ-pull reel-in-a-box •Gray in color
 Order # Length MSRP (1-3) (4-8) (9-up)
 24-10320 500' $92.00 $64.99 $63.69 $61.74
 24-10321 1000' 139.00 119.00 116.62 113.06

Low Voltage Wall Mounting Brackets
Ideal for any home theater or security system 
installation, these brackets accept any single or dual 
gang size wall plate. May be used for any Class 2 low 
voltage wiring application that does not require an 
electrical box. #28-6355 and #28-6356 have speed  
clips which allow easy mounting to existing wall board 
cut-out. #28-6357 and #28-6358 are designed for new 
construction use, and may be attached to either metal  
or wood studs. Open back design allows increased 
clearance, easing use with multiple conductor and 
coaxial cable. 
 Fig. Order # Description Reg. SALE
 A 28-6355 Single gang old work $1.49 $0.86
 B 28-6356 Double gang old work 2.49 1.76
 C 28-6357 Single gang new work 0.99 0.89
 D 28-6358 Double gang new work 1.99 1.59

A

C D

B

RG-6/U 
RG-6/U coaxial cable with 18AWG copper covered steel, 
mylar foil and 60% aluminum braid providing 100% 
shield coverage. Sweep tested to 2250MHz. Polyethylene 
dielectric and PVC jacket. OD .275" nominal. 
Impedance: 75ohm nominal. Sequential foot marking 
every two feet.
 Order # Length MSRP (1-3) (4-8)
 Black
 24-10205 500' $39.00 $24.99 $23.74
 24-10206 1000' 79.00 45.99 43.69
 White
 24-10210 500' 39.00 24.99 23.74
 24-10211 1000' 79.00 45.99 43.69

RG-6/U Quad Shield
RG-6/U coaxial cable with 18AWG copper covered steel, 
mylar foil and 60% aluminum braid conductor and dual 
mylar foil shields with 60%/40% aluminum braiding 
providing exceptional shielding. Sweep tested to 
2250MHz. Polyethylene dielectric and PVC jacket.  
OD .30" nominal. Impedance: 75ohm nominal. 
Sequential foot marking every two feet.
 Order # Length MSRP Reg. SALE
 Black
 24-10225 500' $49.00 $34.99 $29.99
 24-10226 1000' 89.00 59.99 54.99
 White
 24-10230 500' 49.00 34.99 29.99
 24-10231 1000' 89.00 59.99 54.99

RG-6/U Dual
18AWG copper covered steel, mylar foil and 60% 
aluminum braid providing 100% shield coverage. 
Impedance: 75ohm nominal. Black.
 Order # Length MSRP (1-3) (4-8) (9-up)
 24-10215 500' $79.00 $45.99 $43.69 $41.39
 24-10216 1000' 109.00 79.99 75.99 71.99

Standard Speaker Wire
•Two conductor clear insulation,  
polarity identified by white stripe •Made in USA
 Order # Gauge  Length  (ea.) (2-4) (5-up)
 24-310 24  50' $4.99 -  -
 24-320 24  500' 27.49 - -
 24-330 24  1000' 49.99 - -
 24-340 18  50' 6.99 - -
 24-350 18  500' 59.99 - -
 24-360 18  1000' 119.00 - -
 24-370 16  50' 10.99 - -
 24-380 16  500' 84.99 - -
 24-390 16  1000' 159.00 - -
 24-110 12  50' 28.99 $25.62 $23.85
 24-120 12  100' 42.99 40.80 39.51
 24-130 12  500' 286.00 262.60 242.78

RG-6/U Black  
Siamese Cable

RG-6/U coaxial cable with 18AWG copper covered steel, 
mylar foil and 60% aluminum braid providing 100% 
shield coverage. Sweep tested to 2250MHz. Polyethylene 
dielectric and PVC jacket. OD .275" nominal. Impedance: 
75ohm nominal. 18AWG bare copper stranded wire, PVC 
jacket, color coded for easy polarity identification. 
Sequential foot marking every two feet.
 Order # Length MSRP (1-3) (4-8)
 24-10245 500' $129.00 $99.99 $94.99
 24-10246 1000' 209.00 179.00 170.05

RG-6/U White Siamese with Copper Center
RG-6/U coaxial cable with 18AWG solid bare copper 
center conductor, mylar foil and 60% aluminum braid 
providing 100% shield coverage. Sweep tested to 
2250MHz. Polyethylene dielectric and PVC jacket.  
OD .280" nominal. Impedance: 75ohm nominal. Two 
18AWG bare copper stranded wires in color coded PVC 
jacket for easy polarity identification. Sequential foot 
marking every two feet.
 Order # Length MSRP (1-3) (4-8)
 24-10250 500' $119.00 $89.99 $85.49
 24-10251 1000' 199.00 159.00 151.05

RG-59/U
RG-59/U coaxial cable with 20AWG copper covered 
steel, mylar foil and 60% aluminum braid providing 100% 
shield coverage. Sweep tested to 2250MHz. Polyethylene 
dielectric and PVC jacket. OD .240" nominal. Impedance: 
75ohm nominal. Sequential feet marking every two feet.
 Order # Length MSRP (1-3) (4-8)
 Black
 24-10270 500' $39.00 $24.99 $23.74
 24-10271 1000' 79.00 49.99 47.49
 White
 24-10275 500' 39.00 24.99 23.74
 24-10276 1000' 79.00 49.99 47.49

CL2 Rated In-Wall Speaker Wire
Two and four conductor commercial grade in-wall CL2 
rated speaker wire features 41-strand, high-conductivity 
ETP bare copper conductors with ultra flexible PVC 
insulation. Features: •Low capacitance, oxygen-free, high 
conductivity wire •White PVC outer jacket •Color-coded 
two and four conductor inner jacketed wire •UL CL2 rated 
•RoHS compliant •Reel-in-pull box put-up.
 Order # Description Length MSRP (1-3) (4-8)
 2 Conductor
 24-10325 18AWG 500' $79.00 $59.49 -
 24-10326 18AWG 1000' 149.00 109.00 -
 24-10323 16AWG 500' 139.00 95.49 -
 24-10324 16AWG 1000' 199.00 169.00 -
 4 Conductor
 24-10322 18AWG 500' 139.00 94.99 $93.09
 24-10331 18AWG 1000' 209.00 179.99 176.39
 24-10340 16AWG 500' 189.00 149.99 146.99
 24-10341 16AWG 1000' 329.00 279.99 274.39

 NEW!
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Get those hard-to-find connectors  
before you start the job.

Connectors

BNC Type Adapters
 Fig. Order # Description ONLY
 E 27-410 Male BNC to male BNC $1.79
 A 27-435 Female BNC to female BNC 2.49
 B 27-385 Right angle BNC adapter 2.39
 C 27-390 BNC “T” adapter 2.99
 F 33-510 Female BNC to male RCA 1.59
 G 27-405 Female RCA to male BNC 0.99
 H 27-400 Male BNC to male RCA 1.69
 J 27-440 Female BNC to male “F” 2.49
 K 27-5680 Female “F” to male BNC 0.89
   (75ohm/50ohm)
 L 27-1425 Female BNC “T” adapter 1.99
 M 27-4215 “F” female to BNC female 1.49
 M 27-4220 “F” female to BNC  1.59
   female Gold
 N 27-4225 BNC male to “N” female 1.99
 P 27-4235 “N” male to BNC female 2.29

D E

F G H

J K L

M PN

C

B

BNC Type Adapters
 Fig. Order #  Description  ONLY
 A 27-1850  Female BNC to female   $4.59
   BNC, bulkhead mount 
 A 27-2925 Female BNC to female BNC 4.49
 A 27-1835 Female BNC to female BNC 7.99
   50ohm
 B 27-1840  Right angle BNC adapter  4.59
 C 27-1845  BNC “T” adapter  4.59
 D 27-2140 Female UHF to male BNC 16.99

Hex Crimp 
Connectors
Hex crimp 
“F”connectors for antenna, satellite and cable television 
installations. Anodized brass connector with large  
surface on the nut for “finger” tightening the connector. 
Configurations for indoor or outdoor use include “O” ring 
seal in the nut and silicone gel in the ferrule. Use with 
standard hex crimp tool (#22-100).
 Order # Type  Reg. SALE
 Standard
 33-8765 RG-59 $0.39 $0.29
 Weatherproof w/ “O” Ring
 27-5648 RG-59 0.27 -
 27-5651 RG-6 0.39 -
 33-8840 RG-6Q 0.49 -
 Weatherproof w/ “O” Ring and Silicone Gel
 33-8870 RG-6 0.49 -

“F” Driver
The “F” driver incorporates two tools into one. Socket end 
helps get the connector into tight spaces like multi taps and 
rear of VCRs and televisions. The threaded end is for “F” 
connector insertion for easy and secure “F”  
connector termination.

 Order # Reg.
 33-3085 $3.99

Weatherproof 
Compression  
“F” Connectors
The compression design of these 
connectors prevents moisture 
from entering from the rear of the 
connector and an “O” ring keeps moisture 
from entering through the nut. These 
connectors are ideal for CATV, MATV and satellite 
installations. Use with #22-3250 compression tool.
 Order # Description Color Reg. SALE
 33-7765 RG-6 Black $0.59 $0.49
 33-7770 RG-59 Black 0.59 0.49
 33-7775 RG-6QS Blue 0.59 0.49

“F” Type 
Adapters
•#27-5675 screw-on 
to push-on •#27-5670 right angle adapter •Minimum ten
 Fig. Order # Description  Reg. SALE
 A 27-5685 Female RCA to male “F” $0.89 -
 B 27-5675 Female “F”  0.79 -
   to push-on male “F”
 C 27-5695 Female “F” to male RCA 0.89 -
 D 27-5696 Female RCA to female “F” 0.89 -
 E 27-805 Female “F” to male 3.5mm 0.99 $0.89
 F 27-5670 Right angle “F” adapter 1.29 -
 G 33-550 “F” type 75ohm terminator 1.29 0.79
 H 27-4245 “F” male to “N” female-nickel 1.49 1.29
 H 27-4250 “F” male to “N” female-gold 2.19 2.09

A B C

D E F

G H

Universal Gold 
Connector Adapter Kits
Choose any two connector  
ends you need and screw them  
together with the universal  
adapter. Quickly assemble the 
exact adapter for any job. 40 piece 
kit includes two each male and 
female UHF, mini UHF, “N”, 
BNC, TNC, SMA, “F”, RCA and 
six universals. Kits are in a soft zippered carry case.

 Order # Reg.
 27-1605 $125.00

BNC Male Multi-Fit 
Crimp Connector
Carry one connector  
for six different cables. 
Patent pending captive-

pin BNC male crimp connector will handle center 
conductor wire size of 18~26AWG. Comes with three 
crimp ferrules to fit the following cables: mini-coax, West 
Penn 825, RG-58, RG-59, RG-59 plenum, RG-6, RG-6 
plenum, and RG-6QS. 

 Order # ONLY
 27-5530 $1.99

Bulk “Bean” Connectors
Beans are commonly used in 

alarm and telephone installations. Available with and 
without silicone gel for moisture protection. Color coded 
yellow (no gel) and white (with gel) for quick 
identification. 500 per package.
 Order # Color Type Reg. SALE
 27-4611 Yellow No gel $21.99 $16.99
 27-4616 White  Gel 27.99 19.99

Barrel Plugs
•Nine sizes •Solder type

 ONLY . . . . . . . . . $0.79(ea.)

 Order # (O.D.) x (I.D.)
 27-1110 3.5mm x 1.2mm
 27-1115 3.8mm x 1.0mm
 27-1125 5.0mm x 2.1mm
 27-1130 5.0mm x 2.5mm
 27-1080 5.5mm x 1.5mm

 Order # (O.D.) x (I.D.)
 27-130 5.5mm x 2.1mm
 27-135 5.5mm x 2.5mm
 27-1120 5.5mm x 2.8mm
 27-860 6.3mm x 3.0mm

DC Power  
Jacks
•Replaces most DC power jacks 
 Fig. Order # Type ONLY
 Non-sheilded
 A 27-5010 1.3mm $3.19
 B 27-4450 1.45mm 2.49
 C 27-750 2.1mm 2.49
 D 27-4920 2.1mm 2.49
 E 27-1970 2.1mm 2.49
 F 27-2000 2.1mm 2.49
 G 27-755 2.5mm 2.49
 E 27-1975 2.5mm 2.49
 D 27-2001 2.5mm 2.49
 H 27-4925 3.0mm 2.49
 Shielded
 J 27-5505 1.65mm 2.49
 K 27-5510 1.65mm 2.49
 L 27-5515 1.65mm 2.49
 M 27-5465 1.65mm 2.49
 N 27-5025 2.5mm 2.49
 P 27-5150 2.5mm 2.49
 Q 27-5455 2.5mm 2.49
 R 27-5345 2.5mm 2.49
 S 27-5340 2.5mm 2.49
 T 27-5355 2.5mm 2.49
 U 27-5430 3.0mm 2.49

C

E

D

H

A B

M

N

S

P

J

Q R

T U

F G

LK

$9999
SALE

$299
SALE

49¢
YOUR CHOICE
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The show must go on, so stock-up on  
pro audio XLR connectors and adapters.

Connectors

MCM welcomes your product suggestions!  
Tell your account representative or visit our website.

XLR Adapters
 Fig. Order # Description Finish ONLY
 A 27-4085 1⁄4" mono female to male XLR Nickel $2.89
 A 27-4090 1⁄4" mono female to male XLR Gold 3.69
 B 27-4095 1⁄4" mono male to male XLR Nickel 2.69
 B 27-4100 1⁄4" mono male to male XLR Gold 3.29
 C 27-4110 1⁄4" mono female to female XLR Gold 4.49
 D 27-4115 1⁄4" mono male to female XLR Nickel 3.19
 D 27-4120 1⁄4" mono male to female XLR Gold 4.19
 E 27-4125 1⁄4" stereo male to male XLR Nickel 3.29
 E 27-4130 1⁄4" stereo male to male XLR Gold 3.59
 F 27-4135 1⁄4" stereo male to female XLR Nickel 2.89
 F 27-4140 1⁄4" stereo male to female XLR Gold 4.79
 G 27-4145 RCA male to male XLR Nickel 2.29
 G 27-4150 RCA male to male XLR Gold 2.99
 H 27-4155 RCA female to male XLR Nickel 2.69
 H 27-4160 RCA female to male XLR Gold 3.39
 J 27-4165 RCA male to female XLR Nickel 2.89
 J 27-4170 RCA male to female XLR Gold 3.99
 K 27-4175 RCA female to female XLR Nickel 2.99
 K 27-4180 RCA female to female XLR Gold 4.19

A
B

C
D

E

F
G

H
J K

XLR
•3 pin •Solder type •#27-685 requires 3⁄4" mounting hole 
•#27-690 requires 7⁄8" mounting hole
 Fig. Order # Type Description ONLY
 A 27-160 Male In-line $2.39
 B 27-165 Female In-line 2.89
 C 27-1460 Male In-line, right angle 2.89
 D 27-1465 Female In-line, right angle 3.89
 E 27-685 Male Chassis mount 3.09
 F 27-690 Female Chassis mount 2.99

A B

C

D

E F

Terminal Strips
•10A current rating 
•Made of black 
thermoplastic 
 Order # Terminals  Length  Reg. SALE
 28-710 4  21⁄4"  $1.49  $0.79
 28-715 8  35⁄8"   1.99 1.59
 28-720 12  51⁄4"  2.39  1.99
 28-725 16  65⁄6"   2.49  2.09
 28-730 20  83⁄8"   3.49  3.29

European Barrier Strips
•Molded plastic terminal blocks •Recessed set screws to 
prevent accidental contact •Great for alarm system 
installations •600V, 10A per circuit
 Order # Ternminals AMP ONLY
 28-990 8 position 10A $1.99
 28-995 12 position 10A 2.49
 27-5726 12 position 17.5A 1.39
 27-5731 12 position 24A 1.39

Closed End Connector
 Order # Color  Wire Gauge AWG  Qty Per Box ONLY
 28-858  Red  22~18  100  $3.99
 28-860  Blue  16~14  50  2.29
 28-862  Yellow  12~10  50  2.29

Fully Insulated 
Disconnects
Opaque nylon insulated disconnects. 100 per package.
 Fig. Order #  Description  ONLY
 Red 22~16 AWG
 A 28-6028  .250 female  $8.99
 B 28-6031  .250 female  8.99
 C 28-6034  .250 male  8.99
 D 28-6037  .250 male  8.99
 Blue 16~14 AWG
 E 28-6029  .250 female  8.99
 F 28-6032  .250 female  8.99
 G 28-6035  .250 male  8.99
 H 28-6038  .250 male  8.99
 Yellow 12~10 AWG
 J 28-6030  .250 female  8.99
 K 28-6033  .250 female  8.99
 L 28-6036  .250 male  8.99
 M 28-6039  .250 male  8.99

A B C D E F G H

J K L M

UR Type Connector
•Used extensively in 
telecommunication and alarm 
systems •Similar to Scotchlok™ 
UR connectors •UR connectors are 
filled with a special sealant to protect 
against moisture and prevent corrosion •Ten per package

 Order # Reg.
 28-0755 $3.99

Audio and 
Video In-Line 
Couplers
Perfect for extending  
cable lengths.
 Order # Description Reg. SALE
 27-4960 A/V coupler $1.09 $0.99
 CN00502 Dual female to female 1.59 1.09

Audio Couplers
Stereo couplers work in both stereo and mono  
applications. Available in metal and molded plastic.
 Fig. Order # Description Body ONLY
 A 27-5030 2.5mm Metal $0.99
 B 27-5035 3.5mm Metal 0.99
 C 27-5040 3.5mm Plastic 0.99

A B C

Jack Plugs 3.5mm
High quality, shielded 
mono and stereo 
3.5mm jack plugs  
with metal housings 
and strain reliefs. 
CN00565: Mono. Nickel plated housing and contacts. 
CN00568: Mono. Gold plated housing and contacts. 
CN00567: Stereo. Black housings and nickel contacts. 
CN00566: Stereo. Gold plated housings and contacts. 
27-3154: Stereo. Nickel plated housing.
 Order # Reg. SALE
 CN00565 $1.79  $1.29
 CN00568 1.79  1.29
 CN00567 1.79  1.29
 CN00566 1.79  1.29
 27-3154 1.29 0.99

RCA Type Couplers
 Fig. Order # Case ONLY
 Chassis mount, female to female
 A 27-1085 Metal $1.49
 In-line, female to female
 B 27-230 Metal  0.99
 In-line, female to female
 C 27-240 Plastic  0.89
 In-line, male to male
 D 27-700  Metal  1.49

C

BA

D

RCA Type Metal Phone Plug
•Mono •Solder-type terminals  
with built-in cable clamp  
•Mfr. #3502

 Order # ONLY
 101-101 $1.59

Gold Plated Banana Plugs
Dual banana plug screw type.
 Order # Reg. SALE
 50-4435 $2.49 $1.99
 50-4440 2.49 1.99

#50-4435 #50-4440

$299
SALE
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Choose from a wide selection of the latest  
DVRs from the brand names you can trust.

Security
Four Channel  
Covert Wall Mount 
Pentaplex H.264 DVR
The DVRWM Series of wall 
mounted DVRs looks like a 
normal electrical or alarm 
panel hanging on the wall in  
a utility area, but inside is a 
powerful Pentaplex H.264 
networkable DVR. Features: 
•250Gb hard drive •Designed 
for network viewing •Analog 
output for initial settings 
•H.264 high-quality 
compression •Records @ 
120fps •Pentaplex operation 
enabling simultaneous view 
live or playback while 
continuing to record, network 
transfer and archive •Free 
DDNS server for use with 
dynamic IP addresses •EZ 
record, copy and set-up •One 
audio input per camera •Back 
up to Thumbdrive® •IR 
remote control included  

•Free CMS software •Free MAC software 3 •Dimensions:  
11" (W) x 15" (H) x 4" (D) •See MCMelectronics.com  
for additional sizes and more details

 Order # ONLY
 82-13085 $499.99

Series 2 Analog H.264 
Four Channel DVR and Four Camera Kit
The HK-RA204 DVR combined with the  
DS-2CC102N-IR1 analog indoor/outdoor water resistant 
IR bullet cameras deliver high performance, rock-solid 
reliability and long recording times. The indoor/outdoor IR 
bullet cameras feature 30' IR illumination and a 1⁄3" Sony 
Super HAD CCD assures quality video and high reliability. 
Features: •H.264 video compression •250Gb preinstalled 
HDD •Up to 352 x 240 resolution •Supports one SATA 
HDD up to 1Tb •Four indoor/outdoor (IP66) IR cameras 
•Internet ready for remote viewing and cell phone access 
•Pentaplex operation •See MCMelectronics.com for  
more information

 Order # ONLY
 HK-RA204P-250 $639.00

Alpha Series Networkable Eight Channel  
H.264 DVR and Camera Kits 
Protect your home or business with this all-inclusive DVR 
and security set from Swann. Record up to 15 days of 
footage on the included 500Gb hard drive at 120fps, or 
login through the internet to watch a live video feed of 
your property. Features: •Durable, all-weather aluminum 
camera housing •High-quality video cameras with 420TVL 
CCD resolution •Infrared LEDs capable of high-image 
clarity up to 65' away at night •View and record up to eight 
channels simultaneously •BNC and VGA output •Equipped 
with remote viewing software to stream over the web 
remotely •H.264 recording technology means less storage 
needed and higher image quality Kits include: •Alpha 
DVR •Remote control •Alpha C5 cameras •50' BNC cables 
for each camera •BNC to RCA video cable •Software CD 
•Power adapters •Mouse •Mounting screws and plugs 
•Operating instructions •Theft deterrent stickers  
•Mfr. #SWA42-D3

 Order # ONLY
 82-13125 $549.00

Four Channel  
H.264 DVR Card

Turn your PC into a sophisticated digital 
video security monitoring system. This 

plug and play DVR card and software allows you to 
observe and record four cameras simultaneously, or add 
more cards to upgrade to 16 cameras. Other benefits 
include H.264 software compression, remote access via 
the web or network, motion detection with instant email 
notification, audio monitoring and fast display and 
recording times. Features: •Monitor up to four cameras 
simultaneously •Motion detection with instant email 
notification •Plug and play software with easy to follow 
user manual •Upgradeable to four cards in a PC for  
16 cameras 

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 82-13110 $119.95 $79.99

Four and Eight Channel  
H.264 DVR with 7" Motorized LCD Screen
4Remote access via network 
4VGA output
Featuring the latest H.264 compression and an integrated 
motorized 7" LCD flip-up monitor, this pentaplex DVR is 
ideal for either small business or residential surveillance 
installations. Features: •Search by date, time, channel, or 
event •USB mouse support (mouse included) •352 x 288 
(CIF) recording resolution •120fps (total) •PTZ controls 
•4x BNC audio input •Alarm output •Password protection 
•Alarm output •Remote control •USB back-up support 
•Remote access via network •Supports up to 1Tb SATA 
hard drive (not included) Power: •12V, 4A (AC adapter 
included) Video outputs: •1V p-p, 75ohm (BNC) •VGA 
(1366 x 768 max)
 Order # Description MSRP ONLY
 82-13100 Four channel $499.99 $319.00
 82-13105 Eight channel 609.99 429.00

#82-13100

Mini 2-Channel DVR
Loaded with features and easy-to-install this two channel 
DVR supports up to 8Gb SD storage (SD card not 
included) and 15fps recording. Connect two cameras for 
simultaneous manual recording, or motion-activated jpeg 
snap-shots, or ten second AVI footage. Play-back video 
files from your SD card on your TV’s video input. Includes 
12VDC (500mA) power adapter and video patch cables.

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 82-12950 $129.00 $79.49

Back

Black and White  
High Resolution Quad Processor
High resolution black and white quad processor that 
provides excellent picture quality. Two viewing modes, 
quad and sequential switching with three second dwell 
time. Four camera inputs with adjustable gain. Two 
outputs for monitor and VCR. Specifications: Power: 
12VDC, 500mA via included adapter.  
Video: 1V p-p, 75ohm.

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 82-7850 $169.00 $94.99

Color Quad Processor
High resolution color quad processor allows viewing of 
up to four cameras simultaneously. Two viewing modes, 
quad and sequential with three second dwell time. 
Adjustable gain control for each camera input. 
Specifications: Power: 12VDC, 500mA.  
Video: 1V p-p, 75ohm.

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 82-7860 $259.00 $177.00

Color Board Cameras
These board cameras are ideal for 
customized surveillance options and 
mounting arrangements. Features: 
•High-quality Sony Super-HAD 
CCD image sensor •420TVL 

resolution •3.6mm lens with 1.0 lux sensitivity •Either a 
standard lens or flat pinhole lens option Specifications: 
•3.6mm lens •69° viewing angle •1.0 lux Power: 12VDC, 
100mA (use #82-3950 adapter). Output: 1V p-p,  
75ohm (BNC).
 Order # Lens Type MSRP Reg. SALE
 82-12830 Standard $99.95 $69.99 $59.00
 82-12831 Flat pinhole 99.95 69.99 59.00

Miniature Color Cameras with Audio
Convenient, simple and covert, these miniature cameras 
are ideal for indoor surveillance applications. Features: 
•High-quality Sony Super-HAD CCD image sensor  
•Built-in microphone •Tough metal casing •Versatile 
mounting bracket •#82-12836 also features OSD  
controls for on-screen set-up Specifications: •3.6mm lens 
•69° viewing angle •1.0 lux Power: •12VDC, 120mA  
(Use #82-3950 adapter) Output: •1V p-p, 75ohm (BNC) 
Audio: •One-way mono (RCA)
 Order # Description Resolution MSRP Reg. SALE
 82-12835 Standard resolution 420TVL $99.95 $69.99 $59.00
 82-12836 High resolution  540TVL 149.95 89.99 -
  + OSD

$6900
SALE

$7900
SALE

$13900
SALE

 NEW!

 NEW!

 NEW!

 NEW!
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$29900
SALE

Save time and money with handy  
CCTV field testing equipment.

Security

For your convenience, an order form is located on page 25.

10.4" Color LCD Security Monitor
Take advantage of true color brilliance in a space-saving 
design. Loaded with features, this active matrix TFT LCD 
security monitor is a great solution for both commercial 
and residential surveillance applications. See 
MCMelectronics.com for additional features.

 Order # Reg.
 82-11540 $339.00

Front

Back

Remote

10.2" Color  
LCD Security 
Monitor
Ideal for security 
applications where 
compact size is 
desirable. Features: 
•Dual AV inputs 
(AV1/AV2) •Front panel 
push-button controls •Built-
in speakers (1W x 1W) •Key-
hole mounting slots on back Specifications: •Resolution: 
800 x 480 •Brightness: 450cd/m2 •AV1 input: RCA 
composite and L/R audio •AV2 input: 3.5mm to 3RCA/“F” 
pigtail adapter (composite and L/R audio) •Power source: 
12VDC (adapter included) •Power consumption: ~16W

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 82-12900 $249.00 $199.95

1 x 2 Distribution Amplifier
Provides two video outputs  
from one input to split video  
sources. Dual power operates  
on 12VDC or 24VAC. Includes 
12VDC power supply.

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 82-9355 $49.95 $24.99

Video Ground  
Loop Isolator
Specifications: •Insertion 
loss: <0.5db •Frequency response: 
0~3db @ 10MHz •Input/output 
resistance: 75ohm •Built-in 600VDC 
transient voltage surge suppression  
(12V RMS) •No power required (passive).

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 82-6131 $59.95 $24.99

TM

2.5" LCD Hand  
Held Test Monitor
Save time on your CCTV 
installation with this 2.5" 
LCD test monitor. 
Powered by a lithium ion 
rechargeable battery, you 
can install a camera, test it, adjust the focus and the 
viewing angle all without having to climb down your 
ladder. Included adjustable wrist strap ensures that you  
do not drop the screen and keeps your hands free. 
Specifications: •480 x 234 resolution •BNC input •Nokia 
N23 rechargeable lithium ion battery •Two hour recharge 
time, four hour run time Includes: •Wrist strap, video 
cable, BNC adapter, AC adapter

 Order # ONLY
 82-13075 $99.49

Multi-Function  
CCTV Testers with  
Flip-Up 3.5" Color  
LCD Monitor
The Rapport II and  
Rapport II Pro are the latest  
innovations in portable, hand held  
CCTV testers. With a new compact, 3.5" flip-up LCD 
monitor, and a new video signal meter, both testers still 
combine six primary functions into a single, easy to use 
device. The Rapport II Pro goes a step further with a 
“DVR” function that records to a SD card. Features: 
•3.5" color LCD monitor •Video signal meter and pattern 
generator measures composite video signal strength and 
displays both color bar and color raster (red, green blue) 
•Built-in digital multi-meter tests AC/DC voltage, 
resistance and continuity •Protocol analyzer and protocol 
controller •UTP cable tester. Comes complete with lithium 
polymer rechargeable battery for up to four hours of 
continuous use, 12VDC, 1.25A power adapter, car charger 
with 5' cord, carry-case for both tester and accessories,  
4' BNC M/M patch cable, UTP terminating module and  
a 3' long set of test leads.
 Order # Description MSRP Reg. SALE
 82-11561 Rapport II $749.00 $549.00 $499.00
 82-11562 Rapport II Pro (with DVR) 849.00 659.00 629.00

#82-11561

#82-11562

Video Signal Generator

PTZ Controller PTZ Protocol Analyzer

Multimeter

UTP Cable Tester CCTV Field Monitor

Composite to VGA Video Convertor
Use your computer’s CRT or LCD monitor for your 
security camera display! Better yet, you can use this 
convertor as a switch for displaying video input from  
up to three devices (security cameras, PCs, DVDs). 
Features: Female BNC, VGA and S-video inputs, female 
VGA output, NTSC and PAL input signal compatible, 
output resolution up to 1024 x 768 at 60Hz, four button 
panel (input, menu, freeze and resolution) allows control 
for brightness, contrast, saturation, hue, and resolution. 
5V/1A DC power adapter and 4' VGA male-male  
cable included. (Monitor not included.)

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 82-10770 $99.00 $50.99

Front

 Camera/Quad DVD PC
 (Composite) (S-video) (VGA)

LCD/CRT
(VGA)

Wireless Pan/Tilt Color 
Camera and Monitor

Ideal for remotely monitoring an entire room, this 2.4GHz 
wireless color day/night P/T camera and portable 2.5" 
color LCD monitor/receiver increases the effective  
field of view and only takes seconds to install. 
Specifications camera: •480 x 234 resolution •2.4GHz 
wireless dual-diversity transmission up to 300' (open-air)  
•Nine IR LEDs for B&W nighttime illumination up to 20' 
•Integrated pick-up mic •Three channels 2.4GHz wireless 
in both camera and monitor to void possible interference 
•Channel scan in monitor support up to three cameras, 
looping ten second each •270º pan/120º tilt •Power: 9VDC 
(adapter included) Receiver: •2.5" color LCD display 
•Three channel reception •Volume/brightness control 
•2.5mm 3-pole A/V output and A/V cable (included) lets 
you connect to any TV •Power: 9VDC (adapter included), 
or four “AAA” batteries (batteries not included)

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 82-12875 $239.00 $179.00

Wireless Outdoor Day/Night Bullet Camera Kit
Versatile and expandable this 2.4GHz wireless kit is easy to install in the home,  
office or retail setting and features an open-air transmission distance of about 300'. 
Specifications camera: •1⁄4" CCD sensor •420TLV resolution •Waterproof IP66 rating 
•26 LEDs •35' night time viewing range •Built-in audio •Power: 12VDC, 350mA. 
Receiver: •2.4GHz frequency •Four-channel auto-switching •Normal and loop-
through video switch •Power: 8VDC, 190mA •Kit includes: Camera (#82-12861) 
with mount, mounting hardware and built-in microphone, a four channel receiver,  
two power adapters, and a 3' A/V cable (RCA)
 Order # Description MSRP Reg. SALE
 82-12860 Wireless camera kit $149.00 $109.00 $99.00
 82-12861 CCD D/N camera 109.00 79.99 -
 82-12862 CMOS D/N camera 99.95 59.99 34.99

#82-12860

PrivateEye™ Clock
•Every movement triggers 
a photo •Takes pictures 
from the hidden lens up to 
15' (5m) with adjustable 
pinhole camera •View images on 
your notebook via the camera’s USB 
connection •Transfer images by SD 
memory card to your cell phone or card reader •Works  
off AC power or battery (not included) •Automatically 
recharges batteries when plugged in •Time and date 
stamped on every image •Stops capturing images 3~5 
seconds after motion ends •17,000+ images (60Kb) per 
1Gb •Fully functional digital clock •Mfr. #SW211-CDP

 Order # ONLY
 82-12525 $99.99

$15900
SALE
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Make your next CCTV installation a huge  
success with accessories from MCM.

Security

Pan/Tilt Camera Mounts
Indoor and outdoor pan-only, and pan/tilt mounts commonly used for mounting cameras  
and housings that require remote control maneuverability. Specification: •Travel (Pan) 
bi-directional auto scan with two adjustable positive stops to change direction •Manually 

adjustable tilt angle •Pan speed: 5°/sec •Construction: ABS/aluminum Note: Outdoor P/T 
mount is water resistant.

 Fig. Order # Description Pan Tilt Max Load  MSRP Reg. SALE
 A 82-12425 Indoor pan-only mount 350°   90° 11 lbs. $49.95 $15.99 $12.99
 B 82-12435 Indoor pan/tilt mount 350°   50° 22 lbs. 69.95 36.99 32.99
 C 82-12440 Outdoor pan/tilt mount 350°   50° 22 lbs. 129.00 70.99 59.99
 D 82-12445 Controller for pan, or P/T - - - 49.95 29.99 29.99

A B C

D

CCTV Video/Power Installation Cables
Make your CCTV installations quick and easy with  
pre-made CCTV cables. Combination video/power with 
BNC or RCA type connectors 5.5 x 2.0 DC barrel 
connector for power (male/female).
 Order # Video Cable Length Reg. SALE
 24-5280 BNC 25' $9.99 $8.99
 24-5285 BNC 50' 14.99 12.99
 24-5290 BNC 75' 17.99 16.99
 24-5300 RCA 25' 9.99 8.99
 24-5305 RCA 50' 13.99 12.99

#24-5300 #24-5280

CCTV Installation 
Cables
Make your CCTV 
installation quick and 
easy with pre-made 
CCTV cables. 

Combination video/power with BNC connectors  
for video and 18AWG twisted pair for power.
 Order # Length ONLY
 24-6605 25' $10.99
 24-6615 75' 20.99
 24-6620 100' 25.99
 24-6625 150' 40.99

Video Coax Surge Protectors
Protects valuable CCTV equipment 
from high voltage surges such as 
lightning strikes and voltage spikes. 
Specifications: Response time: 
100ns. Max surge current: 5,000A. 
Insertion loss: <0.2dB. Dimensions: 

3" x 1" x 1". Note: Ground lead must be connected to 
earth ground for proper operation and protection.

 Order # Reg.
 82-8485 $21.99

12VDC High 
Output 
Camera 
Power 
Supplies

12VDC, UL listed, CCTV distributed power supply 
designed with individually fused outputs for powering 
high output CCTV cameras and accessories. 
Specifications: •Surge protected outputs with individual 
LED power indication •±10% voltage adjustment for long 
wire runs •100V~240V operation with appropriate UL or 
foreign CE power cord •Unique pre-drilled top mounting 
flange •Power on/off safety switch with LED •5' three 
conductor US power cord included. 
 Order #  Total Current/
 Dimensions Outputs Current channel Reg. SALE
 82-11309 4 4A 1A $69.99 $59.99
 8.0" x 9.5" x 3.75"
 82-11310 9 4A 800mA 105.00 79.99
 11.25" x 11.25" x 3.75"
 82-11311 16 8A 1.2A 147.00 129.99
 11.25" x 11.25" x 3.75"

Electronic  
Digital Safes

Great for hotels, businesses or home use, these safes 
feature heavy gauge steel construction with pre-drilled 
holes and mounting hardware, dual throw bolt locking 
systems, easy-to-use digital keypad entry with 
programmable codes, auto-locking function for  
incorrect entries (#82-12851 features LCD display),  
and two emergency over-ride keys. Requires four  
“AA” batteries (not included).
    Dimensions
 Order # Cubic Foot (HxWxD)mm MSRP ONLY
 82-12850 .40 310 x 200 x 20 $59.95 $39.99
 82-12851 .55 350 x 250 x 250 89.95 59.99

#82-12850 #82-12851

Color Day/Night Vandal 
Resistant Ball Camera  
with IR LEDs

1⁄3" Sony Super HAD CCD features 
night time infrared illumination, 
vandal resistant aluminum 

construction and versatile waterproof 
IP66 rated ceiling or wall mount ball-

turret design. DSP circuit for improved 
image quality. Specifications: 
•Electronic shutter •Automatic white 
balance Power: 12VDC, 300mA  
(#82-11350 and 82-13185); 500mA 

(#82-12400). Note: Adapter not included 
(#82-3950). Output: 1V p-p,  

75ohm (BNC).
    IR Lens
 Order # Resolution LEDs Range (mm) MSRP Reg. SALE
 82-11350 420TVL 24 45' 6.0 $169.00 $69.49 -
 82-13185 420TVL 42 45' 3.6 169.00 59.99 $49.99
 82-12400 480TVL 42 90' 3.5~8 199.00 119.00 99.99

#82-11350

#82-12400

#82-13185

Waterproof Color Day/Night 
Bullet Camera with IR LEDs
✔Waterproof 
✔75' night-time illumination

Color day/night bullet camera features 
a 1⁄3" Sony Super HAD CCD image 

sensor and 35 IR LEDs. Features split glass 
technology to avoid IR reflection and an IP66 

waterproof rated housing for exceptional outdoor 
protection. Also includes a versatile, ABS mounting 

bracket. Specifications: •Resolution 380TLV •4.6mm lens 
•1.0 lux (0.0W/35 LEDs on) •Up to 75' night time IR 
range •Auto electronic shutter •Automatic white balance. 
Power: 12VDC, 370mA. Note: Power adaptor not 
included (use #82-3950). Output: 1V p-p, 75ohm (BNC).

 Order # Reg.
 82-12370 $89.49

Weatherproof HQ1  
Long-Range Varifocal 

Day/Night IR Camera
✔150' night-time illumination 

✔6~50mm varifocal lens
Specifically designed for outstanding image 

reproduction and sensitivity, the Sony 1⁄3"  
HQ1 CCD also incorporates a DSP sensor for 

exceptional picture clarity. 36 high-powered LEDs 
illuminate up to 150' at night, and a 6~50mm varifocal lens 
facilitates optimal FOV adjustment. Specifications: •1⁄3" 
HQ1 CCD •520TVL resolution •Externally adjustable 
6~50mm varifocal lens •0.2 lux (0.0 lux with IR LEDs on) 
•IP66 Weatherproof rating •150' night time IR range 
•Rugged aluminum housing •DSP, AGC, AWB •Electronic 
shutter •Cable pass-through mounting bracket included 
Power: 12VDC, 500mA (IR on). Note: Adapter not 
included (#82-11321). Output: 1V p-p, 75ohm (BNC).

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 82-12965 $269.00 $169.00

High Resolution Day/Night 
Vandal Resistant Color Dome 
Camera with Varifocal Lens

✔On-board OSD 
✔Motion sensing

Extremely versatile weatherproof color dome camera with 1⁄3" Sony Super-
HAD CCD image sensor, 540TVL resolution, ultra low illumination (.002 
lux w/sens-up), 3.8~9.5mm auto iris varifocal lens, and 12VDC or 24VAC 
switchable power. Features digital noise reduction (DNR) to improve 
nighttime image, and an on-screen display (OSD) menu to set-up a wide 
variety of functions, including motion detection with privacy masking  
(four programmable zones), mirror imaging, white balance, shutter speed, 
synchronization, and gain control. Also features a spot monitor connection 
on the PCB to connect a field-test monitor (#82-11545) Power: 
•12VDC/24VAC switchable Output: •1V p-p, 75ohm (BNC). 
 Order # MSRP Reg.
 82-12160 $349.00 $209.00

CCTV DC Power Pigtail
Ideal for CCTV applications, these DC power pigtail cords 
are handy in the field when terminating and transitioning  
2 conductor camera power. Also available in a female 
version. Specifications: •DC barrel plug and receptacle 
dimensions: 5.5mm x 2.1mm •Center positive •Color-
coded wires; red(+); black(-) •3' length •Tinned leads 
•26AWG. 
 Order # Description MSRP (1-9) (10-up)
 24-5361 Male DC pigtail $10.99 $3.99 $2.99
 24-5362 Female DC pigtail 10.99 3.99 2.99

#24-5361 #24-5362

Power Splitter 
“Y” Adapters
Connect two 
cameras to a single 

power supply. Single female 5.5 x 
2.1mm to two male 5.5 x 2.1mm. 
 Order # Length ONLY
 24-5355 12" $1.99
 24-5360 24" 2.19

$6999
SALE

$18900
SALE

$1799
SALE
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HDTV has never been so easy.
SATV/CATV

Need large quantities? Call and ask for our quotes team  
or request a quote at MCMelectronics.com/quotes

HD HomeRun ATSC Network Single HDTV Tuner
•Simply attach the HD HomeRun to a router and HDTV 
broadcasts become available to all PCs on your network 
•Record full 1080i broadcast resolution •Pause, rewind, 
fast-forward live TV •Schedule and record all your favorite 
TV shows •Expand with multiple HDHomeRun devices 
•Includes DVR software •Compatible with Windows® 
Media Center, SageTV®, VLC, XBMC, and many other 
media center software packages

 Order # ONLY
 831-7360 $129.00

HDMI 1.3 
Input Switch
•Easily switch 
between 
multiple 

HDMI sources while running a single HDMI cable to your 
high-definition display •Extends the range of HDMI 
compliant device by equalizing HDMI signal •Included 
discrete IR remote (not included with #33-10532) •Auto 
sensing inputs allow switching between only active HDMI 
sources Specifications: •Output video: HDMI 1.3b + 
HDCP 1.0/1.1 •Video formats supported: Up to VGA 920 
x 1200 and HD 1080P •Video amplifier bandwidth: 
2.5Gpbs/250MHz •External power supply (included): 2A 
5VDC for 110V (neither included nor required for  
#33-10532)
 Order # Description MSRP (1-4) (5-up)
 33-10532 2 x 1 $59.95 $19.99  $19.25 
 33-10533 3 x 1 79.95 29.99  28.50
 33-10535 5 x 1 109.00 44.99  43.25

#33-10533

#33-10535

#33-10532

HDMI Distribution Amplifiers
Split one HDMI source to distribute to multiple high-
definition displays. Ideal for retail displays, entertainment 
venues, and multiple residential displays. Extends the 
range of HDMI compliant device by equalizing and 
boosting the HDMI signal up to an additional 50'. 
Specifications: •Input/output: HDMI v1.2a+, HDCP 
1.0/1.1 •Video formats supported: VGA 1920 x 1200 and 
1080p •Operating frequency: Up to 165MHz •External 
power supply (included): 5VDC for 110V
 Dimensions (L x W x H) with feet
 Order # Description MSRP Reg. SALE
 3.4" x 1.73" x .66"
 33-10540 1 x 2 $179.00 $49.99 $39.99
 10.625" x 7.18" x 1.83"
 33-10542 1 x 4 249.00 119.00 99.99
 17.323" x 7.893" x 1.748"
 33-10545 1 x 8 399.00 249.00 209.00

Composite/S-Video to HDMI Scaler
•Use your composite and S-video equipment with HDMI 
televisions, switches, receivers and more •Basic upscaling 
to 720P at 60MHz •Syncs audio and video channels 
•Works with any HDMI to DVI adapter •Dimensions:  
6.1" x 2.75" x 0.90" •Includes 5V, 2A power supply

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 33-10720 $179.00 $59.99

TM

Back

DTV/ATSC  
Tuner Box
•Receives free Over-the-Air  
(OTA) digital television signals •Down-converts OTA 
HDTV signals for use with standard and enhanced 
definition TVs (480i/480p) •Compatible with all 18 ATSC 
signal formats •On-screen Electronic Program Guide 
support •A/V Output: coaxial (RF), S-video, composite 
video, RCA stereo audio •Includes remote

 Order # ONLY
 30-2202 $49.99

Slim Indoor Antenna
•Slim antenna sets on or near your TV  
with a stable flip-out stand •Efficient,  
directional design with ultra-low noise amplifier 
maximizes digital reception •20dB gain •Noise (max):  
<4 dB Includes: •Antenna •6' coax cable  
•9VDC power adapter

 Order # ONLY
 30-2210 $19.99

Compact HDTV Antenna
•Extremely low profile design can  
be mounted indoors or outdoors 
•Extremely low noise amplifier is 
designed for the latest digital and high-
definition television reception •20dB 
gain •UV resistant case Includes: 
•Antenna •Flexible arm mounting base 
•Power inserter •AC adapter •Coax 
cable •Mounting hardware

 Order # ONLY
 30-2205 $24.99

UHF/HDTV  
Outdoor Antenna
•Directional outdoor 
antenna is optimized to 
pick up UHF signals 
for digital television and high-definition television 
broadcasts •Frequency range: 460~862MHz •30 elements 
•75ohm “F” type connection •20dB •Up to 50 mile range

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 30-2155 $39.95 $19.99

UHF/VHF/HDTV  
Indoor Antenna
•An amplified UHF/VHF 
antenna that will receive all 
FM, DTV, and HDTV signals 
•Adjustable amplifier for better 
control on reception gain •“F” 
type input for connecting 
external antenna, VCR, cable, or other source, or used 
stand-alone •Great for areas where an outdoor antenna is 
required for some stations, but nearby stations that are too 
strong require an indoor antenna •Frequency range: 
40~860MHz •Max noise: 6dB •Max amplification: 28dB 
•Power source: 120VAC or optional 12VDC

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 30-2160 $24.95 $14.99

HDTV Indoor Antennas
Terk indoor HDTV directional 

antennas are optimized for HDTV reception. 
Both UHF and VHF elements are uniquely 

designed for reception of all available 
HDTV off-air broadcasts (channel 2~69). 
Highly directional UHF elements reduce 

signal interference and improve average return loss for 
better reception and superior performance.
 Order # Mfr. # Description Reg. SALE
 30-2000 HDTVi Non-amplified $39.99 $29.99
 30-2005 HDTVa Amplified 49.99 41.99

HDTV Indoor 
Amplified 
Antenna
Ideally suited for 
indoor HDTV (UHF)
off-air reception, this  
antenna features a 
low-profile boom 
design, rotational 
elements for improved directional gain, and a 7~13dB 
adjustable gain control (power adapter included).

 Order # Reg.
 30-2100 $19.99

TITAN 2TM Mast Mounted Preamplifiers
These amplifiers represent the ultimate in preamplifier performance. They are designed for use as an 
ultra low noise, ultra high gain preamplifier for deepest fringe applications and MATV headend 
applications. Their very high signal handling also makes them suitable for use as a mast mounted, 
ultra low noise distribution amplifier for use in small MATV systems. They may be configured 
for either separate or combined VHF and UHF inputs. They include a switchable FM trap.
 Order # Mfr. # VHF Gain UHF Gain ONLY
 33-8960 7777 23dB 26dB $67.99
 33-8965 7778 16dB 23dB 59.99

TM

HDMI Scaling Media Center
•This six-input media center switch allows you to scale all 
source inputs to 1080p and send them over a single HDMI 
cable to your display •Perfect solution for utilizing older 
A/V equipment or PCs with new high definition displays 
•Switch among six sources: Two HDMI, two analog 
(composite, S-video, or component), and two VGA 
Specifications: •HDMI v1.3, HDCP (Input pixel clock 
rate: 25MHz~225MHz) •Supports video up scaling to 
1080p (pixel clock rate: 25MHz~165MHz) •3D Y/C 
separation comb-filter •Aspect ratio: 4:3 or 16:9 •10 bits 
video processor for analog to digital conversion •IR remote 
control and manual control •Dimensions: 133⁄8" x 63⁄4" x 
15⁄8"•5VDC, 4A power supply (included)

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 33-10800 $429.00 $199.00

Back

$1499
SALE
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MCM carries the latest DIRECTV ® 
equipment for the best in HDTV.

SATV/CATV

High-Definition HR21 Receiver
Add DIRECTV® and DVR Service  
and you get the best choice and widest 
selection of high definition programming. 

Features: •Standard-definition (SD) and high-definition 
(HD) enabled •Simultaneous SD and HD output •Record 
up to 200 hours of SD, or up to 50 hours of HD 
programming •Two satellite tuners for access to SD  
and HD DIRECTV programming •14-day Advanced 
Program Guide® •Pause and rewind live TV for up to  
90 minutes •Series Link® feature •One touch record, auto 
record, manual record, and bookmarks •Search and record 
•Interactive TV enabled. •Mfr. #HR21 •This equipment  
is for use only with DIRECTV® subscription television 
service and is subject to DIRECTV's® terms and conditions
 Order # Description Reg. SALE
 33-7704 HR21 high-def receiver $229.00 $199.00
 33-7706 Dual ATSC add-on tuner 79.99 69.99

#33-7706

#33-7704

DIRECTV® Standard Receiver
With the DIRECTV® D12 receiver,  
you can access over 250 digital-quality 
channels, plus access interactive 

capabilities and a customizable on-screen program  
guide. Explore and personalize all your viewing options 
quickly and easily with the included remote control. 
Features: •Interactive features include mix channels, 
DIRECTV® Active, and MiniGuide •Parental controls to 
set rating restrictions and spending limits •Programming 
options like CHOICE, DIRECTV® Spanish, XM satellite 
radio and pay per view movie and event channels 
Includes: •Access card •Remote controls and batteries 
•A/V and S-video cables •Phone and power cords •User 
guide •This equipment is for use only with DIRECTV® 
subscription television service and is subject to 
DIRECTV's® terms and conditions •Mfr. #D12-300

 Order # Reg.
 33-7701 $94.99

DIRECTV® R22 Receiver Plus DVR
The DIRECTV Plus™ DVR receiver lets 
you record up to 100 hours of programs, 
and pause or control live TV. With the  

R22 receiver you can automatically record an entire  
season of your favorite shows, find and record programs 
by title, actor, or director, listen to theater-quality Dolby® 
Digital sound, and schedule recording up to 14 days in 
advance. Includes: •Access card •Remote controls and 
batteries •A/V and S-video cables •Phone and power  
cords •User guide •This equipment is for use only with 
DIRECTV® subscription television service and is subject 
to DIRECTV's® terms and conditions •Mfr. #R22

 Order # Reg.
 33-7702 $129.00

5 x 8 Integrated Multi–Switch
The BMS-58 allows up to eight satellite television receiver 

connections to a single multi–satellite dish and provides an additional off air 
antenna/cable input to integrate all television options. Simply connect the two  
SatA and SatB cables to the BMS-58 and run to the receivers. 

 Order # Reg.
 33-9665 $84.99

Satellite Finder Meter
•Position and aim satellite 
dishes with ease •Connects 
between the LNB and 
satellite receiver or 13~18V 
power supply •Frequency 

range: 950MHz~2.4GHz •Gain: 11dB •Operating range: 
52~60dB LNB gain

 Order # Reg.
 33-10940 $9.99

Acutrac®22 Digital 
Satellite Signal 
Level Meter

The Acutrac®22 allows an installer to easily align a  
multi–feed system by displaying LNB A and LNB B  
signal strength measurement levels simultaneously.  
The Acutrac®22 features include: LCD display, selectable 
audio on-off tone, receiver voltage output, individual  
LNB current consumption, 22KHz tone and coax cable 
test. Acutrac®22 Pro also includes: Rechargable battery 
pack, leather case and AC/DC chargers. Mfr. #AcutracPro.

 Order # Reg.
 33-7395 $129.00

J-Pipe Mount
•Versatile all-in-one mount that can be used with 
antennas or satellite dishes •Can be mounted on the 
roof, wall, chimney or any other flat surface •J-pipe 
is reversible from mounting foot for a variety of 
positioning options •Gray weatherproof coating •38" 
mast height •15⁄8" mast diameter 

 Order # Reg.
 33-10915 $12.99

6 x 8 Multi-Switch
•Six satellite inputs:  
four inputs from 
101°/110°/119° and 
99°/103°; two flex port 
inputs from 72.5° and 

95° for international and local programming •Passive  
unit powered by connected satellite receivers •Wide  
band frequencies: 250~750MHz, 950~1450MHz, and 
1650~2150MHz

 Order # ONLY
 33-11007 $69.99

Satellite Diplexers
The 4001IFD and 4002IFD 
diplexers are used for separating 
or combining satellite signals at 
950~2150MHz with VHF/UHF 
signals at 54~806MHz. A DC 

power pass is provided from the satellite port to the 
common in order to pass satellite receiver LNB voltage. 
The 4001IFD is Channel Master’s standard performance 
diplexer. The 4002IFD offers higher performance (much 
greater stopband rejection) necessary when combining 
satellite and VHF/UHF signals on to one cable because 
LNB noise extends down into the UHF spectrum and can 
degrade UHF TV reception if not adequately filtered out 
before connection to the distribution cable.
 Order # Mfr. # Reg. ONLY
 33-9415 4001IFD $4.49 $3.49
 33-9420 4002IFD 10.99 9.99

Slimline Dish and LNBF
•Dish kit includes mounting brackets, arm, mast, and 
Slimline reflector •Use dish kit with any of the LNBF 

options •All LNBF units receive orbital 99°/101°/103° for all DirecTV® 
standard programming •5-LNBF units additionally receive 110°/119° for 
local HD programming in some areas •SWM options for running single 
wire from the dish to SWM compatible multi-switches and splitters

 Order # Description ONLY
 33-10990 Slimline dish kit with mounts $69.99
 33-10992 3-LNBF, 4 outputs 39.99
 33-10994 3-LNBF, 1 output (SWM) 89.99

 Order # Description ONLY
 33-10996 5-LNBF, 4 outputs $59.99
 33-10998 5-LNBF, 1 output (SWM) 99.99

H21 High-Definition Receiver
With the DIRECTV® H21 receiver, you 
can access over 265 digital-quality audio 
and video channels from DIRECTV® in 

both high-definition and standard definition Features: 
•Versatile HDTV connection options include HDMI  
digital audio/video and component video, as well as 
standard composite video and RCA audio •1080i picture 
output resolution formats •Dolby® Digital 5.1 surround 
sound capable •MPEG-4 AVC capable Includes: •Access 
card •B-band convertor •Remote control and batteries 
•Component, S-video, and standard A/V cables •Phone and 
power cords •User guide •This equipment is for use only 
with DIRECTV® subscription television service and is 
subject to DIRECTV’s® terms and conditions •Mfr. #H21

 Order # Reg.
 33-7703 $119.00 $9999

SALE

$7999
SALE

$11900
SALE

$1999
SALE

$999
SALE

$11900
SALE

$799
SALE

LIMITED QUANTITIES
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MCM makes A/V distribution a snap!

Huge selection of over 40,000 items stocked  
and access to over 1.5 million.

HDTV Adjustable 
Distribution Amplifier

•Instant cable provider signal strength indicator 
•Eliminates screw-on attenuators •Extends precise signal 
strength beyond typical “no-loss” distribution amplifiers 
•Specifically designed for HDTV broadcasting (VSB8  
& QAM64) •Meets and/or exceeds cable modem and  
PPV requirements •Protects equipment against voltage 
insertion •Eight independent adjustable attenuators  
(range: 0~40dB) •Nominal gain per output: 3dB+ 
•Forward bandwidth: 54~1.2GHz •Return bandwidth: 
5~42MHz at 5dB gain •Maximum output on all 8 ports: 
+25dBmV/CH •Typical noise figure: < 4.5dB •Surge 
protection on all 8 ports: 6KV/3KA
 Order # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 33-11045 70-0039 HDTV adjustable $199.00
   distribution amplifier
 33-11046 70-0019 Custom 19" rack adapter 39.99
 33-11047 70-0041 Custom enclosure adapter 19.99

SLV A/V RF Modulator
4Accepts composite video/line level audio source 
4Selectable output on CH3 or CH4 
4Auto switching between antenna and A/V source
The mini RF modulator is a compact, inexpensive 
modulator that will convert any composite video source  
to VHF for viewing on your TV on either channel 3 or 4. 
Its low signal loss enables it to deliver excellent picture 
and sound quality. This modulator allows you to connect 
additional A/V components, such as a DVD player or a 
gaming system, to your TV when there are no available 
RCA jacks. Inputs: Three RCA (composite video and 
stereo audio), one “F”.

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 33-9775 $19.99 $12.99

TM

Back

Distribution Amplifiers
•Commercial grade distribution 
amplifiers can be used for HDTV, 
CATV, off-air, analog, and digital RF 
distribution •Weather sealed housings 
•Average noise figure: 2.8dB 
•50~1000MHz
 Order # Mfr. # Description Gain Reg. SALE
 30-2124 3410 1-way 15dB $34.99 $27.95
 30-2125 3412 2-way 11.5dB 39.99 31.95
 30-2130 3414 4-way 8dB 44.99 33.95
 30-2135 3418 8-way 4dB 59.99 44.95

#30-2124 #30-2125 #30-2130

#30-2135

50MHz~1GHz 
Broadband 
Amplifier
The HDA-1000 is a low noise linear distribution amplifier 
providing high power outputs at extremely low distortion. 
The wide bandwidth allows the user a single amplifier  
for all distribution frequency applications; VHF, mid  
band, super band, hyper band, ultra band and UHF. 
Features: •Wide forward frequency range: 50MHz~1GHz, 
low noise figure, 30dB gain to 1GHz, surface mount strip 
line design, designed for all broadband systems, built-in 
slope (44dB typical, 55MHz~1GHz) Specifications: 
•Bandwidth: 50MHz~1GHz •Forward gain: 
50MHz~600MHz, 31dB, ± 2dB, 600MHz~1GHz,  
32dB, ± 3dB •Power requirements: 115VAC, 60Hz

 Order # Reg.
 33-2675 $149.00

Ground Isolation 
Transformer
5MHz~2.4GHz bandwidth for use in antenna, cable 
television and satellite systems. Reduces the effects of 
ground loops such as herringbone, beat and audio hum.

 Order # Reg.
 33-8700 $19.99

Video Ground Loop Isolator
Ground loops Ground loops  
in composite video systems can 
cause video distortions such as 
herringbone and AC beat. Uniquely 
designed to eliminate ground loop 
related distortions, this transformer features RCA female-
to-female connectors with a separate 9' RCA male-to-male 
pigtail cable that facilitates multiple installation 
configurations and helps reduce cable connector strain. 
Specifications: •Insertion loss: <0.5db •Frequency 
response: 0~3db @ 10MHz •Input/output resistance: 
75ohm •Built-in 600VDC transient voltage surge 
suppression (12V RMS) •No power required (passive).

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 33-6927 $59.95 $31.99

TM

VideoEase™  
VGA Balun II Over UTP
VideoEase™ VGA Balun II 
is a passive device that fully 
supports VGA and SVGA 
(RGBHV) transmission via one Cat 5 UTP cable without 
the need for shielded twisted pair (STP) cable. This 
breakthrough technology allows VGA equipment to be 
deployed more easily in both new and pre-wire structured 
cabling environments. Used in pairs, sold individually.
 Order # Description Mfr. # Reg. SALE
 33-9601 PC side (HD15-male) 500040 $74.99 $69.99
 33-9602 Monitor side (HD15-female) 500041 74.99 69.99
 33-9603 Monitor side (HD15-male) 500042 74.99 69.99

HDTV Audio/Video  
Distribution Hub and Receiver

4Accommodates compomnent video  
 (Y/Pb/Pr) plus digital audio 
4Active video amplifier circuit 
4Loop through output send for multiple receivers 
4IR remote path
Distribute high-definition component video and digital  
or left or right audio over extended distances using Cat 5e 
wire. Video and audio loop output to accommodate future 
expansion to additional Cat 5e transmitters and receivers. 
Supports 1080i video up to 300' with Cat 6.
 Order # Mfr. # Description Reg. SALE
 33-10255 Cat5TX Transmitter $119.00 $109.00
 33-10256 Cat5RX Receiver 119.00 109.00

#33-10255

#33-10256

High Performance Distribution Amps
4Single input with four or seven outputs 
4Accommodates L/R line level audio and composite video
These high performance distribution amplifiers feature 
specifications such as a true one-to-one ratio, no signal 
loss, low noise, low distortion and unity gain.
 Order # Mfr. # Outputs Reg. SALE
 33-6875 AV400 Four $59.99 -
 33-6880 AV700 Seven 99.99 $69.99

SATV/CATV
VideoEase™ 
HDTV Component 
Video/Digital 
Audio Balun
The component 
video/audio balun allows one component 
video (YPbPr or RGB) signal and one 
audio signal to be transmitted via cost-effective unshielded 
twisted pair (UTP) cable in a point-to-point configuration. 
Used in pairs, the component digital balun supports 480i/p, 
720p and 1080i/p video formats for hi-definition (HDTV) 
video applications. Features: •Supports 480i/p up to 1000' 
(305m) and 720p/1080i/p up to 500' (152m) via Cat 5 
UTP, respectively •Available with color-coded RCA  
cable connectors •Supports either digital audio (5000050, 
or 500051), or analog audio (500052, or 500053) on  
fourth twisted pair •Modular shielded RJ-45 connector 
•Used in pairs, sold separately
 Order # Mfr. # Connectors Audio ONLY
 33-10060 500050 Male RCA  Digital $74.99
 33-10061 500051 Female RCA Digital 74.99
 33-10062 500052 Male RCA Analog 74.99
 33-10063 500053 Female RCA Analog 74.99

Back

In-Line Surge Protector
Protect your cable modem, tuner, 
convertor, decoder, and satellite 
receiver from power surges and 
spikes caused by lightning strikes. 
Plugs directly into coax line. Specifications: •Frequency 
range: 5~2,400MHz •Insertion loss: 1.5dB max •Max 
surge current: 5000A

 Order # Reg.
 33-10400 $6.39

Volume Regulator
The VR-1 features  
Advanced Digital Signal 
Processing technology that automatically adjusts sound 
levels without introducing additional noises. With response 
as quick as .002 seconds, the VR-1 delivers consistent 
audio levels when sudden loud noises such as explosions 
or commercials are present. The VR-1 is easy-to-install 
and is compatible with any A/V device. Mfr. #VR-1.

 Order # Reg.
 33-9635 $42.99

$499
SALE

$2999
SALE

$11900
SALE

$999
SALE

$1499
SALE $999

SALE
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Save money and gain flexibility with baluns from MCM Custom Audio.
Home Audio

Active HDMI 
Over Dual 
Category 5 
Balun Set
Complete kit 
consists of an 
active transmitter 

and receiver set for sending HDMI signals over dual Cat 
5e or Cat 6 cable runs. The transmitter unit connects to the 
HDMI audio/video device with a HDMI connection. The 
receiver is located near the HDTV display source and 
connected to the display source with a HDMI connection. 
Then, the transmitter and the receiver units are connected 
together with two Cat 5 cables that transmit a pristine high 
definition signal between the A/V device and the HDTV 
display up to 200' (720p). Power is required at the receiver 
end, UL listed AC adapter is included. Features: •Supports 
computer resolutions up to 1920 x 1200 (WUXGA), 12 bit 
color depth •HDMI version 1.3 compliant •H.D.C.P.  
(High Bandwidth Digital Content Protection) compliant 
Distances: •720p: 200' •1080i: 165' •1080p: 100' 
Specifications: •Video amplifier bandwidth: 2.25Gbps 
•Single link range: 1080p •Input video signal: 0.5~1.0V 
p-p •Input DDC signal: 5V p-p (TTL) •Data speed transfer: 
10.2Gbps •Power requirements: 5VDC •Dimensions (each 
unit): 2" (W) x 1.88" (H) x 3.25" (D)

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 50-10245 $199.00 $84.99

Swingplate™ Feed Through Wall Plates
Designed specifically for the A/V installation industry,  
this unique feed through wall plate features a swivel door 
for ease of use and improved appearance. It is ideal for 
situations where multiple cables are to pass through a 
finished wall, and not terminated at the plate. This is 
especially useful in pre-wire applications, as the wire can 
remain tucked into the wall, with the swing door neatly 
closed, until it is time to install equipment. Available in 
single or double gang sizes, plates are white color, and are 
compatible with standard electrical boxes and low voltage 
brackets. Call for larger quantity pricing.
 Order # Size (1–3) (4–11) (12–24)
 50-10900 Single $1.79 $1.59 $1.45
 50-10910 Double 2.39 2.19 1.85

#50-10900 #50-10910

Adaptiplate™ Keystone Decora Inserts
Multiple configurations allow selection from one to  
six connector inserts in a single gang plate size. Use  
alone or combine with others to provide exactly the plate 
configuration needed. Perfect when A/V connectors are 
combined with telephone and network keystone jacks. 
Insert #50-10780 or 50-10781 allows compatibility with 
all Adaptiplate™ A/V hex connectors.
 Order # Openings Color MSRP Reg. SALE
 50-10150 One White $1.99 $1.39 $0.99
 50-10151 One Ivory 1.99 1.39 0.99
 50-10155 Two White 1.99 1.39 0.99
 50-10156 Two Ivory 1.99 1.39 0.99
 50-10160 Three White 1.99 1.39 0.99
 50-10161 Three Ivory 1.99 1.39 0.99
 50-10165 Four White 1.99 1.39 0.99
 50-10166 Four Ivory 1.99 1.39 0.99
 50-10170 Six White 1.99 1.39 0.99
 50-10171 Six Ivory 1.99 1.39 0.99

Keystone Voice  
and Data Inserts
Intended for use with the 
Adaptiplate™ Keystone Decora 
Inserts, these voice and data inserts 
are also compatible with most 
keystone wall plates. Intended for 
telephone and LAN connections, 
they are ideal for use with the 
MCM Custom Audio Cat 5 Balun 
system. RJ-45 connector is Cat 5e 
rated. RJ-11 connector is 6P6C 
(six-conductor) type and is 
compatible with standard single, 
two and three line telephone  
wiring configurations. 

 Order # Type  Color MSRP Reg. SALE
 50-10790 RJ-45 White $3.59 $2.49 $1.69
 50-10791 RJ-45 Ivory 3.59 2.49 1.69
 50-10795 RJ-11 White 2.89 1.99 1.39
 50-10796 RJ-11 Ivory 2.89 1.99 1.39

Audio/Video to Category 5 Balun System
This system allows installers to take advantage of Cat 5 (or higher) cable  
for interconnecting A/V components over long distances. Common signal 
formats such as composite video, RGB component video, S–video and line 
level audio can easily be sent considerable distances over UTP cable. Housed 
in compact ABS enclosures, baluns accept standard RJ-45 male connectors  
or unterminated UTP cable. Completely passive design, these units require  
no power. Sold individually, all baluns must be used in pairs.  
For complete information on all models, see MCMelectronics.com.
 Order # Type Cat 5 Connection A/V Connections Distance Reg. SALE
 50-7710 Composite video RJ-45 RCA female (yellow) 1000' $10.99 -
 50-7720 Component video RJ-45 RCA female (red/blue/green) 400' 39.99 -
 50-7722 Component video,  RJ-45 RCA male pigtails (red/blue/green),  400' 44.99 -
  digital audio  female RCA (orange)
 50-7724 Stereo audio RJ-45 RCA male pigtails (red/white) 1000' 21.99 -
 50-7725 Stereo audio RJ-45 RCA female (red/white) 1000' 19.99 -
 50-7730 Audio/composite video RJ-45 RCA female (red/white/yellow) 400' 29.99 -
 50-7732 Audio/composite video RJ-45 RCA male pigtails (red/white/yellow) 400' 31.99 -
 50-7742 Audio  Tooless IDC RCA male 1000' 14.99 -
 50-7748 Composite video  Tooless IDC RCA male 1000' 10.99 -
 50-7768 Quad composite video  RJ-45 RCA female (yellow) x 4 1000' 29.99 -
 50-7769 Quad composite video  RJ-45 BNC female x 4 1000' 29.99 -
 50-10250 VGA video (PC side) RJ-45 Female HD 15 connector 400' 44.99 $35.99
 50-10255 VGA video (Monitor side) RJ-45 Female HD 15 connector with male-male jumper 400' 44.99 35.99
 50-10265 VGA video (PC side) RJ-45 Female HD 15 connector/single gang wallplate 400' 44.99 35.99
 50-10270 VGA video (Monitor side) RJ-45 Female HD 15 connector/single gang wallplate 400' 44.99 35.99
 50-10290 Audio/composite video RJ-45 RCA female (red/white/yellow) single gang wallplate 1000' 26.99 22.99
 50-10295 Component video,  RJ-45 RCA female (red/blue/green/orange)  400' 37.99 32.99
  digital audio  single gang wallplate
 50-10285 Stereo audio RJ-45 RCA female (red/white) single gang wallplate 1000' 18.99 15.99
 50-10287 Stereo audio RJ-45 Female 3.5mm stereo jack on single gang wallplate 1000' 18.99 15.99
 50-10280 Composite video RJ-45 RCA female (yellow) single gang wallplate 1000' 13.99 11.99

#50-7768#50-7730 #50-7724

#50-10250

#50-7722

#50-10265 #50-10295

Adaptiplate™ HMDI 
Keystone Insert
Designed as part of the 
Adaptiplate™ Wall Plate 
System, this HDMI 
female-female coupler is 

compatible with standard Keystone wall plates. It accepts 
a male connector at either side, allowing easy termination 
of HDMI cables at the wall. Keystone configuration 
allows endless flexibility in combining with other data, 
audio and video wall plate connections. It is also suitable 
as a free sanding HDMI coupler. White color.

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 50-10805 $19.95 $9.99 $799

SALE

 NEW!
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Stellar Labs® offers the ultimate style, performance and value.
Home Audio

Visit our website for inventory clearance items.  
Check it out today because they won’t last long at these prices.

8" In-Wall Speaker Pair
•8" woofer, 1" tweeter •Power capacity: 55W/80W RMS/
peak •Frequency response: 55Hz~20KHz •Sold in pairs

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 50-10501 $159.00 $79.99

8" Ceiling 
Speaker Pair
•8" woofer, 1" 
tweeter •Power 
capacity: 
55W/80W RMS/
peak •Frequency 
response: 
55Hz~20KHz •Sold in pairs

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 50-10511 $159.00 $79.99

61⁄2" Ceiling Speaker Pair
•61⁄2" woofer, 1" tweeter •Power 
capacity: 40W/60W RMS/peak 
•Frequency response: 
65Hz~20KHz •Sold in pairs

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 50-10510 $119.00 $59.99

61⁄2" In-Wall Speaker Pair
•61⁄2" woofer, 1" tweeter •Power capacity: 40W/60W RMS/
peak •Frequency response: 65Hz~20KHz •Sold in pairs

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 50-10500 $119.00 $59.99

8" Single Point 
Stereo Ceiling 
Speaker
•Provides isolated  
left and right audio 
channels from a single 
location •8" woofer, 
dual 3⁄4" tweeters 
•Power capacity: 40W/60W RMS/peak per channel 
•Frequency response: 50Hz~22KHz •Sold individually

 Order # Reg.
 50-10580 $59.99 $4999

SALE

Compact Stereo Amplifier
This extremely small amplifier chassis is perfect for permanent 
installations. Typical applications include use with flat panel televisions 
to drive one or two pairs of speakers, digital signage installations, kiosk, 
POS and similar retail environments. Features: •20W RMS 8ohm 
stereo, bridgeable to 40W RMS mono •Fanless cooling for silent operation •Bass and treble controls •RCA unbalanced 
line level inputs •Detachable screw terminal balanced inputs, mic/line switchable Specifications: •Frequency response: 
20Hz~25KHz •Total harmonic distortion (THD): 0.05% •Dimensions: 21⁄4" (H) x 73⁄4" (W) x 41⁄2" (D) •Mfr. #SLA40

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 50-4608 $129.99 $79.99SLA 150 Stereo Power Amplifier

•Specifically designed for use in distributed audio 
installations •Remote on/off triggering and signal sensing 
•Power output: 75W RMS x 2CH @4ohm, 150W RMS 
bridged •Model #SLA-150

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 50-4610 $449.00 $199.00

TM

$16900
SALE

 NEW!

 NEW!

 NEW! NEW!

 NEW!

 NEW!

Dual 51⁄4" In-Wall Center Channel Speaker
•Provides isolated left and right audio channels from a single 
location •8" woofer, dual 3⁄4" tweeters •Power capacity: 
40W/60W RMS/peak per channel •Frequency response: 
50Hz~22KHz •Sold individually

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 50-10520 $99.00 $49.99

 NEW!

 NEW!

 NEW!

Distributed Audio  
Stereo Receiver 
•Perfect for multi room background music •Allows connection  
of up to four pairs of speakers with A/B/C/D selection •Power  
output: 100W RMS x 4 channels (4ohm) •Mfr. #RX-5502

Back

 Order # ONLY
 50-4640 $159.00

Contractor Series In-Wall and Ceiling Speakers
•Polypropylene cone woofer with rubber surround •Pivoting silk dome 
tweeter •6dB/octave crossover •Rust proof perforated aluminum grill  
•Detachable phoenix style connector 

Dual 8" In–Wall Subwoofer
•Passive 12dB/octave 200Hz low pass filter •Mounts within  
a standard 2 x 4 wall cavity •100W/200W RMS/peak per  
channel capacity •45Hz~200Hz response •Sold individually

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 50-10575 $179.00 $99.99
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Make yourself heard and save  
with MCM Custom Audio.

Professional Audio

Compact 
Microphone Mixer 
Tabletop mixer is 
perfect for small 
applications where up  

to four microphones need to be fed to a single input. It can 
also be useful in situations where an existing mixer does 
not have enough inputs. It will last up to ten hours on a 
standard 9V alkaline battery, or may be powered from  
an optional AC adapter. Features: •1⁄4" inputs and output 
•Rotary level control for each input •Built-in echo effects 
with adjustable delay and depth •Rugged sloped metal 
enclosure •Dimensions: 21⁄4"(H) x 6" (H) x 33⁄8" (D)

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 555-9730 $29.95 $19.99

Box Top Mixer Amplifiers 
✔USB/MP3 reader 
✔100W RMS output 
✔Five-band equalizer plus effects
Compact amplifiers are perfects as self contained PA 
systems for a single presentation or a small to medium  
size venues. What sets these apart is the built-in USB port 
which accepts standard thumb drives, and directly reads 
MP3 and WMA audio files. Combined with commonly 
available thumb drives which hold hours of music, these 
mixer-amplifiers become a self contained music system. 
MP3 features: •Backlit LCD display of file being played 
•Pushbutton control for play/pause, stop, repeat, track 
forward and reverse Features: •Bass, treble and reverb 
controls on each mic input •15V phantom power on all  
mic inputs •Master five band equalizer •L/R RCA style 
tape inputs with separate level control •Fixed L/R line 
level record output •Built-in echo effects •Rear panel 
effects send and returns Specifications: •Power output: 
100W RMS •Mic inputs: 1⁄4" unbalanced, XLR balanced 
•Speaker outputs: Dual (parallel) 1⁄4", minimum impedance 
4ohm total •Effects send and return: 1⁄4" each •EQ controls: 
±12dB at 60Hz, 250Hz, 800Hz, 2KHz and 8KHz
  Mic  Dimensions
 Order # Inputs (H) x (W) x (D) MSRP Reg. SALE
 555-9700 Four 8" x 15.5" x 12" $199.00 $149.95 $99.99
 555-9710 Six 8" x 17.5"x 12" 219.00 169.95 115.00
 555-9720 Eight 8" x 20.25" x 12" 249.00 189.95 135.00

#555-9710

Speaker Stand Adapters
Designed for use with standard 
commercial tripod stands including 

models from MCM. Because they install inside the speaker 
enclosure, the speaker may then be used with or without  
a stand. Constructed of 1⁄16" matte black finished steel. 
Includes mounting screws. Both sizes are sold individually 
#50-1835: •Inside diameter: 17⁄16", fits 13⁄8" diameter pole 
•Required cutout diameter: 19⁄16" #50-1910: •Inside 
diameter: 11⁄16", fits 1" diameter pole •Required cutout 
diameter: 11⁄4"
 Order # Size MSRP Reg. SALE
 50-1835 Large $9.95 $5.89 $4.19
 50-1910 Small 9.95 5.89 4.19

Microphone Stand with Die-Cast Base
High-quality mic stands are perfect for all stage 
performance and studio applications. Conventional 
cast iron base holds stand firmly in place. 
•Adjustable height 33"~61" •Overall weight: 9 lbs. 
•5⁄8" x 27 thread •Available in black or chrome
 Order # Finish Reg. SALE
 35-2005 Black $25.99 $19.99
 35-2006 Chrome 25.99 19.99

Balanced/Unbalanced Line Level Convertor
Two-way, stereo convertor provides total flexibility when 
interfacing consumer and professional audio equipment. 
Perfect when using tape decks, MP3 players, computer 
sound cards with mixing consoles, sound processors, 
professional preamplifiers and amplifiers. Two stereo 
channels simultaneously match balanced to unbalanced, 
and unbalanced to balanced equipment. Stereo Channel 1: 
L/R balanced female XLR inputs to L/R unbalanced RCA 
female outputs. Stereo Channel 2: L/R unbalanced RCA 
female inputs to L/R balanced male XLR outputs. Each 
stereo channel has its own level adjustment to compensate 
for line level differences between pro and consumer gear. 
Specifications: •Max output gain: +18dB balanced,  
+12dB unbalanced •Max input level: +22dB balanced  
and unbalanced •Power requirements: 12VDC, AC adapter 
included •Dimensions: 13⁄4" (H) x 55⁄8" (W) x 35⁄8" (D)

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 555-8485 $59.95 $42.99 $3499

SALE

Back

Four Output Headphone Amplifier
Perfect in small studio recording, education, home theater 
applications, or anywhere that multiple headphones must 
be driven. Single 1⁄4" stereo input accepts signal from line 
level source or headphone jack. Four 1⁄4" headphone outputs 
each have individual level controls. Specifications: •Max 
input level: +14dBv •Max output gain: 20dB per channel 
•Input impedance: 100KΩ per channel •S/N ratio: 90dB 
•THD: <0.008% •Power requirements: 12VDC, includes 
AC adapter •Dimensions: 15⁄8" (H) x 41⁄2" (W) x 27⁄8" (D)

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 555-8480 $59.95 $42.99

Back

$3499
SALE

Dual Channel  
Ground Loop Isolator
Ground loop problems in  

A/V systems normally appear as a hum in speakers  
or horizontal bars on video monitors. These problems 
typically occur when multiple components receive AC 
power from different locations, or because CATV, satellite 
or antenna systems provide a separate ground point. This 
isolator solves that problem by providing ground path 
isolation between components, while maintaining full 
frequency response. Features: •Rugged steel enclosure 
•RCA input and output connections •Fully independent  
L/R channels Specifications: •Frequency response: 
10Hz~50KHz •THD: 0.01% •Dimensions: 1.50" (H) x 
3.50" (W) x 2.50" (D) •Passive device, requires no power

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 50-9040 $49.95 $31.99 $2499

SALE

Replacement Stereo Headphones
•Economical replacement headphones  
for most personal stereos and portable CD 
players. •27mm mylar speakers •32ohm 
•Maximum input level: 10mW •4' straight 
cord •3.5mm stereo plug

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 35-460 $4.95 $2.69

$199
SALE

Heavy-Duty Digital  
Hi Fi Stereo Headphones
•These professional quality headphones  
are value priced and deliver great sound 
•40mm super thin diaphragm drive  
units •32ohm •Frequency response: 
20Hz~20KHz •9' straight cord •Gold plated 
3.5mm stereo phone plug •Gold plated 
3.5mm to 1⁄4" adapter included •Display 
packaged for resale

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 35-445 $24.95 $17.99

$999
SALE

Full Size Stereo Headphones
40mm diaphragms deliver full rich sound expected from models at three times the cost. 

Straight 9' cord has 3.5mm plug and includes 3.5mm to 1⁄4" adapter. Product is display boxed and is perfect 
for resale. Specifications: •Frequency response 20Hz~18KHz •SPL 105dB at 1KHz •Impedance 32ohm

 Order # Reg.
 35-972 $7.99 $599

SALE

Phono Preamplifier
Allows a turntable to be played 
through conventional line level 
inputs such as aux, tape, tuner or  
CD. It is also useful for operating  

a turntable with a computer sound card, mixing console,  
or other professional equipment. Features: •L/R RCA 
female type inputs and outputs •Separate ground lug 
Specifications: •Frequency response: 30Hz ~ 20KHz 
•Input level: 6mV •Output level: 500mV •SN ratio:  
>60dB •Requires 117VAC, 60Hz •Dimensions: 11⁄2" (H) x 
25⁄8" (W) x 47⁄8" (D)

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 40-630 $24.95 $19.99

$1299
SALE

Heavy–Duty Tripod Speaker Stand
Perfect for use with most PA, DJ and other 
professional sound applications. Heavy–duty 
aluminum construction supports speaker 
systems up to 88 lbs. Overall height is 
adjustable from 43"~77". Top pole section  
is 13⁄8" diameter and is compatible with most 
moderate to large size speaker systems that 
utilize pole mounts. ABS speaker mount 
adapter plate is supplied for use with speakers 
that do not have a pole mount. Black color. 
Sold individually. 

 Order # Reg.
 555-6256 $47.99

$3549
SALE

Tripod Speaker Stand
Perfect for use with most PA, DJ and other 
professional sound applications. Heavy–duty 
aluminum construction supports speaker 
systems up to 55 lbs. Overall height is 
adjustable from 43"~73". Top pole section  
is 1" diameter and is compatible with most 
compact to moderate speaker systems 
utilizing pole mounts. ABS speaker mount 
adapter plate is supplied for use with speakers 
that do not have a pole mount. Black color, 
sold individually. 

 Order # Reg.
 555-6251 $31.99

$2399
SALE
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Professional Audio

Visit our website to sign up for e-mail promotions.

Two-Way PA/DJ Speaker Systems
These rugged carpeted speaker systems are ideal for DJ and stage situations where durability, 
high power capacity and solid sound performance are required on a tight budget. Features: 
•Piezo horn tweeters •Metal corner protectors •Recessed handles •13⁄8" diameter pole mount 
•Metal grills •Heavy-duty MDF cabinets Inputs: ¼" input connections as well as binding posts
  Woofer Power Frequency  Dimensions 
 Order # Size capacity (peak) Response SPL (H) x (W) x (D) MSRP ONLY
 555-10300 8" 300W 35Hz~20KHz 89dB 17.5" x 11.5" x 10" $69.00 $29.99
 555-10305 10" 400W 30Hz~20KHz 90dB 20" x 15" x 12" 89.00 39.99
 555-10310 12" 500W 25Hz~20KHz 91dB 23" x 15.5" x 14" 119.00 54.99
 555-10315 15" 600W 20Hz~20KHz 92dB 25" x 18" x 16" 139.00 69.99

Professional Table Top  
CD/MP3/USB Player
Gemini’s CDJ-600 professional  
CD/MP3/USB tabletop CD player gives you the ability to 
play MP3 files from any USB storage device and built-in 
scratch effect. Features: •Audio CD,CD-R, and MP3 
compatible •Plays MP3 and WAV files from USB storage 
device •Anti-shock using RAM buffer memory •Extra 
large jog wheel •Two selectable jog modes •Scratch effect 
mode •Instant-start and cue with preview •Single, 
continuous and repeat play modes •Seamless loop with 
re-loop •BPM read out •Pitch bend via jog wheel or 
buttons •Two mode time selection •Frame accurate search 
•Variable pitch control with three settings

 Order # ONLY
 555-11205 $269.99

Two Way PA/DJ Floor Monitor Speakers
Floor monitor DJ and stage speakers provide versatility and solid sound performance on a  
tight budget. Angled cabinet places speaker at optimum position for near field monitoring,  
or stand on end for standard use. Features: •Piezo horn tweeters •ABS corner protectors •Recessed  
handles •Metal grills •Heavy-duty MDF cabinets Inputs: ¼" input connections as well as binding posts
   Power Frequency  Dimensions 
 Order # Woofer Size capacity (peak) Response SPL (H) x (W) x (D) MSRP ONLY
 555-10330 10" 400W 30Hz~20KHz 90dB 13" x 23" x 14" $99.00 $44.99
 555-10335 12" 500W 25Hz~20KHz 91dB 15" x 25" x 15.75" 119.00 54.99
 555-10340 15" 600W 20Hz~20KHz 92dB 18.5" x 29.5" x 17" 138.00 69.99

Passive and 
Active ABS PA/DJ Speakers
These sturdy ABS housed speakers 
are perfect for the traveling DJ, or  
as a permanent fixture in any club, 

bar, or restaurant. Features: •Wide dispersion horn design •Titanium compression driver •13⁄8" pole 
mountable •Speakon input and output connectors •Max SPL: 132dB •Impedance: 8 ohm •Recessed 
smooth molded handle Active speakers feature: •XLR and 1⁄4' microphone input •Bass and treble 
tone control •Master volume •See MCMelectronics.com for more information
   Power capacity Frequency Dimensions
 Order # Woofer Size (RMS/peak) Response (H) x (W) x (D) ONLY
 Active speakers
 555-11315 10" 100W/400W 60Hz~18KHz 19.7" x 14" x 10.6" $179.99
 555-11320 12" 200W/800W 45Hz~18KHz 22.8" x 16.5" x 12.2" 229.99
 555-11325 15" 300W/1200W 40Hz~18KHz 26.97" x 18" x 15.75" 279.99

Three Piece PA/DJ Speaker Package
•Two 10" trapezoidal loudspeakers and 15" powered 
subwoofer •Efficient MDF bandpass 13⁄8" stand mountable 
subwoofer enclosure with wheels •Three channel power 
amplifier and active crossover built-in to subwoofer 
•230W RMS on subwoofer channel, frequency response of  
100Hz~20KHz •85W RMS per satellite channel, frequency 
response 35Hz~100Hz •400W total RMS and 800W peak 
power •120dB total continuous SPL •Individual channel 
sensitivity and volume controls •Balanced XLR and 1⁄4" 
inputs •Speakon™ outputs for satellite channels (cables 
included) •Variable speed fan •Full protective metal grill 
•Black painted finish with rubber feet

 Order # ONLY
 555-11330 $559.99

Stands sold 
separately.

Professional DJ Road Cases
•Ten upper rack spaces •Black carpeting •Metal corners, 
spring handles and removable lid •Front and rear access 
with doors •DJ equipment not included
 Dimensions (W) x (H) x (D)
 Order # Lower Weight Rack Spaces ONLY
 22.5" x 13.25" x 20.75"
 555-11280 31 lbs. 2 $89.99
 22.25" x 19" x 20.75"
 555-11282 42 lbs. 6 119.99
 22.5" x 23.5" x 20.75"
 555-11284 44 lbs. 8 129.99
 22.5" x 37.75" x 20.75"
 555-11286 67 lbs. 16 179.99

#555-11282#555-11284#555-11286 #555-11280

Sound Reinforcement 
Subwoofers
Ideal for use in a larger scale 
venue, these 15" subwoofer 
systems provide high SPL level 
and low frequency levels. 
Features: •Recessed handles 
•13⁄8" diameter pole mount on top 
of cabinet •Metal grills •Heavy-
duty MDF cabinet Specifications: Inputs: ¼" input 
connection as well as binding posts •Sold individually
   Power capacity Frequency
 Order # Size (peak) Response MSRP ONLY
 555-10317 12" 600W 25Hz~800Hz $119.00 $44.99
 555-10320 15" 700W 20Hz~500Hz 129.00 59.99
 555-10325 18" 1000W 20Hz~500Hz 159.00 99.99

MCM now stocks a variety of  
Gemini professional DJ products.

GROOVE Professional  
PC Mixing Software

Groove is a complete, easy-to-use and reliable professional 
mixing software that allows you to professionally mix, 
organize and navigate through your MP3, WMA, OGG 
Vorbis and WAV files to create the ultimate playlists, 
technical mixes and flexible background music. Features: 
•MIDI and keyboard controller support •Full featured 
mixer with 3 band EQ •Instant-start and cue with preview 
•Looping with dedicated loop times •Vinyl scratch 
emulation •Delay, flanger, phaser and reverb •High-quality 
mix session recorder System requirements: •Windows 
XP/Vista/7 •1.6GHz, 256Mb RAM

 Order # ONLY
 555-11230 $99.99

Professional Table 
Top CD Player
Gemini’s CDJ-203 is the 
ideal professional table top 
CD player for DJs that 
require all the essential 
features and stylish design at a cost effective price. 
Features: •Audio CD and CD-R compatible •Extra large 
jog wheel •Anti-shock using RAM buffer memory •Two 
selectable jog modes pitch bend/search •Instant-start and 
cue with preview •Single and continuous play modes 
•Seamless loop with reloop •Pitch bend via jog wheel or 
buttons •Three mode time selection •Frame accurate search 
•Large blue backlit LCD display •Variable pitch control

 Order # ONLY
 555-11200 $149.99
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MCM now stocks a huge assortment  
of Behringer professional sound products.

Professional Audio

Feedback Destroyer Pro 
Feedback Suppressor/
Parametric EQ
Using an ultra-fast feedback detection 

algorithm, the FBQ2496 automatically and “intelligently” 
locates up to 20 feedback frequencies per channel. 
Features: •24 bit/96KHz feedback suppressor/parametric 
EQ •Locates and destroys up to 20 critical frequencies per 
channel •Up for 40 fully parametric filters •Ultra-narrow 
notch filters •Open MIDI architecture for future software 
updates •Balanced inputs and servo-balanced outputs with 
XLR and 1⁄4" connectors •Mfr. #FBQ2496 •See 
MCMelectronics.com for more information

 Order # ONLY
 555-10985 $149.00

16-Input Ultra  
Low-Noise Line Mixer
The RX1602 is an incredibly 
versatile 16-channel line mixer  
that works perfectly for monitoring 

multi-track recording projects, submixing multiple 
keyboards, sub-mixing samplers or mixing a small live  
set-up. Features: •Dedicated balance and level controls 
plus +4/-10 level selection per channel •Monitor/FX  
send control per section with global master send control 
for flexible monitoring, recording or effects applications 
•Two seven-digit LED level meters and individual level 
control for left and right main mix signal •1⁄4' TRS main 
mix outputs plus easily headphone with dedicated level 
control •Mfr. #RX1602

 Order # ONLY
 555-10710 $129.99

EuroRack Pro 12 Input Mic/Line Rack Mixer
The EuroRack Pro RX1202FX 12 channel mic/line mixer 
comes loaded with a 24 bit multi-FX processor and eight 
built-in studio-grade IMP “invisible” mic preamps. 
Features: •130dB dynamic range for 24 bit, 192KHz 
sampling rate inputs •Ultra-wide 60dB gain range 
•Integrated 24 bit digital stereo FX processor •Two band 
EQ and clip LED on all channels •Four balanced high-
headroom line inputs •Two aux sends per channel •CD/
tape inputs assignable to main mix or control room/phones 
outputs •Separate control room, phones and stereo CD/tape 
outputs •Balanced main mix XLR outputs •Switchable 
+48V phantom power for condenser microphones 

 Order # ONLY
 555-10715 $199.99

UltraLink Pro Eight  
Channel Splitter/Mixer
The UltraLink functions as a  
splitter, line mixer or level 
conditioner. Regardless of your 

application, the MX882 keeps your signal paths short and 
clean. Features: •Eight in/two out line mixer, two in/eight 
out line splitter •Each channel can operate independently 
in mixer or splitter mode •Usable as six in/six out level 
matching amplifier or direct inject box •Converts levels 
between -10dBV and +4dBu •Extremely wide bandwidth 
from 5Hz~200KHz for audio purity •Six mono in, six 
mono out, two main inputs and two outputs •Four/eight-
segment input/output level meters for all channels

 Order # ONLY
 555-10720 $99.99

Two-Way  
Monitor Speakers
•Compact stereo speaker 

system ideally suited for home studios, multimedia 
applications, keyboard and vocal monitoring, and more 
•Powerful 4" woofers and high-resolution tweeters 
powered by two 8W amplifiers •Dedicated volume, bass, 
and treble controls •RCA and 3.5mm inputs •Frequency 
range: 80Hz~20KHz •Mfr. #MS16

 Order # ONLY
 555-10895 $69.00

MicroMix Ultra  
Low-Noise Four-Channel Line Mixer
Despite its ultra-compact size, this four-channel line  
mixer is big on features, yielding the highest sonic quality  
at all output levels. Features: •Input level control for each 
channel •Ultra low-noise 4580 operational amplifiers •High-
quality components and exceptionally rugged construction 
ensure long life •12VDC adapter included •Mfr. #MX400

 Order # ONLY
 555-10725 $29.99

EuroLive 
Powered 600 
Watt PA Speaker 
4Digital processor 
4Integrated mixer

These high-power 600W two-way  
PA sound reinforcement speaker  
systems feature an integrated mixer. 
Features: •Two mic/line inputs with 
individual volume controls and peak 
LEDs •Extremely powerful long-

excursion driver provides incredibly deep bass and 
acoustic power •State-of-the-art 1.75" titanium-diaphragm 
compression driver for exceptional high-frequency 
reproduction •Ultra-wide dispersion and large format 
exponential/conical horn with multi-cell aperture throat 
•Line output enables linking of additional speaker systems 
•13⁄8" pole mountable •Can be used as a floor monitor 
•Ergonomically shaped handles
   Frequency
 Order # Mfr. # Size Range ONLY
 555-10835 B415DSP 15" 40Hz~20KHz $499.00
 555-10830 B412DSP 12" 45Hz~20KHz 399.00

XENYX Series Mic/Line Mixers
Featuring the same sonic characteristics of the mega-console desks of the 60s and 70s that  
made music history, along with the new XENYX mic preamp that matches the sound quality,  
transparency, headroom and even the dynamic range of boutique-style, stand-alone mic preamps, the  
XENYX analog mixer series offers a tremendous amount of capabilities. See MCMelectronics.com for detailed specs.

   Total Mono/Stereo Mix Mic Channel Channel Effects  FX 
 Order # Mfr. # Inputs input channels Buses Preamps EQ Effects Int/ext Returns USB Presets  Metering ONLY
 555-10730 2442FX 24 8/4 4/2 10 3 band 2/2 4 stereo Yes 100 12 LED $349.00
 555-10735 2222FX 22 8/4 2/2 8 3 band 1/3 3 stereo Yes 100 12 LED 299.99
 555-10740 1832FX 18 6/4 3/2 6 3 band 2/1 2 stereo Yes 100 12 LED 279.99
 555-10745 1622FX 16 4/4 2/2 4 3 band 1/1 2 stereo Yes 100 12 LED 219.99
 555-10750 1222FX 12 4/4 2/2 4 3 band 1/1 2 stereo Yes 100 12 LED 219.99
 555-10765 1202FX 12 4/4 2/2 4 3 band 1 1 stereo - 100 4 LED 99.99
 555-10775 1002FX 10 2/4 2/2 2 3 band 1 1 stereo - 100 4 LED 89.99
 555-10755 1204FX 8 4/2 2/2 4 3 band 1/1 2 stereo Yes 100 8 LED 179.99
 555-10760 1204 8 4/2 2/2 4 3 band 0/2 2 stereo Yes - 12 LED 129.99
 555-10770 1202 12 4/4 2/2 4 3 band 1 2 stereo - - 4 LED 79.99
 555-10780 1002 10 2/4 2 2 3 band 1 - - - 4 LED 69.99
 555-10785* 1002B 10 2/4 2 2 3 band 2 - - - 5 LED 99.99
 555-10790 802 8 2/2 2 2 3 band 1 1 stereo - - 4 LED 59.99
 555-10795 502 5 1/2 2 1 2 band - - - - 4 LED 44.99

#555-10730

#555-10780

#555-10795

*Can be powered by two 9V 
batteries (three if phantom 
power is used)

Digital Two-Way Monitor Speakers
These extremely compact nearfield monitors feature ultra-high 
resolution 24 bit/192KHz D/A converters, allowing you to connect 
directly to your digital signal sources and eliminate annoying analog 
line-loss and hum forever. Whether you connect to your computer 

sound card, keyboard, or MP3 player, you will enjoy exceptional sound quality with great 
dynamics. Features: •Digital optical and coaxial inputs •Analog 3.5mm and RCA inputs 
•Individual volume, bass, and treble controls •1⁄4" headphone output •Magnetic shielding

 Order # Mfr. # Power Output Frequency Range ONLY
 555-10885 MS40 2 x 20w 50Hz~25KHz $129.00

 Order # Mfr. # Power Output Frequency Range ONLY
 555-10890 MS20 2 x 10w 65Hz~25KHz $99.00

 NEW!  NEW!
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Review a product on MCM's website for a chance to win  
a 22" Coby HDTV thru June 2010. See website for rules.

Sovereign  
Series 8"  
Prosound  
Woofer 
4Suitable in vented  
 or sealed enclosures 
4125W RMS power capacity
Popular replacement driver is suitable in compact sealed 
enclosures as a midrange, or use as a woofer in vented 
boxes. Features: •20 oz. bumped and vented magnet •1.5" 
copper voice coil on a fiberglass former •Paper cone with 
treated cloth surround Specifications: •Power capacity: 
125W/250W RMS/program •Frequency response: 
50Hz~7KHz •Fs: 65Hz •Sensitivity: 93dB (W/M) •Re: 
6.7ohm •Qms: 6.6 •Qes: 0.75 •Qts: 0.68 •Vas (l): 19.5  
•See MCMelectronics.com for detailed specifications 
including response curves and dimensions •Mfr. #8-125

 Order # ONLY
 55-2805 $39.99

Sovereign  
Series 10"  
Prosound  
Woofer 
4Suitable in vented or sealed enclosures 
4125W RMS power capacity
Popular replacement driver is ssuitable in compact sealed 
enclosures as a midrange, or use as a woofer in vented 
boxes. Features: •20 oz. bumped and vented magnet •1.5" 
copper voice coil on a fiberglass former •Paper cone with 
treated cloth surround Specifications: •Power capacity: 
125W/250W RMS/program •Frequency response: 
50Hz~5KHz •Fs: 55Hz •Sensitivity: 96dB (W/M) •Re: 
6.6ohm •Qms: 6.29 •Qes: 0.71 •Qts: 0.65 •Vas (l): 50.56 
•See MCMelectronics.com for detailed specifications 
including response curves and dimensions •Mfr. #10-125

 Order # ONLY
 55-2820 $44.99

Sovereign Series 12" Prosound Woofer 
4Suitable for vented or sealed enclosures 
4200W RMS power capacity

Sound reinforcement woofer provides good power 
handling and high-efficiency. It is ideal for use as a mid 
bass woofer in medium sized vented enclosures, or as a 
midrange in a small sealed enclosure. Features: •38 oz. 
vented magnet •2.0" copper voice coil on a fiberglass 
former •Paper cone with treated cloth surround 
Specifications: •Power capacity: 200W/400W RMS/
program •Frequency response: 45Hz~4KHz •Fs: 45Hz 
•Sensitivity: 98dB (W/M) •Re: 5.1ohm •Qms: 7.1 •Qes: 
0.472 •Qts: 0.44 •Vas (l): 104.8 •See MCMelectronics.com 
for detailed specifications including response curves and 
dimensions •Mfr. #12-200

 Order # ONLY
 55-2830 $64.99

61⁄2"  
Sealed Back  
Midrange
A step-up from the  
highly popular Pyle  
PDMR5, this 61⁄2" driver features outstanding efficiency, 
high power capacity and sealed back design, making it at 
home in countless professional sound, home theater and 
autosound applications. Specifications: •Cone material: 
Treated paper •Voice coil: 1" aluminum •Magnet weight: 
25 oz. •Power capacity: 150W/300W RMS/peak 
•Impedance: 8ohm •Sensitivity: 93dB •Frequency 
response: 200Hz~5KHz •Mfr. #PDMR6 
 Order # (1-3) (4-up)
 54-616 $14.99 $14.20

Piezo Horn Tweeter
Highly efficient horn tweeter  
is perfect for replacement use  
or new designs in pro sound  
cabinets and automotive  
speakers. The naturally high  
impedance at low frequencies eliminates  
the need for a crossover, and the absence of  
a voice coil renders this driver virtually burnout  
proof. Specifications: •Power capacity: 75W/150W RMS/
peak •Frequency response: 2500Hz~25KHz •Efficiency: 
94dB (W/M) Dimensions: •Front flange: 33⁄8" (H) x 73⁄8" 
(W) •Required cutout: 21⁄4" (H) x 61⁄4" (W) •Mounting 
depth: 4" •Model #KSN125T •Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 555-0190 $14.95 $1.19

51⁄4" Sealed  
Back Midrange
This driver  
represents the  
reintroduction of  
what is possibly the most popular midrange speaker of all 
time. Its high efficiency, high power capacity and sealed 
back design make this Pyle Driver at home in countless 
professional sound, home theater and autosound 
applications. Specifications: •Cone material: Treated 
paper •Voice coil: 1" aluminum •Magnet weight: 15 oz. 
•Power capacity: 100W/200W RMS/peak •Impedance: 
8ohm •Sensitivity: 92dB •Frequency response: 
450Hz~7KHz •Overall frame diameter: 53⁄16" •Required 
cutout: 4.25" dia. •Mounting depth: 2" •Mfr. #PDMR5

 Order # Reg.
 54-615 $12.99 $1199

SALE
Sovereign  
Series 6.5"  
Prosound  
Woofer 
4Suitable in vented or sealed enclosures 
4100W RMS power capacity
Popular replacement driver is suitable in compact sealed 
enclosures as a midrange, or use as a woofer in vented 
boxes. Features: •20 oz. bumped and vented magnet •1.5" 
copper voice coil on a fiberglass former •Paper cone with 
treated cloth surround Specifications: •Power capacity: 
125W/250W RMS/program •Frequency response: 
50Hz~7KHz •Fs: 65Hz •Sensitivity: 93dB (W/M) •Re: 
6.9ohm •Qms: 12.8 •Qes: 0.67 •Qts: 0.64 •Vas (l): 19.5 
•See MCMelectronics.com for detailed specifications 
including response curves and dimensions •Mfr. #6-100

 Order # ONLY
 55-2800 $34.99

MCM has all you need to build,  
repair or upgrade your PA speakers.

Sovereign Series 15" Prosound Woofer 
4Ideal for vented two-way enclosures 
4Perfect for monitors and bass guitar 
4250W RMS power capacity

Sound reinforcement woofer provides good power handling and outstanding  
efficiency. It is perfect for general purpose use in all two-way pro sound  
applications. Features: •34 oz. vented magnet •2" copper voice coil on a  
fiberglass former •Paper cone with treated cloth surround Specifications: •Power  
capacity: 250W/500W RMS/program •Frequency response: 40Hz~3KHz •Fs: 43Hz  
•Sensitivity: 97dB (W/M) •Re: 6.2ohm •Qms: 7.18 •Qes: 0.81•Qts: 0.73 •Vas (l): 144  
•See MCMelectronics.com for detailed specifications including  
response curves and dimensions •Mfr. #15-250

 Order # ONLY
 55-2850 $71.99

Compression  
Midrange  
with Horn
Highly efficient  
horn midrange is  
excellent for PA, DJ and  
sound reinforcement speaker systems.  
Features: •Large 10 oz. ceramic magnet •Attached horn 
assembly •Rigid non-resonant molded body construction 
•Attached 2.2µF crossover capacitor Specifications: 
•Power capacity: 50W/150W RMS/peak (when properly 
crossed over) •Frequency response: 1K~8KHz •Efficiency: 
105dB (W/M) •Nominal impedance: 8ohm Dimensions: 
•Front flange: 37⁄8" (H) x 101⁄2" (W) •Required cutout:  
31⁄8" (H) x 91⁄2" (W) •Mounting depth: 81⁄2" •Magnet 
diameter: 31⁄8" •Model #GH-3910 •Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 555-0180 $24.95 $5.99

 NEW!

 NEW!

 NEW!

 NEW!

 NEW!

4" Full Range Monitor Driver
4Perfect for compact monitors 
4Thick rigid aluminum cone 
450W/100W RMS/PeakVersatile driver offers high-power capacity and wide frequency  

response making it ideal in applications including full range and midbass in compact monitors. Large 
vented magnet, heavy-duty voice coil and thick aluminum cone provide tremendous durability in high SPL 
applications. Features: •Aluminum cone •Synthetic dust cap •Rubber surround •Stamped steel basket •1" 
copper voice coil •17.7oz. magnet Specifications: •Power capacity: 50W/100W RMS/peak •Sensitivity: 
86dB (W/M) •Impedance: 8ohm •Re: 6.6ohm •Le: 0.48mH •Frequency response: 65Hz~17KHz •Fs: 65Hz 
•Qts: 0.365 •Qes: 0.436 •Qms: 2.25 •Vas: 3.15 (liters) •Xmax: 2.25mm •Overall frame diameter: 4.13" 
(pincushion) •Required cutout: 3.66" •Mounting depth: 2.5"  Order # (1–3) (4–up)

 55-1856 $14.99 $13.50

 NEW!
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Show your passion for electronics and your sense of humor.
Fun Wear

B

E

Men’s Humorous Durable T-Shirts
Express your love for electronics to the world with these t-shirts from MCM. Featuring  
a 50/50 cotton/polyester blend, these pre-shrunk ultra durable t-shirts are made to last. Imported.

 Order # Size ONLY
 A) Size Matters
 995-490M M $9.99
 995-490L L 9.99
 995-490XL XL 9.99
 995-490X2 2X 12.99
 995-490X3 3X 12.99
 B) Real men don't read manuals
 995-495M M 9.99
 995-495L L 9.99
 995-495XL XL 9.99
 995-495X2 2X 12.99
 995-495X3 3X 12.99
 C) Not User Friendly
 995-500M M 9.99
 995-500L L 9.99
 995-500XL XL 9.99
 995-500X2 2X 12.99
 995-500X3 3X 12.99

 Order # Size ONLY
 D) I void warranties
 995-505M M $9.99
 995-505L L 9.99
 995-505XL XL 9.99
 995-505X2 2X 12.99
 995-505X3 3X 12.99
 E) Cable Tie
 995-510M M 9.99
 995-510L L 9.99
 995-510XL XL 9.99
 995-510X2 2X 12.99
 995-510X3 3X 12.99
 F) Why pitch it, when I can fix it?
 995-515M M 9.99
 995-515L L 9.99
 995-515XL XL 9.99
 995-515X2 2X 12.99
 995-515X3 3X 12.99

 Order # Size ONLY
 G) Professional Duct Tape Technician
 995-520M M $9.99
 995-520L L 9.99
 995-520XL XL 9.99
 995-520X2 2X 12.99
 995-520X3 3X 12.99
 H) Grounded Guy
 995-525M M 9.99
 995-525L L 9.99
 995-525XL XL 9.99
 995-525X2 2X 12.99
 995-525X3 3X 12.99

G HF

C D

Features:
450/50 cotton/polyester blend  
4Ultra durable Gildan® 5.6 oz. pre-shrunk tee

A

ShuBee™ 
Shoe Covers
Saves hassles 
for homeowners 
and service 
technicians 

alike. Features: •Protect customer carpets and flooring 
while protecting shoes from dirt and contamination 
•Increases safety on slippery surfaces •Professional quality 
disposable shoe covers fit up to a size 18 boot •Non-
marking material •Available in a waterproof design to 
protect from paint spills, mud, and other moisture •Indoor 
and outdoor use •Fresh citrus scent •50 pair per box
 Order # Description Color (1-4 boxes) (5 boxes-up)
 21-7508 Original  Blue $29.99 $28.25
 21-8610 Original  Black 29.99 28.25
 21-7509 Waterproof  Blue 29.99 28.25

OCC™ 700 Series Safety Glasses
•Sporty, half frame •High impact lenses with 

99% UV absorption •Soft, temple tips •Soft nosebridge 
•OCC logo on temple •Metallic gun metal gray frame  
and temples
 Fig. Order # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 A 108-4230 078371-62183 Clear anti-fog lens $9.99
 B 108-4235 078371-62184 Gray anti-fog lens 9.99
 C 108-4240 078371-62185 Indoor/outdoor 9.99
 mirror lens

A

B C

MP3 Noise Isolating Earplug
•Protects against dangerous noise levels while providing 
clear-sounding digital audio entertainment •Ultra-
comfortable design plugs with a NRR 26dB •Convenient, 
easy-access volume control with a volume limited to 82dB 
•Mfr. #078371-61273

 Order # ONLY
 108-4260 $39.99

 NEW!  NEW!
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Walls® work wear is the wearable tool, 
be sure you're dressed for the job!

Work Wear

Visit our website to see our interactive flyers  
or flyers you may have missed.

Particulate 
Respirator 8210, N95
•Helps protect yourself  
from dust caused by  
sanding, grinding, processing 
minerals, coal, iron ore, flour, 
and various other substances 
•20 pieces per box

 Order # ONLY
 108-3166 $14.99

Corded  
Ear Plugs

This reusable, multi-
flange designed earplug 
fits securely in the ear 
canal and provides 
reliable protection.  
The bright orange color 
provides high visibility, 
prevents loss and allow employers to identify employees 
wearing their earplugs. Features: •Soft cloth cord keeps 
earplugs around neck •Can be washed and reused many 
times •Includes a convenient storage case with chain to keep 
earplugs clean and protected •Noise reduction rating: 24dB
 Order # (1-4) (5-up)
 108-4005 $1.39 $1.25

Just like having the right tool for the job, 
you should have the right work gear for 
optional comfort and protection. All of our 
new work gear has the features your need  
to perform your best: 
 4 Heavy-duty fabrics  
 4 Extra room across the shoulders  
  for maximum maneuverability  
 4 Plenty of convenient pockets

General Utility Plus
An all-purpose performance  
work glove that is abrasion resistant. Features: •Extensive 
asphalt reinforcement for greater durability •Knuckle 
protection on single piece hand backing •Terry cloth brow 
wipe on back of thumb •Double stitched for extended life 
•Incredibly ergonomic design for greater dexterity and 
natural feel •More durable than leather
 Order # Size (1-2) (3-up)
 21-8620 Small $19.99 $19.19
 21-8622 Medium 19.99 19.19
 21-8624 Large 19.99 19.19
 21-8626 X-large 19.99 19.19
 21-8628 XX-large 19.99 19.19

Heavy-Duty 
Hooded Coat
Stay protected with 
this ultra-durable 
work coat from 
Walls®. Features: 
•Medium-weight 
100% cotton canvas 
exterior with 100% 
polyester lined 
sleeves •Durable 
water resistant finish 
•Lined hood with 
drawstrings •Medium 
weight polyester insulation •Two exterior pockets plus two 
interior pockets •Imported Note: •MCM recommends that 
you order up a size for optimal fit
 Order # Size ONLY
 995-315M M $49.99
 995-315L L 49.99
 995-315XL XL 49.99
 995-315X2 2X 49.99
 995-315X3 3X 54.99

Relaxed  
Fit Heavy-Duty Jeans
These durable jeans are  
made to withstand harsh jobsite 
conditions. Features: •Pre-
washed ultra durable 14.5 oz. 
100% cotton stone washed 
denim •Relaxed fit style 
•Traditional five pocket  
design •Imported
 Order # Size ONLY
 995-325 32 x 30 $19.99
 995-330 34 x 30 19.99
 995-335 36 x 30 19.99
 995-340 38 x 30 19.99
 995-345 40 x 30 19.99
 995-350 42 x 30 19.99
 995-355 32 x 32 19.99
 995-360 34 x 32 19.99
 995-365 36 x 32 19.99
 995-370 38 x 32 19.99
 995-375 40 x 32 19.99
 995-380 42 x 32 19.99

Waterproof Hooded 
Jacket
Stay protected from 
the elements and dry 
with this stylish 
waterproof jacket 
from Walls®. 
Features: 
•Bonded polyester 
fleece lining with 
polyester exterior 
•Fully sealed 
waterproof zippers  
and seems •Detachable  
hood •Underarm ventilation 
openings •Cuffs with hook-n-loop adjustment •Four 
exterior pockets with one interior pocket •Imported  
Note: •MCM recommends that you order up a size  
for optimal fit
 Order # Size ONLY
 995-320M M $99.99
 995-320L L 99.99
 995-320XL XL 99.99
 995-320X2 2X 99.99

Heavy-Duty 
Insulated Overalls
Stay protected with 
these ultra-durable 
overalls from Walls®. 
Features: •Medium 
weight 100% cotton 
canvas exterior with 
100% polyester lining 
•Durable water resistant 
finish •Medium weight 
fiberfill insulation •Nine 
exterior pockets plus 
hammer loop •One 
interior mesh pocket 
perfect for cell phone 
•Adjustable elastic 
suspender straps 
•Double knee patches 
for reinforcement 
•Adjustable leg hem  
and take-up snaps 
•Ankle to hip leg zipper 
•Imported Note: •MCM 
recommends that you 
order up a size for 
optimal fit
 Order # Size ONLY
 995-310M M $59.99
 995-310L L 59.99
 995-310XL XL 59.99
 995-310X2 2X 59.99
 995-310X3 3X 64.99

Heavy-Duty 
Coveralls
Protect yourself  
and your clothing  
with these durable 
coveralls from  
Walls®. Features: 
•Pre-shrunk 100% 
cotton •Triple needle 
stitching for strength 
and durability •Seven 
exterior pockets 
•Banded waist with 
elastic inserts •Snap 
closures at neck 
•Adjustable leg hem 
with take up snaps 
•Adjustable cuffs 
•Imported Note: 
•MCM recommends 
that you order up a 
size for optimal fit
 Order # Size ONLY
 995-305M M $49.99
 995-305L L 49.99
 995-305XL XL 49.99
 995-305X2 2X 49.99
 995-305X3 3X 54.99

Durable  
Long Sleeve Shirt
Built to last, this work  
shirt from Walls® will  
withstand the punishment  
brought on by any jobsite.  
Features: •Durable 4.5 oz.  
66% cotton and 34%  
polyester blend •Two chest  
pockets with flaps •Long shirt  
tail hem •Yoked back •Triple  
needle stitching •Left pocket has  
pen slot •Imported
 Order # Size ONLY
 995-385M M $19.99
 995-385L L 19.99
 995-385XL XL 19.99
 995-385X2 2X 19.99
 995-385X3 3X 24.99

 NEW!  NEW!
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Don't be left without a storm warning,  
pick-up a hand crank radio today!

A/V Accessories

Digital Video Stabilizer
State of the art integrated circuit 
makes perfect copies of any video 
tape. Compatible with all types of 
VCRs and TVs. Lightweight and 
compact. Requires one 9V battery 
(not included).
 Order # (1-4) (5-up)
 80-4280 $21.99 $19.95

Universal 
Remote Control Extender
•Extends the range of any 
remote control and operates 

through walls and floors from up to 120' away •Free 
standing units works with most remote controls and A/V 
components •Installs easily and is expandable Includes: 
•Remote transmitter and receiver, AC adapters and IR 
blaster cable •Mfr. #LFIRX

 Order # ONLY
 80-5703 $32.99

Crank Power Radio 
The First Alert CR-200 crank  
radio gives you power and light in 
emergencies. Features: •Receives 
AM/FM/NOAA channels •Crank 
power charges internal NiMH 
battery so it is always ready 

•Super bright triple LED light 
•Rugged weather resistant 

design •Mfr. #CR-200
 Order # (1-9) (10-up)
 80-6950 $22.99 $19.95

Universal Remote 
•RC64 DIRECTV brand 
universal remote control 
•Operates DIRECTV 

standard receivers, HD receivers or 
DIRECTV DVRs •This is a true one size  
fits all solution regardless of brand or age  
of equipment •Also operates up to three 
additional devices including TV, DVD and 
CD or audio •Two “AA” batteries included
 Order # (1-9) (10-up)
 80-7015 $19.99 $17.55

7" Widescreen TFT Portable DVD/CD/MP3 Player
The best in digital entertainment goes on the road, with 
this ultra-portable DVD/CD/MP3 player. Incorporating 
anti-skip circuitry and multiple source inputs, our compact 
player allows you to enjoy music and movies wherever 
you go. A 7" widescreen display, easy-to-use navigation 
controls, and built-in headphone jack offer a convenient, 
private viewing experience. Features: •7" widescreen TFT 
LCD color display •DVD, DVD±R/RW, CD, CD-R/RW, 
JPEG, and MP3 compatible •Compact portable design with 
anti-skip circuitry •Dolby digital decoding •AV outputs for 
use with home theater systems •Integrated stereo speakers 
•Headphone jack for private listening •Multiple language, 
subtitle, and camera angle support •Parental lock controls 
Included accessories: •Stereo earphones •Remote control 
•Two “AAA” batteries •Rechargeable battery pack  
(built-in) •UL AC adapter

 Order # ONLY
 80-7210 $69.99

2.4GHz Wireless USB Audio System
This wireless USB audio system allows you to stream 
audio from your computer at distances up to 150'. A  
simple three step process is all it takes for you to be able  
to listen to your playlist on any set of powered speakers, 
AV receiver, or a set of headphones. Features: •CD quality 
16 bit/44.1KHz stereo •No driver required •RCA and 
3.5mm audio output Includes: •AC adapter (for receiver) 
•RCA to 3.5mm cable

 Order # ONLY
 80-7300 $39.99

Paper CD Sleeve
•100 sleeves per bag 
•Paper material with 
clear window and flap

 Order # (1-9 bags) (10 bags-up)
 83-11252 $4.11 $3.59

Universal Remote Control
•Controls up to seven components  
•Pre-programmed codes are compatible  
with most brands •Easy-to-use button layout 
•TV, VCR, DVD on-screen menu •Recall 
function •Memory back-up function prevents 
code numbers being erased •Requires two 
“AA” batteries, not included •Includes: 
Manual, component code number list  
and warranty card

 Order # ONLY
 RM-V310 $13.99

HD Radio™ 
Receiver
Experience more 
choices, crystal clear 

sound, and no subscription fees. Enjoy music the way it was 
meant to be heard with AM stations that can deliver FM 
sound quality and FM stations that sound like your favorite 
CDs. With static-free sound and an easy-to-read dot matrix 
LCD for viewing important information, the XDR-F1HD 
receiver is the perfect choice for adding HD radio reception 
to a home audio system. Includes remote control.
 Order # (1-9) (10-up)
 XDR-F1HD $99.99 $97.95

VideoConnection  
Wireless Audio/Video Transceiver
The VideoConnection uses state of the art 2.4GHz 
technology to transmit crisp clear video and audio signals 
through the walls and between the rooms in a house. The 
hidden high gain antenna reduces interference. Use the 
VideoConnection to send the audio/video signals from a 
satellite receiver, VCR, camcorder, DVD or other video 
source to a TV in a different room.

 Order # Reg.
 33-4725 $106.00

$8999
SALE

Wireless Cable TV Kit 
This unique kit allows you  
to watch cable or satellite TV 
on a main television and at the 
same time send the signal to a 
second TV. That TV can then 
watch channels independently 
of what is being viewed on  
the main TV. Features: •Send 
cable, satellite, DVDs, TiVo, 
DIRECT TV® and more to 
televisions anywhere in the 

home •Watch a different channel than  
the main TV •No additional cable  
boxes or video distribution required  
•No wires to run, no holes to drill 

•Works through walls, floors, doors and windows •Four 
selectable frequencies to eliminate the interference •Extra 
receivers available for multiple TVs

 Order # Reg.
 80-7265 $189.95

$17900
SALE

Big Button 
Universal Remote Control
The channel surfing solution! Packed  
with features that put you in charge of 
your TV. Features: •Controls two 
devices, TV and cable box •Large buttons 
and simplified functions for ease of use 
•Ergonomic design fits comfortably in 
your hand •Three minute memory back-
up •Requires two “AA” batteries, not 
included (#292-015) •Mfr. #RM-EZ4

 Order # ONLY
 RM-EZ2 $9.99

 NEW!

 NEW!

 NEW!

 NEW!

Universal Remote RF 
•RC64 DIRECTV brand universal remote 
control •Includes RF capability for 
operating receivers anywhere within the 
home (not all receivers are RF capable) 
•Operates DIRECTV standard receivers, 
HD receivers or DIRECTV DVRs  
•This is a true one size fits all solution 
regardless of brand or age of equipment 
•Also operates up to three additional 
devices including TV, DVD and CD  

or audio •Includes RF antenna and two “AA” batteries
 Order # (1-9) (10-up)
 80-7020 $24.99 $23.55

 NEW!
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7" Portable Divx DVD Player with iPod® Dock
Portable movies dazzle on the versatile swivel screen of  
the 7" (diagonal) widescreen DCP750. DVDs and iPods® 
aren’t the only media it can handle. Display digital photos  
or play Divx movies through the memory card reader and  
a broad range of video-based media including DVD+-R  
and DVD+-RW formats, SVCD, VCD and MPEG4. The 
docking station also charges your iPod® while viewing.  
The built-in, rechargeable battery delivers up to 2.5 hours  
of playtime and remote control adds simple navigation  
while traveling. Features: •7" LCD swivel 16:9 screen  
•SD card slot for movies and digital photos •Compatible 
with DVD+R/-R, CD-R/-RW, MP3, DivX •iPod® docking: 
play movies and recharge select iPod® devices (NOT 
compatible with iPod® Touch, iPhone®, 60Gb and  
80Gb iPod® Classic, or 4Gb and 8Gb iPod® Nano)  
•Mfr. #DCP750 •Limited quantities •Factory refurbished

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-12780 $149.99 $79.99

50' 18 Gauge Speaker Cable
•Connects speakers to your audio video 
receiver or amplifier •Copper provides 
maximum conductivity for accurate 
sound reproduction •Clear sheath  
•50' of usable wire

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13060 $14.99 $3.99

100' 16 Gauge Speaker Cable
•Connects speakers to your audio 
video receiver or amplifier •Copper 
provides maximum conductivity for 
accurate sound reproduction •Clear 
sheath •100' of usable wire

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13065 $29.99 $8.99

7" Digital Photo  
Share Media Player

Display photos and videos of your family, friends and 
relatives with this PhotoShare 7XL digital photo album 
and frame! There’s no need to go through photo albums  
or search for video clips! Its portable design lets you take 
your digital files everywhere you go! (requires optional 
battery). Features: •White design with black frame •7" 
TFT LCD screen •Digital photo album and display frame 
•Note: Li-polymer battery not included. Add the optional 
battery for portable use. •Plays JPEG, MP3, MPEG1, 
MPEG2, MPEG4, AVI and DIVX formats •Memory  
card reader •16:9 and 4:3 switchable aspect ratio  
•Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13295 $99.95 $37.99

DVD Player with 1080i Up-Conversion
Featuring progressive scan and upscaled 1080i HDMI 
output, this DVD player provides high-quality video 
output that brings out the best in your DVDs. Features: 
•1080p HDMI upconverts to high-definition for sharper 
images •Progressive scan component video for optimized 
image quality •Plays CDs, including MP3, WMA, and 
JPEG files burned onto CD-Rs or DVD-Rs  
•Mfr. #DVP3962 •Limited quantities  
•Factory refurbished

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13485 $59.99 $29.99

8.5" Portable 
Divx DVD 
Player with 
iPod® Dock
Portable movies 
dazzle on the 
versatile swivel 
screen of the 8.5" (diagonal) widescreen. DVDs and 
iPods® aren’t the only media it can handle. Display digital 
photos or play Divx movies through the memory card 
reader and a broad range of video-based media including 
DVD+-R and DVD+-RW formats, SVCD, VCD and 
MPEG4. The docking station also charges your iPod® 
while viewing. The built-in, rechargeable battery delivers 
up to 2.5 hours of playtime and remote control adds simple 
navigation while traveling. Features: •8.5" LCD swivel 
16:9 screen •SD card slot for movies and digital photos 
•Compatible with DVD+R/-R, CD-R/-RW, MP3, DivX 
•iPod® docking: play movies and recharge select iPod® 
devices (NOT compatible with iPod® Touch, iPhone®, 
60Gb and 80Gb iPod® Classic, or 4Gb and 8Gb iPod® 
Nano) •Mfr. #DCP851 •Limited quantities  
•Factory refurbished

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13490 $199.99 $99.99

Touch Screen Navigation  
CD/DVD/AM/FM In-Dash Receivers
•A complete entertainment and navigation system in one 
simple-to-install package •Fully motorized multi-position 
drop screen with last angle memory •OS 2.6.x Linux based 
software 400MHz processor for fast recalculation times 
and route options •Sirf Star III chip set with integrated 
GPS antenna •Touch screen navigation •Navteq 2D and  
3D American and Canadian full maps with turn-by-turn 
instructions •View navigation screen during radio or  
CD playing. •2Gb SD card with seven million points of 
interest •Safety cameras, speed limit, toll roads and school 
alert system •DVD, CD, MP3, MP4, DVD-RW, CDR, 
CDRW player •AM/FM with 18 pre sets •50W (max)  
x 4 MOSFET power •Dual RCA outputs and dual  
A/V inputs •Pre set EQ •Full function remote control 
•Limited quantities
 Order # Mfr. # Size MSRP ONLY
 58-13530 AVN-421 4.3" oversized $749.00 $279.00
   single DIN
 58-13535 AVN-721 6.5" double DIN 1399.00 399.00

#58-13530

#58-13535

8" Touch Screen CD/DVD/AM/
FM In-Dash Receiver

•Fully motorized four-position drop screen with last angle 
memory •Electronic touch screen functions •DVD/DVD-
RW/VCD/CD/CDR/CDRW/MP3/MP4/DivX •USB mini 
input for MP3, DiVx, Xvid and MP4 files •SD card 
adapter for USB input •Audio and video auxiliary input 
•AM/FM with 30 pre sets •Four 50W MOSFET amplifer 
•Dual RCA outputs •Variable subwoofer volume control 
•One auxiliary video input for back-up camera (sold 
separately) •One RCA video output •Pre-set EQ options 
•Resolution: 1440 x 234 •Panel brightness 350 NIT 
•Oversized DIN mount •Full function remote control  
•Mfr. #AVN-421 •Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13540 $899.00 $229.00

25' Subwoofer Cable
Subwoofer audio cables carry the audio signal from an 
audio receiver to a subwoofer. Features: •Gold plated 
connectors •Six segment connector for snug fit  
•Mfr. #AP053BP •Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13605 $24.99 $6.99

Die-Cast  
Unidirectional Microphone
Take advantage of this tremendous buyout! Perfect for  
PA systems, computers, and other professional sound 
systems. Specifications: •Unidirectional •Mesh wind 
guard •Frequency response 80~12,000Hz •Impedance 
600ohm •Weight .5 lbs. •Die-cast zinc alloy housing  
•On/off switch Includes: •15' XLR to 1⁄4" cable •1⁄4" to 
3.5mm adapter •Plush leather travel bag •Mfr. #DM-68A 
•Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13695 $39.99 $9.99
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World Power Adapter  
and Surge Protector
•Lightweight, compact design 
is perfect for travel •Adapter 
plugs for Europe, Asia, 
Australia and US outlets 
•Designed for 110V and  
220V portable devices,  
does not convert power 
simply converts plugs  
•360 joules surge capacity 
•Mfr. #PML2000  
•Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-12620 $19.95 $4.99

15 Mile Two-Way 
Radio with Race 
Scanner

•15 mile range for keeping in 
touch wherever you are, you 
can also monitor racecar 
channels for listening to 

drivers at the track 
•Selectable voice 
operated transmitter 
for automatic voice 
transmission, and 
hands-free operation 
•15 GMRS and 7 
FRS channels, with 

38 privacy codes,  
provides 836 
combinations  
to help eliminate 

interference •Includes 
dual desktop charger for 

simultaneously charging, and swiveling belt clips for easy 
carrying •Powered by rechargeable NiMH batteries with 
long-standby times and no-memory effect •FCC license 
required •Mfr. #GMRS7015RC •Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-12965 $69.99 $22.99

65 Channel Bluetooth  
GPS Receiver
•Accurate within 33' •Coupled 
with navigation software, this 
unit will make any Bluetooth 
device a GPS powerhouse 
•Includes rechargeable  
Li-Ion battery and car charger 
Features: •Bluetooth 1.2 
compatible •65 channel receiver 
•Three LED indicator lights 
•Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13300 $129.95 $29.99

Envi-Ro-Tech Duster
•Formulated with HFC-134a, this 
exceptionally pure, moisture-free, 
inert gas removes particles without 
the use of harmful solvents •Non-
flammable •Non-ozone depleting 
•Odorless •Zero residue •80 psig at 
25°C (77°F) •12 oz. can •Mfr. 
#1671-12S •Limited quantities

 Order ONLY
 58-13735 $5.99

20%  
More

3.5mm Headphone 
“Y” Adaptor
•Allows connection of two sets of headphones to a single 
output source •Perfect for MP3 player, portable DVD 
player, etc. •Mfr. #P72037 •Limited quantities 

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13755 $2.99 69¢

3.5mm  
Headphone Splitter
Splits one 3.5mm headphone jack into two allowing  
you to easily share your audio with another listener. 
Specifications: •10" length •Gold connectors •Molded 
connectors •Shielded cable •Limited quantities 

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13805 $11.99 $3.99

720p HD  
Compact 
Camcorder
•Records HD video 
up to 1280 x 720 at 
30fps •Takes still 
photos, up to 8mp 
•2x digital zoom •3.0" TFT display 
•Supports high-capacity SD flash 
memory Includes: •Three “AAA” rechargeable batteries 
and charger •USB, A/V, and component video cables 
•Carrying pouch •Full photo and video editing software 
suite •Mfr. #DXG-569VK •Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13835 $179.99 $89.99

RG-6/U Cable 
•250' and 500' spools 
of RG-6/U cable 
•18AWG copper 
covered steel with 
mylar foil •Impedance 
75ohm nominal 
•Limited quantities

 Order # Length MSRP ONLY
 58-13010 250' spool $29.95 $9.99
 58-12980 500' spool 49.99 19.99

10' 3.5mm Headphone 
Extension Cable  
with ¼" Adapter
•3.5mm male to female  
•1⁄4" adapter included 
•Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13920 $8.99 $2.49

Tool-Less “F” Connectors for RG-6
•Two piece design •Gold-plated •Rubber washers included 
for waterproofing •Two per package •Limited quantities 

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13935 $2.99 59¢

 NEW!

 NEW!
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THANK YOU

Mail/Fax Order Form
Copy this form  
to mail or fax!

 Ship Via

 Payment 
 Method

 Charge Card
 Expiration Date

 Card Holder
 Signature
 E–Mail 
 Address

 Name
 (As it appears on credit card)

 Fax #  Fax # Phone #

No Backorders Ship Order Complete 
(may result in delay of order)

 Purchase
 Order #

 Card
 Number

 Card Holder
 Billing Address

 CVV
 Code

 Check Here For:

 City, State, Zip  City, State, Zip

 Card Holder 
 Phone #

 Name 
 (First, MI, Last)

 Name 
 (First, MI, Last)

Prepayment
(No Personal Checks)

 Street

 Company Name  Company Name 

Yes No

Next Day Air* Two Day Air*Ground Service

Net 30 (Note: Monthly late fee
of 11⁄2% on past due balances)

Visa Mastercard American Express
IMPAC
Government Visa

Discover

 Would You Like To Receive E–Mail Specials?

No Substitutes

Our packaging and  
shipping rates for standard 
orders under 50 lbs.:
 Order Value <50lbs. Ground 
 $0~$19.99  $8.99 
 $20~$39.99  $9.99 
 $40~$59.99  $11.99 
 $60~$99.99  $13.99 
 $100~$199.99  $15.99 
 $200~$299.99  FREE 
 $300~$399.99  FREE 
 $400~$499.99  FREE
 $500~$999.99  FREE 
 $1,000 and over  FREE

Attn: MCM Account Representative

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE WITH COMPLETE INFORMATION

© 2010 MCM Electronics, Inc.

 Subtotal

 Sales Tax*

 Packaging and shipping 
 (From chart above)

 Expedited Shipping
 (Optional)

Total
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Multi/Crimp  
Strip Tool
•Cuts wire •Strips 
10~22 gauge wire 
•Crimps insulated 
and non-insulated wire •Cuts bolts •Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-12535 $14.95 $1.99

100' RG6 “F” to “F” Coaxial Cable 
Connects an audio/video source to a TV, HDTV or  
A/V receiver. •Black •100' •Twist-on “F” connectors  
•Mfr. #VHB6100 •Limited quantities 

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13675 $15.99 $2.99
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Universal AC Power Replacement Cord
This universal AC power replacement cord is perfect for 
use with small electronics such as radios or boom boxes. 
•Mfr. #AH1U •Limited quantities 

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13665 $11.99 $1.99

12VDC/DC Switching Adapter
•Comes with six barrel connectors and is adjustable to 
seven different voltages •Choose from 1.5, 3, 4.5, 6, 7.5, 
9, or 12V •Built-in fuse for overload protection and 
supports up to 2000mA •Mfr. #JAD-2000  
•Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-12600 $19.99 $4.99

USB Power 
Adapter
•Works with 
iPod® shuffle, 
nano and video as 
well as most USB 
charged devices 
•110V~120VAC 
standard rate 
charger for an 
overnight battery 

charge •Includes an AC power adapter •Limited 1-year 
warranty •Mfr. #JP2101 •Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13030 $24.99 $2.99

15 Outlet  
Power Pack 
•Three pack of power 
protection •Includes 
six outlet surge 
protector, six outlet 
power strip and three 
outlet wall adapter 
•720 joules of surge 
protection with 
lighted switch 
•Power strip includes 
right angle low 
profile plug 
•Limited quantities 

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13115 $29.95 $7.99

EARHUGGER  
PowerPod  
4-in-1 Cell  
Phone Charger
•Perfect for travelling 
•Charge your cell 
phone from the 
following: Wall,  
car, USB port or  
9V battery •Includes 
cellular tips for most 

LG, Motorola, Samsung and Blackberry with mini USB 
tip •Mfr. #CCT-8352 •Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13145 $33.72 $7.99

EARHUGGER  
PowerPod 4-in-1 
iPod® Charger
•Perfect for travelling 
•Charge your iPod 
from the following: 
Wall, car, USB port 
or 9V battery 
•Includes tips for 
most regular iPods, 
iPod Shuffle and 
Blackberry with mini 

USB tip •Also compatible with cellular charging tips from 
#58-13145 •Mfr. #MP3-8370 •Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13150 $33.72 $7.99

Theater Director Surge Protector
If your home theater equipment is valuable, surge 
protection is a must. MCM has negotiated a terrific price 
on the Philips Home Theater Director surge protector. With 
up to $500,00 of equipment coverage you can rest assured 
your home theater is in good hands. Features: •4300 
joules of power protection •80dB EMI/RFI noise filtration 
•S-OV surge technology for faster surge response •Eight 
outlets •Two sets of coax protection •Two always on 
outlets •Mfr. #SPP4200WA/17 •Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13245 $199.99 $59.99

12' High Performance 
Replacement Power Cord
Premium power cords transfer 
power to audio video components better while improving 
performance even in a system where little care has been 
taken in the installation, such as power cords running 
parallel to audio video cables. These high performance 
cables eliminate noise from the power cord and shield 
equipment from radio frequency interference and 
electromagnetic interference prevalent in all homes. 
Features: •Noise and interference protection technology 
•Oxygen-free copper twisted conductors •24K gold plated 
contact surfaces •Hermetically sealed molded ends 
•Heavy-duty precision machined connectors  
Mfr. #AP803N •Limited quantities 

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13620 $39.99 $5.99

Universal  
AC/DC Adapter
•Switchable voltage, 
3V, 4.5V, 6V, 7.5V,  
9V or 12V •1000mA 
output (1A) •12 
changeable tips 
included •UL  
and CUL listed  
•Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13830 $11.99 $5.99

Six Outlet Battery Back-Up
This powerful battery back-up offers a compact and 
lightweight design to easily fit anywhere. Features:  
•10 minute runtime •Data line/phone protection •6' USB 
cable included •330VA, 165W •Auto shutdown software 
•6' power cord •Audible alarm •Limited quantities 

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13905 $89.99 $29.99

 NEW!

12 Outlet Power Strip
A perfect power solution for a garage, shop, or workbench, this outlet strip has 12 outlets spaced 3" apart and has an 
overall length of 36". Features: •3' power cord •Illuminated power switch with 15A circuit breaker •Can handle up to 
1875W •Heavy-duty metal housing •Includes mounting brackets •Mfr. #100519 •Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13910 $59.99 $24.99

 NEW!
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USB 2.0 to IDE/SATA Drive Adapter
•Creates a bridge between a USB port and one SATA, 
ATA or ATAPI based hard drive •Work on hard drives 
without installing them in a case •One touch back-up 
capability allows easy backing up of important files 
•Supports all existing IDE/ATAPI devices such as a 
CD-ROM, CD-RW, DVD-ROM and 2.5 and 3.5 IDE  
and SATA hard drives •Note: Do not plug in 2.5” HDD 
and 3.5” devices at the same time •Limited quantities 

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-12405 $49.95 $19.99

2.1MP Digital Camera
•Great value! •2.31MP digital camera with a 2" LCD 
screen •2x digital zoom •Perfect for students, beginners  
or bargain hunters •Internal memory holds 16 photos 
•Includes camera only •Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13266 $89.95 $29.99
Accessories
 Order # Description ONLY
 29-4130 Battery charger with four “AA” batteries $15.99
 83-11222 2Gb CF memory card 9.99

22" 1080P LCD Monitor 
•Screen size: 21.5" •Resolution: 1920 x 1080 •Contrast: 
1000:1 •DVI and VGA inputs •Inputs: DVI and HD-15 
•Mfr. #G2220HD •Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13560 $229.00 $169.95

Dual Core 2.0GHz 15.4" Notebook
Featuring a 2.0GHz AMD Turion 64 X2 Dual-Core  
mobile processor, DVD±RW burner and 802.11b/g 
wireless technology, this Gateway M-1634u notebook 
delivers fast mobile computing at home, office, school  
or anywhere. Features: •Windows Vista Home Premium 
•AMD Turion™ 64 X2 Mobile Technology TL-60 
2.0GHz, 512Kb X2 L2 cache •15.4" Ultrabright WXGA 
TFT •1280 x 800 max resolution •4Gb DDR2 667MHz 
memory •ATI Radeon X1270 graphics •320Gb 5400rpm 
SATA hard drive •8x multi-format dual layer DVD-RW 
•5-in-1 memory card reader •HDMI output •Three  
USB 2.0 ports •1.3mp webcam •Weighs only 6.25 lbs.  
•90 day manufacturer warranty •Mfr. #M1634U  
•Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13765 $749.99 $499.00

VAIO Core 2  
Duo 2GHz  
14.1" Notebook
A perfect mix of 
power and style, the VAIO CS notebook is a slim, 
lightweight PC weighing only 5.7 lbs. Featuring Sony’s 
patented XBRITE-ECO™ LED backlit LCD technology, 
which delivers razor-sharp details and crisp, bold colors; 
all while consuming less power. Features: •Windows 
Vista Home Premium 64 bit •Intel Centrino Core 2 Duo 
T6400 2GHz CPU •4Gb DDR2 PC2-6400 RAM •250Gb 
SATA hard drive •DVD±RW drive •Intel 4500MHD 
graphics •14.1" LCD •1280 x 800 max resolution 
•802.11a/b/g/n wireless interface •Flash memory reader 
•Three USB 2.0 inputs •90 day manufacturer warranty 
•Mfr. #VGN-CS215J/W •Limited quantities 

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13770 $1199.00 $799.00

800 Watt ATX SATA Power Supply
4Four SATA power 
4Two PCIe power

•800W total power 
•120mm fan  

•Sleeved cables  
•16" 20+4 pin ATX 

power connector  
•16" 4 pin 12V  

power connector •16" 8 pin 12V  
power connector •Four 4 pin power connectors 

•Four SATA power connectors •Small floppy power 
connector •Two 6/8 pin PCI Express power connector 
Power specifications: •115/230V •+3.3V - 30A, +5V  
- 30A, +12V - 28A, +12V - 28A, -12V - 0.6A, +5Vsb  
– 2.5A •Dimensions: 3.25" (H) x 6" (W) x 5.5" (D)  
•Mfr. # PWR-AK800 •Limited quantities 

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13780 $99.95 $59.99

750 Watt ATX 
SATA Power 
Supply

	 4Two SATA power 
 4ONE PCIe power

•750W total power •120mm fan •Sleeved cables  
•16" 20+4 pin ATX power connector •16" 4 pin  
12V power connector •Four 4 pin power connectors  
•Two SATA power connectors •Small floppy power 
connector •6/8 pin PCI Express power connector  
Power specifications: •115/230V •+3.3V - 28A,  
+5V - 30A, +12V - 22A, +12V - 22A, -12V - 0.6A,  
+5Vsb - 2A •Dimensions: 3.25" (H) x 6" (W) x  
5.5" (D) •Mfr. # PWR-AK750 •Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13775 $79.95 $39.99

USB 2.0 Docking Station
This USB 2.0 docking station provides a convenient and 
simple way to connect all of your external peripherals to 
your laptop or netbook. Features: •PS/2 keyboard/mouse 
input •IEEE-1284 parallel printer input •Serial input  
•Two USB 2.0 ports •Plug & play •USB or AC powered 
•Includes: USB 2.0 cable, driver CD, and AC adapter 
•Limited quantities 

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13800 $59.99 $39.99

40Gb IDE 3.5"  
Hard Drive
•7200RPM •2Mb  
cache •Low noise •Low 
power consumption 
•Factory refurbished 
•Limited quantities 

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13900 $44.99 $26.99

 NEW!
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Tenma, the technician’s  
choice for over 25 years.

Test Equipment

20MHz Oscilloscope
✔6" monochrome CRT display
Features: •Dual channel •Dual trace •2KV acceleration voltage •High sensitivity 1mV/div 
•Display modes: CH-1, CH-2, DUAL, ALT, CHOP, ADD, CH-2 INV •Input coupling:  
AC/GND/DC •CH-1 output signal •Sweep modes: A, X–Y, X10 magnification •Trigger 
modes: AUTO, NORM, TV–V, TV–H •Trigger sources: CH-1, CH-2, ALT, LINE, EXT 
•Trigger slope: + or – •Z axis input for intensity modulation •Power requirements: 
115/230VAC, 50/60Hz •Includes two 10:1 probes and manual
 Order # MSRP ONLY
 72-6800 $450.00 $299.00

 YeaR LiMited2 waRRaNtY 20MHz Oscilloscope with Function Generator
✔Internal 1MHz function generator 
✔6" monochrome CRT display
Features: •Dual channel •Dual trace •2KV acceleration voltage •High sensitivity 1mV/div 
•Display modes: CH-1, CH-2, DUAL, ALT, CHOP, ADD, CH-2 INV •Input coupling:  
AC/GND/DC •CH-1 output signal •Sweep modes: A, X–Y, X10 magnification •Trigger 
modes: AUTO, NORM, TV–V, TV–H •Trigger sources: CH-1, CH-2, ALT, LINE, EXT 
•Trigger slope: + or – •Z axis input for intensity modulation •Power requirements: 
115/230VAC, 50/60Hz •Includes two 10:1 probes and owners manual
 Order # MSRP ONLY
 72-6805 $520.00 $369.00

 YeaR LiMited2 waRRaNtY

Combination 8MHz  
Oscilloscope/dMM

✔160 x 160 dot matrix monochrome display  
✔Built-in 3999 count DMM  
✔USB interface with data logging software 
Compact hand held unit provides outstanding DMM 
performance plus added functions of a single channel 
oscilloscope. DMM features: •Voltage, current, resistance, 
capacitance and frequency measurement •10MΩ input 
impedance •Continuity buzzer Diode test scope features: 
•8MHz bandwidth •40MS/s sample rate •160 x 160 pixel 
monochrome display •Normal, free run and single shot trigger 
modes •Ten screen and set-up memory General features: 
•Backlit display with adjustable brightness and contrast •Sleep 
mode •Low battery indicator Includes: •Test leads •Alligator 
clip adapters •AC adapter •Requires four “AA” batteries, not 
included •For complete details see MCMelectronics.com

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 72-8400 $349.00 $249.00

Hand Held dSO Oscilloscope/dMM
Compact hand held units provide outstanding two channel 
color DSO oscilloscope performance plus added functions 
of a full featured True RMS digital multimeter. Scope 
features: •Bright high-resolution 3.8" color TFT-LCD 
display •Advanced trigger functions •Adjustable trigger 
sensitivity •USB storage •Fully isolate scope and DMM 
inputs DMM features: •Measures AC/DC voltage and 
current, reisitance and capacitance •4,000 count display 
•Diode and continuity test Included accessories: •Two 
10:1 oscilloscope probes •Standard DMM probes 
•Aluminum carry/storage case •USB cable with software 
•Internal Li-ion battery pack with included AC charger 
•See MCMelectronics.com for complete specifications

 Specifications #72-8470  #72-8474
 Oscilloscope 
 Bandwidth 20MHz  100MHz
 Sample rate (real time) 100MS/s  500MS/s
 Rise time  ≤17.5ns  ≤3.5ns
 Resolution  320 x 240 pixels, 4096 colors
 Record length   Max. 6000 points on each channel
 time base range   5ns/div~100s/div
 Vertical sensitivity   5mV/div~5V/div (at input)
 dC gain accuracy  ±5%  ±3%
 Max. input voltage   400V (p-p) CAT II
 trigger type   Edge, video
 trigger mode   Auto, normal, single
 Sampling mode   Normal, peak detection, average
 dMM
 input impedance  10MΩ
 Max input voltage  400VAC, 400VDC
 Max input current  10A AC, 10A DC
 aC frequency range:  40Hz~400Hz
 General 
 Power requirements   8.5VDC, 1500mA
   100 ~ 240VAC, 50/60Hz AC adapter included
 Battery life  Six hours
 dimension  7" (H) x 4.5" (W) x 1.6" (D)
 weight   22.75 oz.
 ONLY $599.00  $799.00

dual Channel 
digital Storage 
Oscilloscopes
This series of digital 
storage oscilloscopes 
provides a cost effective 
combination of 
performance and ease of 
use in a highly portable 
and compact instrument. 
Models feature real  
time sampling rates  
of 500MS/s and are 

available with bandwidths from 25MHz~200MHz. Features: •Color LCD display •Edge, 
pulse and video triggering on channel CH-1 and CH-2 •Rising and falling edge triggering 
•8 bit A/D convertor, two channels sampling simultaneously •Separate USB host and 
device ports (device port only on #72-8395) •RS-232 port •Quiet convection cooling  
•See MCMelectronics.com for complete specifications 
 Specifications
 Order # 72-8395 72-8390 72-8385 72-8380
 Bandwidth 25MHz 40MHz 100MHz 200MHz
 Real time sampling rate 250MS/s each channel, 500MS/s both channels combined
 equivalent sampling rate 25GS/s
 input
  input coupling AC, DC or Ground
  input impedance 1MΩ ±2%, 18±3pF
  Probe attenuation 1x, 10x, 100x, 1000x
  Max input voltage 400V (AC + DC peak, 10:1 attenuation)
  Channel interval ≥40:1
  Channel time delay (typical) 150ps
 Horizontal 
  interpolation Sine(x)/x
  Records Depth: 25K each channel, Length: 2 x 512K
  Scan range (S/div) 20ns/div-50s/div 10ns/div-50s/div 5ns/div-50s/div 2ns/div-50s/div
 Vertical 
  analog bandwidth 25MHz 40MHz 100MHz 200MHz
  Selectable bandwidth limit 20MHz
 trigger
  Rise time <14ns <8.7ns <3.5ns <1.8ns
  trigger sensitivity DC~10MHz: 0.5div, 10MHz~max bandwidth: 1div
  trigger level range Internal: Display center ±10div, external ±1.6V
  Pre trigger capability Normal mode / scan mode, pre-trigger / delayed by time trigger.
  Pre-trigger depth is adjustable.
  Release range 100ns ~ 1.5s
 Video triggering
  trigger sensitivity Internal: 2div peak value, external: 400mV
  trigger type Supports NTSC and PAL broadcast standards
  Line range:1~525 (NTSC), 1~625 (PAL)
 General
  display 5.7" color LCD
  Resolution 320 x 240 pixels
  dimensions 5.9" (H) x 12.6" (W) x 5.1" (D) 5.9" (H) x 12.6" (W) x 11.5" (D)
  weight 5.75lbs. (2.6KG)
  Power Requirements 100VAC~240VAC, 45Hz~440Hz, 30W

 Order # Bandwidth MSRP ONLY
 72-8380 200MHz $1750.00 $1150.00
 72-8385 100MHz 1425.00 749.00
 72-8390 40MHz 1050.00 499.00
 72-8395 25MHz 699.00 359.00
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See for yourself how  
Tenma measures up.

Test Equipment

Check our website for the latest Hot Deals,  
New Arrivals, Top Sellers and the Clearance Bin.

True RMS Benchtop Digital Multimeter
✔40,000 count LCD display  
✔True RMS measurement  
✔USB interface and data logging software  
✔AC and battery operation
Ideal for the service bench or lab where high accuracy is 
important. This unit measures AC/DC voltage and current, 
resistance, capacitance, frequency, and temperature. It  
also provides diode and audible continuity test, as well  
as 4~20mA loop testing. Features: •Dual 4,000 count,  
31⁄2 digit sub displays •40 segment analog bargraph •Data 
logging of 9,999 readings •Fused current measurement to 
10A •AC or AC+DC TRMS measurement •Backlit display 
•10M ohm input impedance •Ultra sensitive 4,000M ohm 
input impedance on 400mV range •Switchable auto/
manual range •Detailed 70 page instruction manual 
•Includes test leads, alligator clip adapters, temperature 
probe, RS-232 and USB interface cables and software 
 Specifications Range Accuracy
 DC voltage 400mV, 4V, 40V,400V, 1000V ±(0.025%+5)
 AC voltage 4V, 40V, 400V,1000V ±(0.4% +30)
 AC bandwidth 100KHz -
 DC current 40µA, 4000µA,40mA, ±(0.1%+15) 
  400mA, 10A
 AC current 40µA, 4000µA,40mA,  ±(0.7%+15) 
  400mA, 10A
 Resistance  400Ω, 4KΩ, 40KΩ,400KΩ,  ±(0.3%+40) 
  4MΩ, 40MΩ
 Capacitance 40nF, 400nF, 4µF, 40µF,400µF,  ±(1%+20) 
  4mF, 40mF
 Temperature -40°C~1000°C ±(1%+30)
  -40°F~1832°F ±(1.5%+50)
 Frequency 40Hz, 400Hz, 4KHz, 40KHz, ±(0.01%+8)
  400KHz, 4MHz, 40MHz, 400MHz
 Input impedance 10MΩ (4GΩ on 400mV range) -
 Dimensions 4" (H) x 95⁄8" (W) x 113⁄4" (D) -
 Order # MSRP Reg.
 72-1020 $399.00 $261.00

Benchtop True RMS Multimeter with USB
✔6,000 count LCD display  
✔True RMS measurement  
✔USB interface and data logging software  
✔AC and battery operation
Ideal for the service bench or in the classroom, this  
unit measures AC/DC voltage and current, resistance, 
capacitance, frequency, transistor hFE and temperature.  
It also provides diode and audible continuity test. 
Features: •AC or battery operation •6000 count, 33⁄4 digit 
display •USB and RS-232 serial interfaces •Fused current 
measurement to 10A •AC or AC+DC TRMS measurement 
•Backlit display •10Mohm input impedance •Ultra 
sensitive 3,000Mohm input impedance on 600mV  
range •Switchable auto/manual range •Detailed  
50 page instruction manual •Includes test leads,  
alligator clip adapters, temperature probe, RS-232  
interface cables and software 
 Specifications Range Accuracy
 DC voltage 600mV, 6V, 60V,  ±(0.3%+1) 
  600V, 1000V
 AC voltage 600mV, 6V, 60V,  ±(0.5% +2) 
  600V, 1000V
 DC current 60µA, 6mA, 60mA,  ±(0.5%+1) 
  600mA, 10A
 AC current 60µA, 6mA, 60mA,  ±(0.8%+2) 
  600mA, 10A
 Resistance  600Ω, 6KΩ, 60KΩ,  ±(0.5%+1) 
  600KΩ, 6MΩ, 60MΩ
 Capacitance 6nF, 60nF, 600nF, 6µF,  ±(2%+5) 
  60µF, 600µF, 6mF
 Temperature -40°C~1000°C    ±(1%+3)
  -40°F~1832°F ±(1%+3)
 Frequency 10Hz~50MHz ±(0.05%+3)
 Input impedance 10MΩ (3GΩ on 
  600mV range)
 Dimensions 41⁄4" (H) x 81⁄2" (W) x 11" (D)

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 72-1015 $249.00 $188.00

True RMS Multimeter 
with USB Interface
✔19,999 count display  
 with bargraph  
✔Dual secondary displays  
✔True-RMS measurement  
✔USB interface with  
 data logging software
Full function multimeter 
offers a variety of  
ranges for every service 
application, It measures 
AC/DC voltage, AC/DC 
current, resistance, 
capacitance, temperature, 
frequency and duty 
cycle. Triple display 
features 1⁄2" primary 
digits and dual 1⁄4" 
secondary displays, plus 
an analog bargraph and 
numerous on-screen icons. 
Features: •Selectable auto/manual range •Data logging 
and data recall •Peak hold •Max/min mode •Relative 
mode •Data hold •4~20mA current loop measurement 
•Dual level backlit display •Sleep mode Kit includes: •4' 
opto-coupled USB cable •Data logging software •Standard 
test leads •Short clip leads for accurate capacitance 
measurement •Alligator clip adapters •Standard 9V 
battery •Soft case •Detailed instruction manual

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 72-7730 $199.95 $159.00

Digital Multimeter with 
Temperature
✔1,999 count display  
✔Measures capacitance  
✔Measures °F and °C temperature
Full function multimeter offers a 

variety of ranges for every service 
application, including Fahrenheit and 

Celsius temperature measurement. 
Measures AC/DC voltage, AC/DC 

current, resistance, capacitance 
frequency and temperature. Features: 
•Continuity buzzer •Data hold •Full 

icon display •Sleep mode •Low battery 
display •Included standard test leads, plus separate short 
leads for accurate capacitance checking •Includes standard 
9V battery and owners manual •Meets 1000V  
CATII standards

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 72-7725 $49.95 $37.99

True RMS Clamp Meter 
✔5,999 count display  
✔True RMS measurement  
✔AC/DC current measurement
Perfect for applications where higher accuracy is critical. This compact clamp meter  
measures AC/DC voltage, AC/DC current, resistance and frequency. Features: •5999  
count autoranging display •Backlit display •True RMS AC measurement •AC surge current 
measurement •10MΩ input impedance •Diode test •Continuity buzzer •Max hold •Data hold 
•Full icon display •Sleep mode •Low battery indicator •Includes zipper case, test leads, 
owners manual •Requires one 9V battery (#292-035), included
 Specifications Range Accuracy
 DC voltage 6.6V, 66V, 600V ±(0.8% +1)
 AC voltage 6.6V, 66V, 600V ±(1.2% +5)
 DC current 66A, 1000A ±(1.5% +8)
 AC current 66A, 1000A ±(2% +8)
 Resistance 660Ω, 6.6KΩ, 66KΩ, 660KΩ, 6.6MΩ, 66MΩ ±(1% +2)
 Frequency 660Hz~66MHz ±(0.1% +3)
 Duty cycle 0.1~99.9%

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 72-7228 $149.00 $105.00

$2499
SALE

Compact Clamp  
Meter with Frequency
✔3,999 count display  
✔AC/DC current measurement
Perfect for general purpose applications. 
•1" clamp diameter •Diode test 
•Continuity buzzer •Includes zipper 
case, test leads, owners manual •Requires 
one 9V battery (#292-035), included
 Specifications Range Accuracy
 DC voltage 400mV, 4V, 40V, 400V, 600V ±(0.8% +1)
 AC voltage 4V, 40V, 400V, 600V ±(1% +5)
 DC current 40A, 400A ±(2% +3)
 AC current 40A, 400A ±(2.5% +5)
 Resistance 400Ω, 4KΩ, 40KΩ,  ±(1% +2)
  400KΩ, 4MΩ, 40MΩ
 Frequency 10Hz ~ 100MHz ±(0.1% +3)
 Duty cycle 0.1 ~ 99.9%

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 72-7224 $89.00 $63.99 $3999

SALE

$7999
SALE

$9999
SALE

$12900
SALE

$19900
SALE
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MCM stocks the instruments you  
need for a variety of residential  
and commercial applications.

Test Equipment

Digital Speaker 
Impedance Meter
Avoid costly service 
calls and amplifier 
damage by verifying 
actual speaker system 
impedance prior to 
operation. Unlike 
conventional volt/ohm 
meters, which 
measure DC 
resistance, this unit 
utilizes an internal 
1KHz oscillator to 
measure true 
impedance. Accurately 
measure speaker lines 
that utilize impedance 
matching volume 
controls, switchers, 
transformers and 

passive crossovers. Large digital display features 1" 
characters for easy viewing. Rotary selector provides x1 
(0~20Ω), x10 (0~200Ω) and x100 (0~2KΩ) scales. 
Rugged, double insulated case is CATIII rated for use  
up to 100V. Dimensions: 8" (H) x 31⁄2" (W) x 21⁄4" (D). 
Includes test leads, carry case and owners manual. 
Requires six “AA” batteries (#292-015), not included.

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 72-6947 $299.00 $149.95

Compact Digital  
Sound Level Meter
Ultra compact sound level 
meter measures less than  
6" in length, including the 
windscreen, and provides full 
40~130dB measuring range. 
Perfect for numerous types  
of measurement including 
sound system testing and noise 
level monitoring. Features: 
•Simple one–button operation 
•Selectable MIN/MAX hold 
•Large 3⁄4" digit LCD backlit 
display •Threaded insert which 
accepts standard tripod mount 
•Auto power off •1999 count 
display with 0.1dB resolution 
•Removable windscreen 
•Includes manual and 9V 
battery Specifications: 

•Frequency range: 31.5Hz~8KHz •Frequency weighting:  
A •Microphone element: 1⁄2" electret condenser •Sample 
rate: 0.5 seconds •Time weighting: 125mS •Accuracy: 
±3.5dB @ 1KHz, 94dB •Dimensions: 
51⁄4" (L) x 2" (W) x 11⁄4" (D)  

 Order # Reg.
 72-935 $29.99

Compact 
Digital Sound Level Meter
✔Compact Size 
✔A and C weighting 
✔Selectable fast/slow response time 
Compact sound level meter 
measures less than 9" in length, 
including the windscreen, yet 
provides selectable response time 
and frequency weighting. It is 
perfect for sound system testing, 
speaker system measurement  
and environmental noise level 
monitoring. Features: •Selectable 
MAX hold and data hold function 
•Two measurement ranges •Large 
3⁄4" digit LCD backlit display 
•Threaded insert which accepts 
standard tripod mount •Auto power 
off •1999 count display with 0.1dB 
resolution •Removable windscreen 
•Includes manual and 9V battery 
Specifications: •Frequency range: 
31.5Hz~8KHz •Measurement 
range: 30~100dB (low), 60~130dB 
(high) •Microphone element: 1⁄2" 
electret condenser •Sample rate:  
0.5 seconds •Time weighting: 
125mS (fast), 1 sec. (slow) 
•Accuracy: ±1.4dB @ 1KHz,  
94dB •Dimensions: 81⁄4" (L) x  
21⁄4" (W) x 11⁄4" (D)

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 72-942 $169.00 $69.99

In-Circuit ESR/DCR 
Capacitor Tester
Specifically designed to 
measure ESR (equivalent 
series resistance) on 
capacitors in the range of 
0.47µF to 2200µF, in or 
out of circuit. The ability 
to trouble shoot in-circuit 
saves time and makes the 881 a must for 
anyone that tests or trouble shoots printed 
circuit boards. Features: •100KHz output test frequency 
•15mV p-p output test voltage (will not turn on an solid-
state devices) •Automatically discharges the capacitor 
under test •Microprocessor controlled •One-handed 
tweezer test probe included •One year warranty •Visit 
MCMelectronics.com for complete specifications

 Order # ONLY
 73-1000 $203.70

114/115/117 True-
RMS Multimeters
Multimeters for every 
application! 114 is the 
electrical multimeter 
tool for troubleshooting 
and “go/no-go” testing. 
It includes a feature to 
eliminate inaccurate 
readings caused by 
“ghost” (stray) voltage. 
115 is the multimeter 
for field service 
technicians and is  
the solution for a  
wide variety of 
electrical and electronic 
testing applications. 
117 is the electrician’s 
multimeter with 
integrated non-contact 
voltage detection.  
It’s the ideal meter for 
demanding settings like 

commercial buildings, hospitals and schools. All three 
meters include: •Resistance and continuity •Large white 
LED backlight to work in poorly lit areas •Min/max/
average to record signal fluctuations •Cat III 600V safety 
rated •Digital display: 6000 counts, updates 4/sec 
 Order # 105-650 105-655 105-660 105-275
 Fluke model 114 115 117 ToolPak 
     (TPAK)
 VoltAlert™   •	
 AutoVolt/LoZ •	 	 •	
 Current  10A 10A 
 Diode  •	 •	
 Capacitance  1nF~9,999µF 1nF~9,999µF 
 Frequency  .1Hz~50KHz .1Hz~50KHz 
 ONLY $129.95 $156.95 $186.95 $33.49

Non-Contact Infrared 
Thermometer
✔20:1 distance to spot ratio 
✔Measures -25°F~1200°F/ 
 -32°C~650°C 
✔Adjustable emissivity
Simply point the unit and 
squeeze the trigger to provide 
fast, accurate surface temperature 
measurement. Attached laser 
pointer provides immediate 
verification of aim Features: 
•°C/°F measurement •Backlit 
four digit display •Temperature 

data hold •MAX/MIN/DIF/AVG temperature display 
•Tripod mount •Sleep mode Specifications: •Display 
resolution: 0.1 •Display accuracy: ±1.8° or ±2% 
•Repeatability: ±0.5° or ±0.5% •Response time: 250mS 
•Spectral response: 8µm~14µm •Display hold: 8 seconds 
•Emissivity: Digitally adjustable from 0.10~1.0 by 0.01 
•Requires one 9V battery (#292-035), included

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 72-823 $149.00 $99.99 $7999

SALE

$5999
SALE

$1999
SALE
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Tenma switch mode power  
supplies offer high efficiency in  
a compact, lightweight design.

Test Equipment

See the latest product additions on our website.

High Current Switch  
Mode Power Supplies

High current supplies are fully adjustable to 15VDC, 
making them suitable for communications racks, HAM 
radio stations, autosound display and servicing. Efficient 
switch mode design provides high current, with minimal 
heat, in a compact lightweight package. Whisper quiet fan 
cooling ensures reliable, long-term operation. Dual digital 
display simultaneously shows output voltage and current. 
Front panel binding posts accepts banana plugs or spade 
terminals, providing convenient access. #72-7655 features 
banana jacks on the front panel for loads up to 5A, and 
heavy-duty stud posts on the rear panel handle loads to 
60A. Features: •Bright LED display •Large 5⁄8" digits 
•Display accuracy to 0.1V, 0.1A •Excellent load and line 
regulation •Low ripple and noise •Overvoltage, overload, 
temperature and short circuit protection •Detachable IEC 
power cord •#72-7655 also provides remote sensing and 
voltage adjustment capabillity.
  Voltage Output 
 Order # Range Current MSRP Reg. SALE
 72-7655 1~15VDC 60A $399.00 $314.00 $259.00
 72-7665 3~15VDC 40A 299.00 261.00 199.00
 72-7670 3~15VDC 25A 199.00 167.00 129.00

Isolated Variable  
AC Power Supplies

Variable AC supplies combine the safety benefits of  
an isolation transformer with the service advantages  
of a variable autotransformer. •Provides isolation from the 
AC line when servicing “hot” chassis equipment •Protects 
AC powered test equipment •Variable 0~145VAC output 
•Safely troubleshoot power supplies, regulators and output 
circuits •Minimize damage to associated components 
•Dual analog meters simultaneously display output 
voltage and current •Independent line input and variable 
output fuses provide protection to the variable supply and 
the equipment under test •Output fuse may be changed to 
a lower value, allowing service tech to set current limit 
•Grounded 6' line cord and outlets 
Specifications #72-1097  #72-1098
 Input voltage  100~127VAC
 Output voltage 145VAC (with 110VAC input)
 Max output current 3.5A  7A
 Line fuse (included) 6A  10A
 Output fuse (included) 5A  9A
 Output outlets One  Two
 Dimensions (H x W x D) 53⁄4" x 91⁄8" x 9"  61⁄8" x 117⁄8" x 101⁄4"
 Weight 131⁄4 lbs. 173⁄4 lbs
 Order # Description MSRP ONLY
 72-1097 3.5A $249.00 $189.00
 72-1098 7.0A 399.00 319.00

Switch Mode Laboratory DC Power Supplies
Precision adjustable supplies are ideal for test, measurement and service 
applications where tight voltage and current regulation are critical. Highly 
efficient switch mode design delivers outstanding performance from an 

extremely compact footprint. Unique separate output ON/OFF control allows voltage and current setting, with the supply 
output turned off. Features: •Backlit four digit LCD display •Simultaneous display of voltage and current •Auto selecting 
constant voltage (CV) and constant current (CC) modes •Ultra quiet convection cooling •Short circuit, overload, over 
voltage and thermal protection •84% efficiency at maximum output •RoHs compliant
 Model 72-8340 72-8345 72-8350
 Voltage range 1.0 ~ 60.0VDC 1.0 ~ 36.0VDC 1.0 ~ 20.0VDC
 Current range 0~1.6A 0~3A 0~5A
 Voltage regulation
  Load (from 10~100%) 50mV 50mV 70mV
  Line (from 90~132VAC) 20mV 20mV 20mV
  Ripple and noise (rms) 5mV 5mV 5mV
  Ripple and noise (p-p) 50mV 30mV 30mV
 Current regulation
  Load (from 10~100%) 20mA 20mA 20mA
  Line (from 90~132VAC) 20mA 20mA 20mA
  Ripple and noise (p-p) 20mA 20mA 20mA
 Dimensions/weight  6" (H) x 2.8" (W) x 9.8" (D)/4.4 lbs.
 Order # Model MSRP Reg. ONLY
 72-8340 1~60V, 0~1.6A $229.00 $179.00 $105.00
 72-8345 1~36V, 0~3.0A 229.00 179.00 105.00
 72-8350 1~20V, 0~5.0A 229.00 179.00 105.00

Multiple Outlet DC Power Strip
Convenient when a number of permanent items are 
connected to a power supply, while others are routinely 
added and removed. Attached 8AWG cable is terminated 
with gold plated, color–coded spade lugs. Binding posts 
accept spade terminals, bare wire, single or paired banana 
plugs. This unit is divided into two independent sections, 
with a combined total current capacity of 35A. Section 
One: •Two sets of heavy-duty, individually fused binding 
posts, current capacity 35A each, total max combined 
capacity 35A •0~35A analog ammeter Section Two: •Six 
sets of 10A binding posts, 15A max total capacity •15A 
fuse •0~15A analog ammeter •Lighted rocker switch 
Other features: •Isolated steel case •Separate ground  
lug •Dimensions: 21⁄2" (H) x 31⁄2" (W) x 13" (L)

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 72-6627 $74.95 $47.99 $3999

SALE

10A Variable 
Autotransformer
Gives you the ability 
to vary line voltage 
between 0~130VAC. 
Perfect way to safely 
troubleshoot power 
supplies, regulators, 
output sections, etc. 
Built-in ammeter 
shows current draw to help identify shorts before they  
can cause costly component failures. Replaceable fuse 
protection. Three prong grounded cord and socket 
provides convenience and safety.
 Specifications
 Input 120V, 60Hz 
 Output 0~130VAC 
 Current 10A, 1.3KVA 
 Fuse 10A AGC (included) 

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 72-110 $199.00 $169.00

 YEAR LIMItED1 WARRANtY

$13900
SALE

Dual Output Bench Power Supply 
Laboratory grade power supply provides 
adjustable 0~30VDC output, and 0~3A 
adjustable current limiting, on each of  
two isolated channels. Four independent  
three–digit LED displays simultaneously  
show output voltage and current for each 
channel. Features: •Auto series or parallel 
tracking operation •Constant voltage and 
constant current operation •Overload and 
reverse polarity protection •Temperature 
controlled variable speed fan •Very low  
ripple and noise •Power requirements: 
AC100V/120V/220V/240V ±10% 50/60Hz 
•Includes test leads and owners manual
 Specifications
 Output voltage (each channel) 0~30VDC
 Output current (each channel) 0~3A
 tracking series output 0~60V, 0~3A
 tracking parallel output 0~30V, 0~6A

$29900
SALE Order # MSRP Reg.

 72-7245 $359.00 $329.00
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Don’t let poor quality tools stall your project.  
Check out MCM’s best value Duratool products!

Tools

Platform
•Save on costly repairs and stay safe by using the Ceiling 
Saver™ during your next attic installation •The platform is 
portable enough to carry up ladders and through any attic 
access and unfolds to provide a stable 12" x 48" textured 
working platform •Protects ceilings from dropped tools 
and accidental step-throughs •2½" grooves seat securely 
on 24" spaced rafters •Made from durable high-impact 
plastic •Supports up to 250 lbs.

 Order # ONLY
 22-10580 $69.99

LCD Wireless Inspection Camera
•Inspection camera utilizes a flexible 37" shaft and 2.3" 
color LCD monitor to allow you to get a clear view in 
constricted areas •Take a peek inside of walls, under 
appliances, into plumbing, and other areas to find 
obstructions, lost tools, or to estimate damage  
•Monitor operates on handle, or detaches for up to 30 
meters of wireless operation •Monitor has A/V in and out 
•Adjustable twin-LED light on tip •Camera-end and shaft 
are IP67 rated and waterproof up to 1 meter •Couple up to 
four additional shaft extensions for 189" maximum length 
•Includes mirror, hook, and magnetic attachments 
•Powered by rechargeable Li-Ion battery (included),  
and four “AA” batteries (not included)
 Order # Description MSRP ONLY
 22-10570 Wall scope with LCD $299.00 $159.00
 22-10575 38" shaft extension 39.99 19.99

Magnepull™  
Magnetic Cable Retrieval System

•Powerful magnets allow you to guide cable exactly  
where you want it •Pulls cables through drywall and  
even insulation in seconds •Reduces cable fishing time  
by 70% •Eliminates wall damage from misplaced holes  
in the wall •Easy-to-use in confined spaces •Reduces  
time spent in the attic Kit includes: •Retriever unit  
•Drop magnet with pull line •Jack chain •Instructional 
DVD •Convenient carrying case

 Order # Reg.
 22-10655 $129.00

6"

Dial Calipers
•Calipers for reading outer and inner diameters •Dial 
calipers give you a simple, analog reading, available in 
SAE or metric •Shock proof •Hardened stainless steel 
•Includes protective case
 Order # Length Graduations MSRP ONLY
 22-10710 6" 1/1000 inch $39.99 $14.99
 22-10712 150mm .02mm 39.99 14.99
 22-10714 12" 1/1000 inch 69.99 34.99
 22-10716 300mm .02mm 69.99 34.99

300mm

12"

150mm

Digital Calipers
•Calipers for reading outer and inner diameters  

•Digital LCD display gives a clear and accurate reading 
•Switch between metric and SAE with a touch of a button 
•Reads in increments of 0.0005" and .01mm •Hardened 
stainless steel •Includes protective case •Uses SR44  
1.5V battery (included)

 Order # Length MSRP ONLY
 22-10720 4" (100mm) $44.99 $17.99
 22-8582 6" (150mm) 49.99 24.99
 22-10724 8" (200mm) 59.99 28.99
 22-10726 12" (300mm) 74.99 44.99

4"

6"

8"

12"

Portable  
Cable Caddy
•Stable, folding style  
frame holds cable reels  
up to 16" wide and 24" 
diameter •Made of sturdy 
1" metal tubing with black 
finish •Unit can be used to carry and store your cable reel 
when not in use •Folds flat for storage •5⁄8" center axle
 Order # (1-9) (10-24) (25-49) (50-up)
 33-10900 $24.99 $23.70 $21.81 $19.63

Creep-Zit Fiberglass  
Wire Running Kit

The Creep-Zit is “THE TOOL” that makes conventional 
fish tape obsolete and has a use in every wire/cable install 
job, residential or commerical. Consists of five 6' (30' 
total) green fiberglass rods .159" dia. retaining their 
memory to straight, making it go where you want, not 
where it wants. Four of them have a male connector on 
one end and a female connector on the other so they can 
be screwed together. The fifth one has a female connector 
on one end and a bullet shaped head with cross hole 
(bullnose) at the other end. The cross hole in the bullnose 
is designed to attach the wire (or the ball chain included  
in the kit when fishing inside walls) to it. An eggbeater 
(wisp) shaped head with male connector (also part of the 
kit) is used as a guide to keep the rods from getting stuck 
on obstacles and to provide a “wheel” to “creep” from 
side to side when turning the rod with your hand. The kit 
is stored in a convenient PVC heavy-duty carrying case. 
Rod end connectors are not covered under warranty.
 Order # Description  Reg. ONLY
 22-2665 Creep-Zit  $89.99 $84.99
 22-3148 Replacement connector set  16.99 15.99
 22-3149 Screw-on bullnose  21.99 20.99
 22-9554 Screw-on Drag-Zit magnetic tip 15.99 14.99
 22-9556 Screw-on J-Tip 11.99 10.99

148 Piece  
Professional Tool Set

•All tools in this industrial quality tool set meet astringent 
new ANSI/ASME specifications •The 72-tooth ratchets 
require only a 5° swing •Large quick push-button release 
must be engaged to remove sockets •Ergonomic designed 
1⁄4", 3⁄8", 1⁄2" quick-release ratcheting drivers •Wide selection 
of standard and deep sockets in the most common SAE 
and metric sizes •12 point designed sockets help ensure 
maximum torque •12 piece combination wrench set  
(6 SAE, 6 metric) •Set also includes drivers, pliers,  
hex keys and more •Includes high  
impact plastic case 

 Order # Reg.
 96-1965 $99.99

36" Mechanics Creeper
•Padded bed reduces repair time  
while adding comfort •25⁄8" off 

garage floor for maximum clearance under vehicles 
•Creeper rolls easily on six swivel casters •36" (L) x  
17" (W) •Headrest is 101⁄2" (L) x 4" (W) •Mfr. #20301

 Order # ONLY
 22-10910 $24.99

60 LED Rechargeable Work Light
•Hook for hanging •Rubberized grip makes it easy to hold •Rechargeable 

7.2V, Ni-MH battery lasts 3 to 4 hours continuous use per charge •Built-in charge indicator light 
and overcharge protection •Includes AC and DC chargers •Shatterproof plastic housing protects 
LED bulbs from damage •LED brightness: 12,000 MCD x 60 LEDs

 Order # Reg.
 22-9502 $42.99

$2999
SALE

$11900
SALE

$7999
SALE

 NEW!
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More power for less cash!
Tools

For large or small quotations as well as special  
order requests, call MCM for a quick response.

3.6V Cordless Drill and Driver
This drill features an “auto shut-off” clutch that  
will extend battery and clutch life by immediately 
stopping rotation when torque setting is reached.  
The 22 stage clutch offers precise settings and a  
accuracy of ±5%. Offers 600rpm and 39 in. lbs. torque. 
Other features include a 15 minute charging system and 
1⁄4" quick connect chuck.
 Order # Description MSRP ONLY
 22-5505 Cordless drill $220.00 $149.00
 22-5515 Battery pack - 34.99

Cordless Screwdriver
•Ideal for DIY  
projects •Forward 
and reverse trigger 
switch •Uses 1⁄4" hex bits •150rpm  
•11 bits •Uses four “AA” batteries  
(not included)

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 22-10215 $19.99 $12.99

18 Volt Cordless Drill Kit
•Ideal for light trade and hobbyist  
use •Variable speed •Forward and  
reverse switch •16+1 torque setting  
clutch •Built-in bit holder •Keyless 
chuck •No load speed 0~550rpm 
Kit includes: •18V drill •1.2Ah 
battery •Charger •Six drill bits  
•Six driver bits •Bit adapter  
•Blow molded carry case
 Order # Description MSRP Reg. SALE
 22-10210 18V drill kit $79.99 $39.99 $29.99
 22-10212 Replacement 18V battery 34.99 19.99 14.99

Hammer Drill
•Powerful drill/
hammer drill for drilling in 
wood, metal, and masonry 
•21 adjustable torque  
clutch •Variable speed with 
controllable top-speed dial 
•Multi-position side handle 
for better control •Depth 
control bar •Switchable from 
hammer to standard drill for drilling in  
multiple surfaces •No load speed: 0~3000rpm 

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 22-10222 $69.99 $39.99

Super FastVac 500
It may be small, but it’s mighty! The 41⁄2 lb. ultra powerful 
Super FastVac is the ultimate hand vacuum. Features: 
•Can be hand-held or carried over the shoulder using  
the heavy-duty carrying strap with shoulder pad •Comes 
complete with eight standard cleaning attachments, plus  
a five piece set of mini vacuum attachments, and a special 
adjustable angle adaptor tool •Includes an extra-long 25’ 
electrical cord •Micro-lined anti-bacterial dust bag which 
captures microscopic particles with 99.7% filtration 
efficiency •Can be used as a powerful, portable blower 
Specifications: •Motor speed: 33,000rpm •740W,  
6.3A dual-stage electrical motor •82” of water lift  
•Air movement: 102 cubic feet of air per minute  
•Color: Midnight black
 Order # Description Reg. ONLY
 22-8550 Super FastVac 500 $88.99 $79.99
 22-8552 Replacement dust bags (3/pk) 4.29 3.99
 22-8553 Replacement dust bags (6/pk) 6.39 5.99
 22-8554 Cloth shake-out dust bag 7.39 6.99
 22-8556 Activated charcoal filter 2.19 1.99
 22-8558 Electrostatic filter 2.19 1.99

 YEAR LIMITED2 WARRANTY

ETL approved

Movers Dollies
•Great for moving furniture, 
television, plants, and appliances 

•Four swivel casters for easy maneuvering. •Padded ends 
for protection
  Size Max 
 Order # (L) x (W) x (H) Capacity Material ONLY
 22-9130 30" x 18" x 8" 1000 lbs. High-impact  $49.99
    plastic and steel
 22-5120 30" x 1" x 5.6" 600 lbs.  Wood 19.99
 22-5122 18" x 12" x 5.25" 600 lbs.  Wood 19.99

#22-9130

#22-5120

#22-5122

Professional Multi-Cart
•8-in-1 professional equipment carts change shape and length to easily accommodate any sized equipment  
•Textured powder coat finish is extremely tough and environment friendly •Non-skid frame bed surface resists load 
slippage •Expandable frame adjusts to load size •Spring loaded wingbolts won’t vibrate out •Caster brake •Stair climbers 
•Foldable sides rotate and lock into place by pressing release cables •Expandable frame accommodates innumerable cargo 
sizes and shapes
 Order # Mfr. # Length Sides (Height) Load Cap. Wheels ONLY
 22-9870 CART-R2 26"-39" 25" and 20" 350 lbs. 6" and 4" $99.99
 22-9875 CART-R6 28"-42.5" 24" and 24" 500 lbs. 4" and 4" 129.00
 22-9880 CART-R8 34"-52" 32" and 32" 500 lbs. 8" and 5" 159.00
 22-9882 CART-R10 34"-52" 32" and 32" 500 lbs. 10" and 5" 179.00
 22-9885 CART-R12 34"-52" 32" and 32 500 lbs. 10" and 8" 229.00

#22-9885
Closed

#22-9870 
Open

#22-9875 Closed

#22-9880
Closed

#22-9882
Closed

32 Piece Security Bit Set
Handy pocket size set 
contains many of the bits 
commonly used to remove 
tamper resistant screws found  
in many of today’s electronic 
products. Items like IBM PS/2 
monitors, cable boxes, telephone 
equipment and much more, commonly use 
these type of screws. Kit contains: 6mm, 8mm, and 8mm 
torq bits; 4, 6, 8 and 10mm spanner bits; #1, #2, #3 and #4 
tri wing bits; 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5 and 6mm security hex bits; 5⁄32", 
9⁄64", 1⁄8", 7⁄64", 3⁄32", and 5⁄64" security hex bits; T8, T10, T15, 
T20, T25, T27, T30, T35 and T40 security torx bits; 
60mm magnetic bit extension all housed in a pocket  
sized carry case. Bits fit any standard 1⁄4" hex driver such 
as #22-1620 and most power screwdrivers.

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 22-1875 $34.99 $9.99

30 Piece  
Hex Key Set
•Includes 15 each  
of both short-arm 
metric and long-arm 
SAE sizes of the 
most common hex 
sizes in a handy case 
•SAE: 0.028", 0.035", 0.05", 1⁄16", 5⁄64", 3⁄32", 7⁄64", 1⁄8", 9⁄64", 5⁄32", 
3⁄16", 7⁄32", 1⁄4", 5⁄16", and 3⁄8" •Metric: 0.7, 0.9, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 
4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 7, 8, and 10mm •Includes case

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 22-9668 $19.99 $8.99

$599
SALE

$2199
SALE

$699
SALE

$599
SALE
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Duratool cases save your tools and your money.
Tools

Plastic Rolling Workshop
•A 32" portable, multi-purpose 
workshop that allows plenty of 
organization for tools and parts 
•Three detachable sections •63⁄4" 
deep toolbox includes parts tray 
and sawhorse groove •Removable 
center drawers include separated 
trays for storing fasteners, driver 
bits, and other small parts •6" 
rubber wheels •Telescopic handle 
for easy storage •Dimensions:  
12" (D) x 19" (W) x 32" (H)

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 22-9894 $99.99 $49.99

Metal Rolling Workshop
•A heavy-duty 26" rolling 
workshop for maximum storage 
and easy transportation of tools 
and materials •Extendable  
and removable pull handle 
•Attractive yellow metal 
exterior for years of durability 
•Removable upper toolbox for 
frequently used tools •33⁄4" deep 
pullout drawer •Side bungee 

cords for external storage •Large 
tilt-out bin for power tools or cabling 

•Saw horse groove in lid for cutting pipes or 
lumber •Soft rubber grips •Cord wrap on back of unit 
•Dimensions: 20" (W) x 10" (D) x 26" (H)

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 22-9896 $169.99 $89.99

Heavy-Duty Aluminum Tool/Equipment Case
Heavy-duty case is made of lightweight aluminum and 
designed to take rough field use. Includes one tool pallet, 
egg carton foam lid, and 21⁄2" thick precut foam bottom. 
Ideal for carrying fragile instruments, test equipment with 
accessories and small hand tools. Attractive black finish 
holds up after years of use. Measures approximately  
19" x 14" x 6".

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 22-8125 $99.99 $39.99

Weatherproof 
Equipment Cases
•Protect your expensive 
tools, equipment, and 
electronics with 
customizable cases that 
will withstand any 
environment •Push button 
latches open and secure with ease (featured on models 
#22-10460, 22-10465, 22-10470) •Customizable cubed 
“pluck” foam insert •Water-tight, air-tight, and nearly 
indestructible •Swivel handles •Stackable •Pressure purge 
valve •Holes for padlocks •Removable shoulder carry strap 
•Made of ultra high-impact ABS plastic
 Order # Inner Dimensions MSRP Reg. SALE
 22-10450 97⁄8" x 71⁄8" x 31⁄8" $39.95 $21.99 $19.99
 22-10455 97⁄8" x 71⁄8" x 51⁄2" 59.95 34.99 27.99
 22-10460 151⁄8" x 107⁄16" x 57⁄8" 99.95 69.99 59.99
 22-10465 161⁄4" x 113⁄16" x 63⁄4" 159.00 84.99 69.99
 22-10470 187⁄8" x 141⁄8" x  81⁄4" 199.00 129.00 99.99

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

Pluck foam 
inserts

Water and 
air tight

#22-10450

#22-10455

#22-10460 #22-10465

#22-10470

RapidSlide™ Adjustable Wrenches
•Slide mechanism in handles for fastest adjustment 
possible •DIY, industrial or professional use •Debris 
shield protects slide mechanism, and maintains a smooth 
operation •Forged steel •Chrome finish resists rust and 
corrosion •Polished head •SAE/Metric size indicator  
on jaw
 Order # Mfr. # Description Reg. SALE
 96-2225 AC8NKWMP 8" wrench $19.99 $9.99
   (1" jaw capacity)
 96-2226 AC10NKWMP 10" wrench 27.99 14.99
   (1.2" jaw capacity)

#96-2225

#96-2226

Drop Trimmer  
Cable Stripper
•A single tool that cuts, 
strips, and trims coax 

cable •Single-step coax 
stripper with built-in stop for perfect lead length •Fixed-
blade cartridge for 18 and 24AWG center conductors 
(RG-58/59/6) •Dial-adjusted cable jacket slitter for multi-
coax cables •Impact resistant polymer 
and ergonomic design

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 22-10055 $19.95 $11.99

2-in-1 Wire Stripper and Cutter
•One simple tool completes most wiring 
needs •Hardened stainless steel with 
comfortable vinyl grips •Self-adjusting 
stripping jaws •Stripper capacity: 
26AWG~14AWG •Cutting capacity: 
1.2mm copper wire

 Order # Reg.
 22-10188 $9.99

T® Stripper
Preferred by professionals for over  
30 years. Originated by Ideal, these 

quality strippers feature looping holes, 
cushioned plastic grips, and precision, 
form-ground, knife type blades that 
give an accurate, easy strip every 
time. Black oxide finish resists 
corrosion; built-in wire cutter  
on all models; spring loaded  
for automatic operation.

   Ideal
 Order # Description Model # (1-4) (5-9) (10-up)
 28-2695 10~18AWG  T-5 $12.99 $12.25 $11.75
  solid
 28-2700 16~26AWG  T-6 12.99 12.25 11.75
  stranded
 28-2705 8~16AWG  T-8 12.99 12.25 11.75
  stranded
 28-2710 22~30AWG  T-7 12.99 12.25 11.75
  solid

Compression 
Multi–Tool
The compression 
multi–tool is 
designed to 
compress the 

ferrules of all three MCM compression connectors; “F”, 
BNC, RCA. Black oxide steel frame with interchangeable 
die sockets. Ratchet mechanism, with manual release, 
releases after a complete cycle ensuring a fully 
compressed ferrule. Integrated cutter for cutting coax 
cables to appropriate length.

 Order # Reg.
 22-3251 $39.99

Eight Piece 
Ratcheting 
Wrench Set
•Set includes: 1⁄4", 
5⁄16", 3⁄8", 7⁄16", 1⁄2", 9⁄16", 
5⁄8", 11⁄16" •Patented 
ratchet feature turns bolt with just 5° handle swing vs. 30° 
•72 tooth ratcheting mechanism receives special heat treat 
process •Closed end works in places deep sockets will not 
reach •Tool exceeds ANSI torque loads for standard 
combination wrenches •Ratcheting closed end uses 12 
points of contact, less stress to fastener •Mfr. #FRCH8

 Order # ONLY
 FRCH8 $29.99

$799
SALE

$999
SALE

$7999
SALE

$2999
SALE

$2999
SALE

Micro Series Shearcutter
•Very popular general purpose cutter 
•Equipped with flat spring •5" length

 Order # Reg.
 22-1050 $5.49 $499

SALE

 NEW!
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The best values on your  
everyday essentials.

Technician Aids

Quick, convenient ordering anytime online.

Premium 
Microfiber 
Cleaning 
Cloths
•The safest way to clean dust, grime, 
and marks on electronic equipment 
without harsh chemicals •Tight knitted interwoven design 
lifts and traps contaminants •Can be used with or without 
chemicals •Machine washable •Each cloth measures 12" x 
14" •Pack of five premium cleaning cloths

 Order # ONLY
 21-9255 $9.99

5 Pack

Thermogrip  
Cordless Glue Gun
•Have the convenience of 
a hot glue gun without 
the hassle of a cord 
•Specially designed 
nozzle prevents glue 
from dripping 
•Double 
insulated 
electronic heating system dispenses glue quickly and 
evenly •Operates with or without a cord for up to ten 
minutes •Uses 1⁄2" standard glue sticks (includes three)

 Order # Reg.
 21-8708 $21.99

Storage  
Cases with 
Removable 
Trays
•The most versatile 
answer to portable 
storage for small 
parts •Removable 
bins allow user to 
dump single bins 
for use rather than 
the entire organizer 
•Gridded lid locks 
bins into place  
for mix-free 
transportation •Virtually unbreakable clear polycarbonate 
hinged lid •Extra strong dual latches •Comfort grip handle
 Fig. Order # Sections Dimensions MSRP Reg. SALE
 A 22-9918 15 81⁄4" x 135⁄16" x 27⁄16" $14.99 $6.99 $4.99
 B 22-9920 22 161⁄2" x 133⁄16" x 27⁄16" 20.99 13.99 9.99
 C 22-9922 8 161⁄2" x 133⁄16" x 41⁄2" 22.99 16.99 12.99

A

B

C

Compartment 
Boxes
•Perfect sized 
compartment boxes 
for holding and 
organizing small parts 
•Transparent plastic 
for easy identification 
•Hinged lid with 
latches for secure holding of small parts
 Fig. Order # Sections Dimensions MSRP Reg. SALE
 A 22-9906 18 9" x 415⁄16" x 13⁄8" $4.99 $3.99 $2.99
 B 22-9910 18 111⁄2" x 75⁄16" x 15⁄8" 5.99 4.49 3.49
 C 22-9912 24 15" x 915⁄16" x 17⁄8" 7.99 5.49 3.99

A

B

C

OptiSIGHT 
VISOR®

OptiSIGHT® 
magnifying visor provides hands-free magnification for 
more accurate and efficient viewing. The visor tilts up for 
normal viewing, or down for magnification. OptiSIGHT® 
brings work closer into focus, reducing eye strain and 
fatigue. The unique design of the head band allows  
people with long hair to take the visor on and off with 
ease. Features: •Precision optical grade acrylic prismatic 
lens •Included are three different interchangeable lens 
plates, that are simple to change (3x, 4x, 5x power)  
•Visor can be worn over prescription or safety glasses 
•Visor design shields out unwanted glue •High strength 
plastic will not break •Color: Blue

 Order # Reg.
 21-8540 $34.99

Electrical Tape Super 33+™
•Ultra high-quality electrical tape  
is the industry standard for virtually 
all electrical applications •Hot/cold 
weather resistant •Resists UV rays, 
abrasions, moisture, acids and corrosion
 Order # Size Rolls per package Reg. SALE
 108-3375 3⁄4" x 52' 1 $4.19 $3.79
 108-140 3⁄4" x 66' 1 5.39 4.49
 108-950 3⁄4" x 20' 1 2.09 1.69
 SUPER33 3⁄4" x 52' 10 39.99 33.99

381 Vacuum Base 
•The 381 Vacuum  
Base provides all of the 
“tilt, turn, and rotate” 
versatility of a 301 
standard PanaVise with 
the convenience of 
added portability •This 
unit consists of the 380 
vacuum base and the 
303 standard head •A half turn of the mount lever  
attaches or releases the powerful suction pad and  
allows rapid set-ups in a variety of locations •61⁄8" high

 Order # ONLY
 106-240 $59.99

SCRUBS In-A-Bucket®  
Hand Cleaner Towels
The unbeatable cleaning power 
of SRUBS® Hand Cleaner Towels 
remians an industry leader. The 
patented citrus-based formula 
works with the tough blue towel 
to quickly loosen, dissolve, and 
absorb dirt, epoxies, tar, inks, 
paint and grease from your skin. 
This fantastic 101⁄2" x 121⁄4" wipe 
is waterless and will not transfer soils back to your hands.
 Order # Description Reg. SALE
 20-3898 10 towels in a foil pack $4.99 $3.99
 20-3899 30 towels in a bucket 12.99 -
 20-3900 72 towels in a bucket 13.99 -
 20-3901 Wall mount for  19.99 14.99
  30 or 72 count buckets

Desk Top Magnifier
•Dual magnification lens  
(3 diopter and 12 diopter) 
produces a sharp close-up  
view •Adjustable joints for easy 
maneuverability •Includes protection cover 
•Light source: T4 12W circular fluorescent 
lamp (included) •Mfr. #MA-1003

 Order # ONLY
 22-10830 $29.99

$999
SALE

$2499
SALE

Leak Alert™ Electronic  
Water Detector
•Sounds a very loud (95dB)  
alarm for up to 72 hours when it 
gets wet •Will save you $$$ from 
water damage •Place Leak Alert™ 
anywhere there is a danger of flood 
or leaks near water heaters, sinks, 
dishwashers, fish tanks, or sump 
pumps •Ideal for your workshop, 
kitchen, lab, basement or 
crawlspaces •Floats in excessive flooding •Water resistant 
•Low battery alert •Uses one 9V battery (not included) 
•Dimensions: 4.3" (L) x 2.4" (W) x 1.4" (H) 

 Order # Reg.
 22-9362 $12.99 $999

SALE

Heat Gun Kit
•Heavy-duty heat gun for 
heat shrink tubing, paint removal, 
softening materials, and more •Two 
heating powers: Up to 1000°F at 16ft3/
min; and up to 750°F at 9ft3/min Includes: 
•Heat gun •Four nozzles •Scraper with 
handle •Blow molded case

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 22-10225 $59.99 $29.99 $1999

SALE

Third-Hand Tool  
with Magnifier
•Adjustable arms with clips 
for holding small pieces 
allowing your hands to be free 
for precision work •Adjustable  
joints for movement and placement 
in all directions •Heavy cast-iron 
base for stability •Distortion free 
magnifying glass for closer inspection

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 22-9730 $14.99 $4.99 $399

SALE

OCC™ 700 Series Safety Glasses
•Sporty, half frame •High impact lenses with 99% UV 
absorption •Soft, temple tips •Soft nosebridge •OCC logo 
on temple •Metallic gun metal gray frame and temples
 Fig. Order # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 A 108-4230 078371-62183 Clear anti-fog lens $9.99
 B 108-4235 078371-62184 Gray anti-fog lens 9.99
 C 108-4240 078371-62185 Indoor/outdoor 9.99
 mirror lens

B C

A
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MCM carries the biggest  
names in soldering.

Soldering Equipment

FX-951 Soldering Station
•Superior heat transfer and thermal recovery •Lockout key 
card to prevent unauthorized or accidental temperature 
settings •Low temperature alarm •Auto shutoff after  
30 minutes of non-use •Soldering iron (FM-2027) uses  
quick-change composite tips •Sleep mode functionality 
when used with the FH200-01 iron stand (included)  
•Anti-bacterial sleeve assembly •Iron cord length: 47'' 
•Temperature range: 400° ~ 840°F •Temperature  
stability: ±9°F •Temperature accuracy: ±27°F
 Order # Mfr. #  Description ONLY
 94-1000 FX951-66 FX-951 soldering station $249.00
 94-990 FH200-01 Iron holder, w/ auto sleep 64.99
 94-995 FH200-02 Iron holder, w/o auto sleep 54.99
 94-1005 FM2027-01 Replacement iron w/o tip 89.99

WLC100 Solder Station
•Variable power control 
(5~40W) •40W pencil iron 

and ST3 interchangeable tip 
•Replaceable heating element 

•Cushioned foam grip •Safety guard 
iron holder •On/off switch with “power-on” indicator light 
•Mfr. #WLC100

 Order # Reg.
 21-3475 $49.99

Pocket Solder Tubes
•Convenient sized solders packaged in a 
portable tube for repairs anywhere •Solder  
is fed freely from the easy to handle tube

 Order # Description Width Size Alloy ONLY
 21-9240 Pocket pak 0.031" .5 .oz Sn60/Pb40 $2.89
 21-9245 Pocket pak  0.050" .35 .oz Sn62/ 2.99
  silver   Pb36/Ag02
 21-9250 Kwik draw 0.050" 1.3 .oz Sn60/Pb40 3.19

#21-9250

#21-9245

#21-9240

Table Torch
•Adjustable flame control to 2,500°F 
•Non-slip grip for hand held use 

•Oxygen cut-off slide for candle-style 
flame •Self igniting push-button •Safety 
lock •Hands-free slide lock for continuous 
use with instant off •Great for soldering, 
welding, melting, fusing, and heating  
•20ml fuel capacity •Butane not included

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 21-9185 $39.99 $19.99

SMD Removal Kit
Safely removes SMDs 
using low heat. Fast and 
easy to use. Heat can be 
applied with a soldering 

iron, warm air preheater, or heat gun. The SMD is easily 
removed with tweezers or a pick-up tool. Kit includes: 
Low temperature desoldering alloy (136°F), syringe with 
no clean flux, and six alcohol pads. Product contents will 
remove 8-10 SMDs.

 Order # Reg.
 21-3450 $15.99

“44” Rosin Core Solder
•The famous Kester “44” 
rosin core solders contain a 
high active noncorrosive flux 

with excellent wetting action, and are 
specifically designed for electrical/
electronic applications
  Alloy Spool
 Order # Tin/Lead  Size  (dia)  Gauge  Reg. SALE
 21-1845 63/37  1 lb.  .031"  21  $24.99  $21.99
 21-1840 60/40  1 lb.  .031"  21  19.99  18.99
 21-1830 60/40  1 lb.  .040"  19  22.99  19.99
 21-1832 63/37 1 lb. 0.40" 19 25.99 21.99
 21-1835 60/40  5 lb.  .040"  19  139.00  129.00
 21-3195 60/40  1 lb.  .025"  23  24.99  19.99
 21-3196 63/37 1 lb. .025" 23 24.99 19.99

Solder Reel Stand
•Keep your bench neat •Draw  

out solder wire smoothly 
•Maximum of 1 kg (2.2 lbs.) 
rolled solder wire can be 

used •Dimensions: 86mm (W)  
x 14mm (H) x 78mm (D) •Shaft 

diameter: 15mm

 Order # Reg.
 21-6800 $12.99

Rosin Flux  
Solder Paste
•Permits soldering of even 

difficult metals such as brass 
or nickel •Can be removed with 

cloth or solvent •Non-spill consistency •Non-flammable 
•Non-corrosive •2 oz. •Mfr. #RSF-R80-2

 Order # Reg.
 200-385 $8.99

Tip Cleaner/Tinner
•Keeps tips clean and 
longer lasting •Protects tips 
from oxidizing •Lead free 
•0.5 oz. •Mfr. #TPC-14

 Order # Reg.
 200-390 $7.99

Liquid Solder-Flux
Noncorrosive liquid solder 

flux is ideal for electronic and 
communication work. Brush onto 
connection before soldering to aid  
solder flow. 2 oz. bottle with brush. 

 Order # Reg.
 20-1100 $14.99

Chem-Wik® Lite
•Desoldering wick •Finely woven 
copper braid treated with a pure 
nonactivated rosin flux

 Order # Description (Label) Reg. SALE
 21-1005 .05" x 5' (Yellow) $2.99 $2.49
 21-1010 .05" x 100' (Yellow) 51.99 39.99
 21-310 .075" x 5.5' (Green) 2.89 2.69
 21-315 .075" x 100' (Green) 49.99 44.49
 21-320 .1" x 5.5' (Blue) 2.99 2.79
 21-325 .1" x 100' (Blue) 34.99 24.99

Tip Cleaner
•Cleans tip quickly without 
reducing tip temperature  
•Cleans better than conventional 
sponges •May also be used as 
portable soldering pencil holder 
•Non-skid base

 Order # Reg.
 21-4355 $10.49

$1599
SALE

$799
SALE

$399
SALE

$3999
SALE

$1499
SALE

$749
SALE

$749
SALE

$749
SALE

 Replacement parts for WLC100
 Order # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 96-1567 ST7 Conical tip $3.99
 96-310 ST1 Screwdriver tip 3.99
 96-320 ST5 Single flat tip 3.99
 96-1199 HE40 Heater 14.99
 96-1254 WCC104 Sponge 1.69

WES51  
Electronic Soldering Station

•Innovative heater and sensor combination gives you 
quick heat-up and rapid temperature recovery •Wireless 
temperature lockout to prevent operators from raising the 
temperature to levels higher than specified for the board 
or component •Temperature range of 350°F~850°F 
•Accuracy within 9°F •Designed for continuous 
production soldering •Tip temperature offset capability 
which provides the user with the capability of resetting 
station temperature readings to variations in tip sizes  
and styles •Station automatically powers down after  
90 minutes of inactivity to prolong tip life and save 
power •ESD safe to protect sensitive components 
•Improved plug on the PES51 iron and new receptacle  
on the WES51PU power unit for easier iron replacement 
Note: •PES51 iron works only with WES51 solder 
station, PES50 iron works only with WES50 solder 
station •Uses ET series tips •Soldering station comes 
complete with WES51PU power unit, PES51 soldering 
pencil with ETA tip, and PH50 stand and sponge
 Order # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 96-1760 WES51 Complete soldering station  $119.00
 96-1762 PES51 Replacement soldering pencil  38.99
   w/ETA tip for WES51soldering station
 96-1350 PES50 Replacement soldering pencil  42.99
   w/ETA tip for WES50 soldering station
 96-1355 PH50 Replacement soldering  17.99
   stand and sponge
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Adjustable  
Solder Station 

Rugged soldering station is perfect for board level 
assembly and repair and is rugged enough for  
continuous duty and production use. Features: •Rotary 
temperature setting •Slim, high precision iron handle 
•Detachable/replaceable soldering iron •Heat resistant 
silicon jacketed iron and line cord •Detachable iron stand 
with integral tip cleaner, with included cleaning sponge 
•Variety of replacement tips available, conical tip supplied  
(#21-7975) Specifications: •Temperature range: 
308~840°F •Heating element: 24VAC, 48W •Iron length 
73⁄4" •Overall dimensions 33⁄4" (H) x 41⁄2" (W) x 6" (D)

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 21-7940 $89.95 $69.99

Look to Tenma for the lowest prices  
on quality soldering products.

Tenma Soldering Equipment

Looking for simple projects? Visit MCMelectronics.com/DIY

Adjustable Solder Station 
No-nonsense, low cost station is 

specifically intended for the classroom, where durability, 
physical size, and budget are a concern. It is also perfect 
for occasional use in the home workshop or tech bench. 
•Temperature range: 100~800°F •Overall dimensions  
33⁄4" (H) x 41⁄2" (W) x 53⁄4" (D)

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 21-7945 $59.95 $13.99

Adjustable Solder Station
Rugged, low cost station is the ideal 

blend of durability and price. Adjustable metal iron holder 
may be attached to the left or right side of station, and 
integral tip cleaner includes a replaceable sponge. 
Features: •Rotary temperature setting •LED heating 
element status indication •Variety of replacement tips 
available, conical tip supplied (#21-7980) Specifications: 
•Temperature range: 320~896°F •Heating element: 
110VAC, 50W •Iron length 73⁄4" •Overall dimensions  
33⁄4" (H) x 41⁄2" (W) x 63⁄4" (D)

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 21-7950 $69.95 $37.99

Solder Fume 
Extractor
Electronic solders 
typically contain 
rosin–resin  
compounds and 
lead, which when 
heated may  
create noxious 
fumes. Prolonged 
exposure to  
these fumes  
is considered 
potentially  
harmful and  
may create health 
problems including headaches, nausea and eye irritation. 
The Tenma Solder Fume Extractor greatly reduces this 
hazard by utilizing a highly efficient fan, and an activated 
carbon filter. Unit includes one filter, replacement  
filters available. Specifications: •Absorption capacity:  
1m3/minute •Power requirements: •110VAC 60Hz, 23W 
•Filter dimensions: 5.1" (H) x 5.1" (W) x 0.4" (D)  
•Overall dimensions: 10.6" (H) x 8.7" (W) x 6.6" (D)
 Order # Description MSRP Reg. SALE
 21-7960 Smoke absorber $59.95 $34.99 $29.99
 21-7961 Replacement filter  - 5.29 2.49
  (two–pack)

Solder
Ideal for general purpose 
electronic repair and  
assembly use. Tin/lead  
formulation provides the 
lowest possible melting point. 
•Rosin flux core •Diameter: 
1mm (0.04") •Melting point: 
188°C (370°F) •60.0% tin, 
40.0% lead •Available in 1 lb. 
and 6 oz. spools
 Order # Size (1-9) (10-24) (25-up)
 21-1040 1 lb. $12.99 $11.95 $10.50
 21-1045 6 oz. 6.49 5.99 5.29

Lead-Free Solder
Ideal for general purpose 
electronic repair and assembly 
use. Tin/copper formulation 
meets current requirements for 
lead free solder use. •Rosin flux 
core •Diameter: 1mm (0.04") 
•Melting point: 227° C  
(441° F) •99.3% tin, 0.7% copper 
•Available in 1 lb. and 6 oz. spools 
 Order # Size (1-9) (10-24) (25-up)
 21-1041 1 lb. $21.99 $20.49 $19.95
 21-1046 6 oz. 10.99 10.25 9.95

Lead-Free Silver Solder
Ideal for general purpose 
electronic repair and assembly 
use. Silver formulation provides 
improved conductivity 
performance, lower melting 
point will continuing to meet 
requirements for lead free solder 
use. •Rosin flux core •Diameter: 
1mm (0.04") •Melting point: 217° C 
(423° F) •96.5% tin, 3.0% silver, 0.5% copper  
•Available in 1 lb. and 6 oz. spools 
 Order # Size (1-9) (10-24) (25-up)
 21-1042 1 lb. $34.99 $32.50 $30.95
 21-1047 6 oz. 17.49 16.29 15.49

Vacuum Desoldering Station
Low cost temperature controlled station is ideal for  
all levels of board level rework and repair. Closed loop 
control and digital display provide accurate nozzle 
temperature setting, while the efficient internal pump 
provides vacuum action. Lightweight ergonomic gun type 
handle features trigger pump activator, and stays cool 
during prolonged use. Detachable cord and vacuum tube 
are heat resistant and measure 45" in length. Rugged metal 
enclosure has convenient carry handle and iron holder may 
be attached to either side for left or right hand operation. 
Unit comes complete with replacement nozzle, cleaning 
pins, replacement filters and filter tubes. Additional 
replacement components and a variety of nozzles are 
available separately. Specifications: •Temperature  
range: 410°F~900°F •Heating element: 24VAC, 48W 
•Dimensions: 6" (H) x 81⁄4" (W) x 6" (D) •Weight: 4.5 lbs. 
•Power requirements: 120VAC, 60Hz 50W

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 72-6340 $399.00 $299.00

 YEAR LIMITED1 WARRANTY

Replacement Tips
Replacement tips for  
#72-6340 desoldering stations 
purchased after 03/01/00 or when replacing heater  
element or desoldering gun listed above. These tips  
are 23mm in length.
 Fig. Order # Description  Reg. SALE
 A 72-6863 0.8mm tip $3.99 $3.49
 B 72-6864 1.0mm tip 3.99 3.49
 C 72-6865 1.2mm tip 3.99 3.49
 D 72-6866 1.5mm tip 3.99 3.49
 E 72-6867 2.0mm tip 3.99 3.49
 F 72-6347 Nozzle cleaning 9.95 - 
   pins (3-pack)

A B C D E

F

$3999
SALE

$2499
SALE

$24900
SALE
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MCM offers you clean ways to save.
Chemicals

Economy Duster
4Regular velocity 
4Warning: Flammable
•Blasting power for quick dust removal 
•Non-ozone depleting •Moisture free gas 
•Odorless •HFC-152a •Not to be used 
around open flames or sparks •12 cans  
per case •10 oz. can •Mfr. #1673-10S
 Order # (1-11) (12-23) (24-up)
 20-4410 $4.99 $4.89 $4.85

Freeze Spray
4Wide spray
Economical, general purpose freeze 
spray with a wide spray for cooling  
entire PC boards. Safe on plastics. 
Nonflammable. Ozone safe, CFC/HCFC 
free. 10 oz. can. 12 cans per case.  
Mfr. #ES1052.

 Order # Reg.
 20-3000 $7.79

Industrial Size 
Screen Cleaner

•Professional quality screen 
cleaner is safe on LCD, plasma, 
touch, and CRT screens for a 
perfect finish •Easily removes 
fingerprints and grime •Highest 
quality, dripless formula is 
alcohol, ammonia, and streak free 
•12" x 12" specialized microfiber 
cloth allows you to clean with 
little effort •Economic 22 oz. 
spray bottle is perfect for 
technician centers, installations, 
hotels, and otherwise frequent use
 Order # (1-5) (6-11) (12-up)
 200-410 $8.99 $8.49 $8.09

Eco-Shine  
Glass Cleaner
•Made from 100%  
naturally-derived and 
sustainable ingredients 
•Streak-free cleaning 
•Removes fingerprints  
and light oils from glass, 
stainless steel, chrome, 
mirrors, tile, plastic, ceramic 
and enamel •Non-flammable 
•Non-ammoniated, safe  
on sensitive surfaces 

•Biodegradable •Low VOC, zero GWP •Non-ozone 
depleting •Available in a trigger sprayer or dual-textured 
wipes with scrubbing and wiping surfaces
 Order # Mfr. # Description ONLY
 20-4640 1505-QT One quart with trigger sprayer $6.99
 20-4645 1505-100DSP 100 count pop-up wipes 9.49

Isopropyl Alcohol
99% pure, anhydrous isopropyl 

alcohol for general purpose cleaning. Excellent for tape 
head cleaning, removal of fluxes, light oils, polar soils,  
and white mineral residue. Can be used as a thinner for 
most fluxes. Rapid evaporation, non-aggressive.
 Order # Mfr. # Description Reg. SALE
 20-2135 1610-P 16 oz. bottle $8.99 $6.99
 20-4482 1610-100DSP 100 wipes in a 24.99 19.99
   pop-up container
 20-2251 1610-50pk 50 individually  22.99 19.99
   packaged wipes
 20-4575 1608-100BX 100 wipes in  21.99 19.99
   reclosable tub

#20-4482#20-2135 #20-2251 #20-4575

DeoxIT® Contact Cleaner and Rejuvenator
•Improves the performance and reliability of all 
equipment and parts •Active ingredients chemically 
dissolve surface contamination (oxides and sulfites) 
without harm to plastics •Increases conductivity  
•Does not require solvents •No waste and no ozone 
depletion-safer for the environment •Seals and  
protects surfaces •Hundreds of uses on audio/video 
equipment, batteries, medical equipment, connectors, 
communication networks, and more •Includes arcing and 
external RFI inhibitors •Temperature range: -30°~392°F 
•Nonflammable sprays: #200-230 and 200-236

 Order # Mfr. # Size Applicator Solution Reg. SALE
 200-040 D5S-6 5 oz. Aerosol spray 5% $15.49 $13.99
 200-230 DN5S-6N 5.75 oz. Aerosol spray 5% 22.99 19.99
 200-236 DN5MS-15 0.5 oz. Aerosol spray 5% 10.49 7.99
 200-195 DP5S-6 5 oz. Pump spray 25% 20.99 19.99
 200-150 D100S-2 2 oz. Pump spray 100% 16.99 15.99
 200-050 D100P 0.2 oz. Pen 100% 16.99 15.99
 200-320 K-D1W-25 25 wipes Presaturated wipe 100% 13.99 11.99
 200-060 D100L-2DB 0.25 oz. Vial with brush 100% 14.99 13.99
 200-070 D100L-25C 0.845 oz. Bottle with needle 100% 27.99 23.99

Super Glue
•Drip-proof, clog proof applicator tip provides a fine, 
controlled flow •Patented cap design keeps glue from 
drying out •Industrial strength •Works great with metals, 
wood, glass, rubber, and plastics •10 gram applicator

 Order # ONLY
 20-4490 $4.69

Goo Gone
Removes chewing gum, grease, 

tar, labels, tape residue, oil, blood, lipstick, 
mascara, shoe polish, crayon and bumper 
stickers from carpets, upholstery, clothing, 
vinyl, leather, and fiberglass.
 Order # Description ONLY
 20-4670 1 oz. bottle $2.99
 20-4685 2 oz. bottle w/sticker peeling tool 7.49
 20-4675 4 oz. bottle 3.99
 20-3755 8 oz. bottle 5.99
 20-3905 12 oz. spray gel 8.39
 20-4680 14 oz. spray gel 7.49

Flux-Off® Rosin
4Safe on plastics
Fast drying aerosol quickly and 
completely removes R, RMA, 
RA and synthetic flux. Superior 
wetting solvent cleans areas 
under components. Effective 
spot cleaner for removing flux, 
oil, ionic and non-ionic soils. 

Noncorrosive, safe for most surfaces. Formulated for a 
wide range of material compatibility. No rinsing required. 
CFC/HCFC free, no ozone depleting compounds. Not for 
use on energized equipment. Engineered for fast repair 
and rework. Use on printed circuit boards and SMD pads. 
 Order # Description Mfr. # Reg. SALE
 20-1690 10 oz. can ES1035 $18.49 $15.99
 20-1960 5 oz. with brush ES835B 10.99 9.99

#20-1960

$599
SALE

Electro-Wash® PR
4Safe on plastics 
4Warning: Flammable
General purpose cleaner and degreaser 
removes grease, dirt, oil, carbon and 
oxidation. Fast drying formula leaves  
no residue. Contains no ozone depleting 
compounds. Cleans PC boards, plastic and 
metal housings, magnetic pick-ups, contacts 
and potentiometers. Not for use on 
energized equipment. 10 oz. can. 12 cans 
per case. Mfr. #ES1603.

 Order # Reg.
 20-2080 $11.99

$1099
SALE

Python Glue
•High-strength polyurethane adhesive used  
to bond tough projects including wood, 
ceramics, stone, and metal •Superior to other 
polyurethane glue for adhering metal to other 
surfaces and dries harder •Use with damp  
or dry surfaces •Sandable •Fully cures in  
72 hours •2 oz. bottle •Mfr. #352

 Order # Reg.
 20-4555 $5.99 $499

SALE

Smoke  
Alarm Tester

•Offers a convenient way to test smoke 
detectors to ensure proper operation •Unique 
formulation consists of aerosol particles that 
simulate actual fire and smoke conditions 
•2.5 oz. can •Mfr. #1914-2.5S

 Order # Reg.
 20-3545 $6.19 $499

SALE

Note:  Due to the chemical content, some products can only be shipped by 
ground service. Some chemicals are not for sale to customers in California.
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Is your TV burnt out?  
Replace the DLP lamp and see the difference.

OEM Parts/Bulbs

Find original Insignia, Dynex, Rocketfish and  
Init repair products with MCM's OEM Part Finder.

Self Ballasted Compact Fluorescent Bulbs 
4CCFL screw in bulbs 
460W, 75W and 100W equivalent bulbs 
4Two temperature types (daylight and soft white)
•Energy efficient, saves up to 75% in electricity when 
compared to incandescent bulbs •Bulbs come in two 
temperatures: 2700K = soft white and 6500K = full 
daylight •100,000 hour life reduces maintenance costs 

CCFL Floodlight Replacement Lamps
Reduce power consumption by up to 75% by switching from incandescent to CCFL 
bulbs. Features: •Medium screw base (E26) •Replacement for 60W incandescent bulb 
•Used in many can lights and exterior floodlights •Up to 8,000 hour life •Self ballasted
  Color Power
 Order # temperature consumption Lumens ONLY
 Indoor R30
 25-3565 2700K 15W 260 $5.99
 25-3570 6500K 15W 320 5.99
 Outdoor PAR30
 25-3580 3000K 15W 750 8.99

Indoor Outdoor

Replacement LED MR16 Bulbs
These replacement MR16 LED bulbs only use 
20% of the electricity used by traditional MR16 
bulbs. Features: •Low heat •Up to 50,000 hour 
life Note: Not to be used with a dimmer
 Order # Color temperature Wattage ONLY
 15 LED bulbs
 25-3591 6400K 1.1 $9.99
 25-3594 8000K .8 11.95
 20 LED bulbs
 25-3590 4300K 1.5 12.99
 25-3593 8000K 1.5 15.95
 Color Changing (red, green, blue) 18 LED bulb
 25-3592 - 1.8 9.99

#25-3590

105W  
High Power 
CCFL Lamp
Perfect in a 
garage, barn, or any 
location where heavy 
lighting is needed, 
while allowing you to reduce  
energy consumption by up to 75%.  
Features: •105W power consumption 
•Medium screw base (E26) •Self 
ballasted •Light output equivalent to 
420W incandescent bulb •Color 
temperature: 5000K •Lumens: 6900 
•Typical life: 8,000 hours 
•Dimensions: 11" (H) x 4" (W)

 Order # ONLY
 25-3575 $29.99

High Power  
LED Interior 

Floodlight Lamp
•LED replacement PAR30 
floodlight lamp used in many can 
light fixtures •Uses 75% less total 
power compared to equivalent 
halogen •Medium screw base (E26) 
•6000K color temperature •Up to 50,000 
hour life •12W power consumption  
•320 lumens •Suitable for non  
dimming open fixture

 Order # ONLY
 25-3585 $59.99

Rear Projection TV Lamps
All Philips lamps are exact fit replacements for the OEM original part and have been extensively tested to ensure equivalent or superior 
performance. The lamps are quality manufactured using the latest discharge lamp manufacturing and process technology. Unsure of the 
lamp you need? Please visit MCMelectronics.com or see your MCM Catalog for a complete cross reference by TV model. 
 Order # Mfr. # ONLY
 Hitachi
 32-23520 UX21511 $129.00
 32-23525 UX21513 129.00
 32-25220 UX21517 129.00
 32-25225 UX21518 129.00
 JVC
 32-24145 TS-CL110UAA 129.00
 Mitsubishi
 32-25230 915P020010 129.00
 32-24150 915P026010 129.00
 32-26415 915P028010 129.00
 Panasonic
 32-23530 TY-LA1000 129.00
 32-23535 TY-LA1500 129.00

 Order # Mfr. # ONLY
 Philips
 32-26730 SP.L6502G001 $129.00
 32-26420 312243871310 129.00
 RCA
 32-25235 265103 129.00
 32-23540 260962 129.00
 32-26430 270414 129.00
 Samsung
 32-26425 BP96-00224A 129.00
 32-23545 BP96-00224J 129.00
 32-26735 BP96-00826A 129.00
 32-26640 BP96-01472A 129.00

 Order # Mfr. # ONLY
 Sony
 32-24155 A1085447A $129.00
 32-23550 A1606034B 129.00
 32-23555 A1601753A 129.00
 32-26435 F-9308-750-0 129.00
 32-26445 F-9308-860-0 129.00
 32-26440 F-9308-760-0 129.00
 Zenith/LG
 32-25240 6912B22002C 129.00
 32-26450 6912B22007A 129.00
 32-25245 6912B22007B 129.00
 32-23560 6912V00006C 129.00

Rear Projection TV Bulbs (without housing)
Reduce your out-of-warranty repair costs by replacing just the bulb and not the complete lamp assembly. These quality bulbs manufactured by 
Philips are intended for sale to professional television servicers only and feature a 90-day warranty. Bulbs do not include electrical cable or plug.
 Order # Mfr. # Description Equivalent Osram Bulb Fits Lamp Models
 <32-25250 PHI/378 UHP 100W/120W 1.0 E23 - RCA: 260962, 265103; Samsung: BP96-00224A,B,C,D,E,J; 
     LG/Zenith: 6912B22002C, 6912B22007A
 32-25270 PHI/387 UHP 100W/120W 1.0 PH P22 P-VIP 100-120/1.0 P22h Hitachi: UX21516, UX21518, UX25951; Panasonic: TY-LA1000;
     Sony: A-1606-034-B, XL2100,F-9308-760-0, XL5100, F-9308-860-0, XL5200
 32-25285 PHI/390 UHP 120-100W 1.0 PH5 E22 P-VIP 100-120/1.0 E22h Samsung: BP96-00677A, BP96-00826A, BP96-01073A, BP96-01394A,
     BP96-01403A; LG/Zenith: 6912B22007B
 32-26585 PHI/379 UHP 100W/120W E19.38 - Sony: KDFE42A10 (KDF-E42A10), KDFE50A10 (KDF-E50A10),  
     KDF46E2000 (KDF-46E2000),KDF50E2000 (KDF-50E2000), 
     KDF55E2000, (KDF-55E2000), KDF42E2000 (KDF-42E2000)
 32-26580 PHI/669 UHP 110W 1.0 P21 - JVC: TS-CL110VAA; JVC HD52 series; JVC HD55 series; JVC HD56 series;  
     JVC HD61 series; JVC HD70 series

 ONLY .......$99.99(ea.)

$12900
YOUR CHOICE

$9999
YOUR CHOICE

•Integrated electronic ballast, provides for easy 
installation •All bulbs come with a medium screw (E26) 
type base for easy replacement
 Order # Watt Color Replaces Reg. SALE
 25-3115 13W Soft white 60W $2.99 $2.79
 25-3125 13W Daylight 60W 2.99 2.79
 25-3130 20W Soft white 75W 3.49 3.29
 25-3140 20W Daylight 75W 3.49 3.29
 25-3145 23W Soft white 100W 4.99 4.79
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Need a new projector? MCM offers a wide  
variety of models and sizes to choose from.

Projectors/TVs

SVGA Quiet 
Series DLP 
Projector
	 4800 x 600  
  resolution 
 426db eco mode 
 42200 lumens

This projector is a budget friendly solution for a  
business, school, or as an entry level home theater 
projector. Features a re-designed color wheel that absorbs 
noise and vibrations, making this projector virtually silent 
with only 26dB of sound. Features: •Native SVGA DLP 
by Texas Instruments with brilliant color technology •Filter 
free design •2200 ANSI lumens •2500:1 contrast ratio  
•Up to 4000 hour lamp life •Up to 300" image  
Inputs: VGA, S-video, composite •Mfr. #MP512

 Order # ONLY
 80-7315 $499.00

XGA Quiet Series DLP Projector
41024 x 768 resolution 
42W speaker 
42500 lumens
This HDTV compatible projector is budget friendly  
and perfect for any home theater system. Features  
a re-designed color wheel that absorbs noise and 
vibrations, making this projector virtually silent with  
only 26dB of sound. Features: •Native XGA DLP by 
Texas Instruments with brilliant color technology •Filter 
free design •2500 ANSI lumens •2600:1 contrast ratio 
•±40° keystone adjustment •Up to 3000 hour lamp life  
•Up to 300" image Inputs: VGA, S-video, composite, 
3.5mm audio •Mfr. #MP525

 Order # ONLY
 80-7320 $599.00

HD20 1080P DLP Home 
Theater Projector
41080p  
42 x HDMI 
41700 lumens
The Optoma HD20 brings a new level of flexibility to your 
high-definition home theater/multi-media experience. With 
true 1080p resolution, the HD20 delivers excellent color 
saturation and subtle details for superior image quality. 
With its sleek design and weight of 6.4 lbs., the Optoma 
HD20 is perfect for sharing big-screen movies, sporting 
events and concerts, or for taking your video gaming to the 
next level by connecting the HD20 to your favorite game 
console. Features: •4000 hour lamp life •Bright at 1700 
ANSI lumens and contrast ratio of 4000:1 •Up to 300" 
screen size for large group viewing •Backlit IR remote 
control •Features Texas Instruments 1080p DLP® chipset 
and BrilliantColor™ technology Inputs: •Two HDMI 
•Component •Composite video •VGA •+12V trigger

 Order # ONLY
 HD20 $1099.00

DX609 DLP  
Multimedia 
Projector
41024 x 768  

  resolution 
 41W speaker 

 42200 lumens
Optoma’s DX609 is a versatile digital projector that 
delivers excellent performance at a terrific price. With 
native XGA resolution, 2200 lumens brightness, and a 
wide-range of connectivity options, this projector is a 
perfect solution for your home theater or at the office. 
Features: •Native XGA (1024 x 768) DLP by Texas 
Instruments with BrilliantColor technology •2200 lumens 
with 1200:1 contrast ratio •± 40º keystone correction •3000 
hour lamp life •Only 4.4 lbs. Inputs: •DVI •VGA •S-video 
•RS-232 •USB 

 Order # Reg.
 DX609 $499.00

15.4" 
Widescreen 
HDTV LCD 
Television with 
720p Resolution
Coby’s 15.4"  
LCD TV offers a 
premium viewing 
experience, 
featuring brilliant 

picture, liquid-crystal display, and dual ATSC/NTSC 
tuners for great reception of digital signal (DTV-ready). 
With an HDMI digital connection and a 15 pin VGA 
interface, the TFTV1524 is perfect for use as a television 
or computer monitor. Integrated full-range stereo speakers, 
AV inputs and digital noise reduction also included. 
Features: •15.4" TFT LCD color display •Dual ATSC/
NTSC tuners for digital and standard TV broadcast 
reception (DTV-ready) •HDMI digital connection for 
perfect AV signal transmission •HDCP compliance for 
HDCP content support •AV input jacks for use with media 
players, DVR/VCRs, video games, and more •15 pin VGA 
interface for use with computer systems •Full-range stereo 
speakers (10W) •Digital comb filter and noise reduction 
•V-chip parental control, closed-caption, and electronic 
program guide support •Multi-language on-screen display 
•Wall-mountable design (VESA 75mm x 75mm). Included 
accessories: •AV cable •Remote control •AC power cord 
•Two “AAA” batteries •Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13375 $199.00 $159.00

22" 
Widescreen 
HDTV LCD 
Television 
with 720p 
Resolution
Coby’s 22"  
LCD TV offers a 
premium viewing 
experience, 
featuring brilliant 

picture, liquid-crystal display, and dual ATSC/NTSC 
tuners for great reception of digital signal (DTV-ready). 
With an HDMI digital connection and a 15 pin VGA 
interface, this television is perfect for use as a television  
or computer monitor. Integrated full-range stereo speakers, 
AV inputs and digital noise reduction also included. 
Features: •22" TFT LCD color display •Dual ATSC/NTSC 
tuners for digital and standard TV broadcast reception 
(DTV-ready) •HDMI digital connection for perfect AV 
signal transmission •HDCP compliance for HDCP content 
support •AV input jacks for use with media players, DVR/
VCRs, video games, and more •15 pin VGA interface for 
use with computer systems •Full-range stereo speakers 
(10W) •Digital comb filter and noise reduction •V-chip 
parental control, closed-caption, and electronic program 
guide support •Multi-language on-screen display •Wall-
mountable design (VESA 75mm x 75mm). Included 
accessories: •AV cable •Remote control •AC power  
cord •Two “AAA” batteries •Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13380 $299.00 $229.00

BRAVIA S-Series HDTV
41080p 
430000:1 contrast ratio 
4BRAVIA Link compatible
Step up to Full HD 1080p resolution and stunning contrast 
without breaking the bank. The BRAVIA S Series LCD 
HDTVs feature Advanced Contrast Enhancer (ACE) for  
an impressive dynamic contrast ratio of 30,000:1 and 
BRAVIA Engine 2 digital video processor for superior 
resolution. Features: •Three HDMI inputs •Two 
component inputs: •One PC input (HD-15 pin) •BRAVIA 
Sync capable •VESA compatible •Mfr. #KDL46S5100
 Order # Size ONLY
 80-7335 32" $599.00
 80-7345 46" 1079.00

BRAVIA L-Series HDTV
4720p 
413000:1 contrast ratio 
4BRAVIA Link Compatible
Get a flat screen without flattening your bank account. 
Delivering crisp, clear picture quality, the BRAVIA L 
series HDTVs provide vivid 720p resolution, a dynamic 
contrast ratio of 13,000:1 and ample HD connections. 
Features: •Three HDMI inputs •Two component inputs 
•One PC input (HD-15 pin) •BRAVIA Sync capable 
•VESA compatible •Mfr. #KDL26L5000
 Order # Size ONLY
 80-7325 26" $399.00
 80-7330 32" 449.00

$44900
SALE

 NEW!

 NEW!
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Look no further than MCM for  
all of your mounting needs.

LCD Mounts

Sign-up to receive specials and email  
promotions at MCMelectronics.com/addme

Small Cantilever Mount
4For panels 10"~24" 
4Max weight: 30 lbs.
•Swivels at wall, mid-arm,  
and screen and tilts for easy 
adjustment of viewing angle 
•Detachable arm covers for 
cable management •VESA 
75/100 compatible •31⁄4" to 
16" mounting profile •Single 
stud mounting •Includes 
hardware •Black

 Order # ONLY
 50-9155 $39.99

Large Flat Mount
4For panels 36"~55" 
4Max weight: 165 lbs.
•Universal mounting up to 28" wide mounting holes  
•Low 13⁄4" mounting profile •Double stud mounting 
•Includes all hardware •Black

 Order # Reg.
 50-9170 $49.99

Large Tilt Mount
4For panels 36"~55" 
4165 lbs. weight limit
•For LCD monitors •Tilts for easy adjustment of viewing 
angle •Universal mounting up to 27" wide mounting holes 
•4" mounting profile •Double stud mounting •Includes all 
hardware •Black

 Order # Reg.
 50-9165 $59.99

Small Fixed Mount
4For panels 10"~24" 
4Max weight: 30 lbs.
•VESA 75/100 compatible 
•Low 11⁄16" mounting profile 
•Single stud mounting  
•Includes hardware •Black

 Order # ONLY
 50-9150 $7.99

Medium  
Tilt Mount
4For panels 23"~36"     
4Max weight: 165 lbs.
•Tilts up to 15° for 
improved viewing 
angle •Universal for 
mounting holes spaced 
up to 19" wide •21⁄2" mounting profile •For 16"  
or less stud spacing only •Double stud mounting 
•Includes hardware •Black

 Order # Reg.
 50-9160 $39.99

Projector Ceiling Mount
•Projector ceiling mount holds up to  
17 lbs. •Can be changed to lengths of 
200mm, 400mm or 600mm •Adjustable 
tilt/role angling for optimal viewing 
(±15º) •Rotates 360º •Black with a 
modern design •Includes all mounting 
hardware for easy installation

 Order # ONLY
 50-9575 $39.99

Ceiling LCD TV Mount
•This LCD mount frees up your living area  
•Tilts and swivels for optimum viewing •Easy-to-install 
•Has adjustable tilt angle (-5º ~ +15º) •Rotates 360º 
•Vertical height adjustment up to 13" •Package also 
includes: Ceiling plate, extension column, big plate, left 
bracket, right bracket, anchor, spacer, bolts and washers 
•Weight capacity up to 150 lbs.
 Order # TV size ONLY
 50-9580 32"~50" up to 150 lbs. $79.99
 50-9585 22"~36" up to 150 lbs. 74.99

#50-9580 #50-9585

Medium Fixed Mount
4Up to 36" 
4130 lbs. weight limit
•For LCD televisions and monitors 
•Universal mounting up to 20" 
spaced mounting holes •Low 1" 
mounting profile •Detachable 
spirit level assists in leveling 
•Double stud mounting •Includes 
all mounting hardware •Black

 Order # ONLY
 50-9515 $29.99

Component Wall Mount
•Provides an on-wall holding support 
solution for audio and video 
equipment •Mount underneath  
a television for a streamlined 
entertainment center •Each shelf supports up to  
22 lbs. •Adjustable open-base shelves are 8" apart at 
midpoint, and 11" at widest point to support a majority  
of devices •Built-in cable management •Available in one  
or two shelf systems
 Order # Shelves ONLY
 50-9520 1 $19.99
 50-9525 2 24.99

#50-9520 #50-9525

Large  
Cantilever Mount
4For panels up to 50" 
4130 lbs. weight limit
•For LCD televisions and monitors •Double-arm cantilever 
swivels at wall, mid-arm, and screen •Knob-free balanced 
tilt up to 15° for easy adjustment of any viewing angle 
•Universal mounting up to VESA 600 x 400 •Double-stud 
mounting for 16" on-center studs •Extends from 5.5"~16" 
from wall •Includes all mounting hardware and detachable 
spirit level •Matte black with chrome rails

 Order # Reg.
 50-9535 $149.00

Cantilever Arm Mount
A reliable, streamlined articulated retractable mount offering multiple user-friendly  
features for most flat panels. •Screen leveling adjustment •Tilts from -20°~+25° for better 
viewing angles •Rotates for portrait or landscape orientation •Locking system •Single stud mounting 
•Includes installation template and grade 5 hardware kit

#50-7965

#50-7981

#50-7971

$3999
SALE

$4999
SALE

$12900
SALE

 Order #
 Mfr. # TV Size Capacity VESA Color Reg. SALE
 50-7965 13"~24" 30 lbs. 75/100 Silver $73.99 $69.99
 17ARM S
 50-7966 13"~24" 30 lbs. 75/100 Black 73.99 69.99
 17ARM B
 50-7970 23"~37" 80 lbs. 75/ Silver 119.00 109.00
 37ARM S   100/200

 Order #
 Mfr. # TV Size Capacity VESA Color Reg. SALE
 50-7971 23"~37" 80 lbs. 75/ Black $146.00 $109.00
 37ARM B  100/200
 50-7980 32"~50" 125 lbs. Universal Silver $259.00 $229.00
 48ARMUA S
 50-7981 32"~50" 125 lbs. Universal Black 259.00 229.00
 48ARMUA B

Medium Cantilever Mount
4Up to 40" 
4100 lbs. weight limit
•For LCD televisions and  
monitors •Swivels at wall,  
mid-arm, and screen and tilts up to  
15° for easy adjustment of any viewing 
angle •Fits VESA 75 up to 400 x 200 
•Single stud mounting •Extends from 
3.5"~22" from wall •Includes all 
mounting hardware •Black

 Order # Reg.
 50-9530 $99.99 $7999

SALE

 NEW!

 NEW!

 NEW!

 NEW!  NEW!

$2999
SALE
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Mini Bluetooth V2.0 Dongle
The Inland mini bluetooth USB adapter is designed to  
be fully compatible with the bluetooth standard V2.0.  
This presents a low-cost effective way for you to connect 
many bluetooth devices. Also dramatically enhances 
communications between partners or equipment  
at different locations. Specifications: •Bluetooth 
specification V2.0 •Adds bluetooth connectivity to PCs 
and laptops •Create a bluetooth PAN with mobile phones, 
PDAs or PCs for data transfer, networking and dial-up 
•Approvals FCC and CE System requirements: 
•Windows XP/Vista (no driver required)

 Order # ONLY
 83-11737 $6.99

Flash memory readers are great to have  
when working with digital cameras.

Computer Products

Four Port USB 2.0 Hub
•Integrated 3' USB cable •High-gloss multi-colored finish 
•Transfer rate of up to 480Mbps

 Order # ONLY
 83-11766 $5.99

Internal Flash Card Reader with USB 2.0 Port
•Mounts into 3.5" drive bay •Connects to internal USB 
header port on motherboard •Reads Compact Flash/Micro 
Drive, SD/SDHC/Mini SD/MMC, T-Flash/micro SD/ 
micro SDHC, Memory Stick/MS Duo, Memory Stick 
Micro (M2) •Glossy black finish •Windows 2000/XP/Vista 
compatible •Driver not required

 Order # Reg.
 83-11764 $11.99

USB 2.0 Micro  
SD Memory Card Reader

This compact memory card reader is capable of reading 
micro SD memory cards. •Up to 480Mbps transfer rate 
•Dimensions: 1" x 3⁄4"

 Order # ONLY
 83-11759 $4.99

Desktop 
USB 
Extension

•Extend a USB port •4' cable with a USB A male port 

 Order # ONLY
 83-11681 $3.99

Seven Port USB 2.0 Hub 
•Two front panel ports and five  
rear ports •Perfect for cable 
management •Self powered  
or optional AC adapter 

 Order # ONLY
 83-11645 $22.99

USB 2.0  
Active Extension 
•Extends the distance of  
a USB device up to 40/80' 
•The active repeater cable 
acts as a single port hub, 
which means that 

multiple cables can be cascaded (up to five to increase  
the distance between your computer and USB devices) 
Features: •Connect to CPU or USB hub •Connect to  
USB device or 2nd active extension cable •Repeater  
cable length: 5M •Mfr. #AR2500-5M
 Order # (1-29) (30-up)
 83-10031 $15.99 $15.09

Flash Drives
•Value flash drives with the 
great HP name •Compatible 
with Windows XP/2000  
•One year warranty

 Order # Size Qty. ONLY
 83-11446 2Gb 1 $8.99
 83-11447 4Gb 1 12.99
 83-11448 8Gb 1 20.99

Wireless USB Kit
The wireless USB hub and adapter kit enables you to 
connect any USB device wirelessly to your desktop or 
laptop PC. With wireless USB you get all the functionality 
of USB, without the cable clutter. Features: •Reduce cable 
clutter, move USB devices away from your laptop or PC to 
eliminate the hassle of cable organization and free up your 
desk space •Certified wireless USB, seamlessly work with 
other certified wireless USB products •Wireless freedom, 
works like a regular USB hub without the cable tangling 
while still maintaining the same USB 2.0 compatibility 
•Easy and secure, the kit provides everything you need  
to connect to USB devices wirelessly, no complicated 
network set-up •Ultra-fast, ideal for wirelessly streaming 
audio or video from USB storage devices across the room 
•Multiple PC connections, access your USB devices from 
up to eight wireless USB enabled PCs and manually switch 
to the desired PC •Mfr. #GUWH204KIT

 Order # ONLY
 83-11673 $69.99

USB 2.0 Flash Card Reader 
•Ideal for reading your digital camera cards directly •This 
reader supports almost all the memory cards available in 
the market •Additional support for Mini-SD, RS-MMC 
and MS DUO without the need of an adapter and also 
TransFlash cards Includes: •USB 2.0 card reader/writer 
•Software CD driver •USB 2.0 cable •Mfr. #RU2B61

 Order # Reg.
 83-11299 $15.99

USB AF to BM
 Order # Reg.
 83-11352 $2.99

USB AM to BF
 Order # Reg.
 83-11353 $2.99

USB AF to BF
 Order # Reg.
 83-11354 $2.99

USB AM to AM
 Order # Reg.
 83-11356 $2.99

USB AF to AF
 Order # Reg.
 83-11357 $2.99

USB BM to BM
 Order # Reg.
 83-11358 $2.99

USB BF to BF
 Order # Reg.
 83-11359 $2.99

USB Gender Changers

$199
YOUR CHOICE

$799
SALE

 NEW!

 NEW!

 NEW!

 NEW!

 NEW!

 NEW!

 NEW!

Seven Port USB 2.0 Hub
•3' A/B USB cable included •LED indicator light  
•Transfer rate of up to 480Mbps

 Order # ONLY
 83-11765 $7.99

Back

$1099
SALE

(ea.)
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Hard drive and memory upgrades are an economical  
way to improve your PC performance.

Computer Products

Visit our website to sign-up for e-mail promotions.

Hard Drives
•31⁄2" form factor 
 Order # Capacity Interface Buffer RPM ONLY
 2.5" Notebook Drives
 83-10943 80.0Gb ATA-100 8Mb 5400 $56.99
 83-10945 120.0Gb ATA-100 8Mb 5400 69.99
 83-11315 160.0Gb ATA-100 8Mb 5400 75.50
 83-11747 320.0Gb ATA-100 8Mb 5400 99.99
 83-11310 80.0Gb SATA 8Mb 5400 46.99
 83-11311 120.0Gb SATA 8Mb 5400 49.99
 83-11312 160.0Gb SATA 8Mb 5400 49.99
 83-11313 250.0Gb SATA 8Mb 5400 54.99
 83-11746 320.0Gb SATA 8Mb 5400 62.99
 83-11748 320.0Gb SATA 16Mb 7200 74.99
 83-11749 500.0Gb SATA 8Mb 5400 92.99
 3.5" Desktop Drives
 83-10102 160.0Gb SATA-100 8Mb 7200 44.99
 83-11528 160.0Gb ATA-100 8Mb 7200 49.99
 83-9699 250.0Gb ATA-100 8Mb 7200  64.99
 83-10104 250.0Gb SATA-100 8Mb 7200 49.99
 83-10947 320.0Gb ATA-100 8Mb 7200 64.99
 83-10948 320.0Gb SATA II 16Mb 7200 49.99
 83-10950 500.0Gb SATA II 16Mb 7200 59.99
 83-11317 1.0Tb SATA II 16Mb 7200 97.99
 83-11696 1.5Tb SATA 32Mb 7200 131.00
 83-11697 2.0Tb SATA 32Mb 7200 199.00

LIFETIME
WARRANTYMemory Products

•PNY Technologies is a global leader in the design, 
manufacturing, and distribution of memory upgrade 
products for desktops, notebooks, servers, workstations, 
printers, digital cameras, hand held PCs, and other 
customized memory applications •All products 100% 
tested •Free technical support directly from the 
manufacturer 
 Order # PNY # Description ONLY
 168 pin DIMM
 83-8690 6432ZESEM4G-PC  $29.99
   256Mb PC100 SDRAM 
 83-8928 6464WHSEM8G17TWN 39.99 
   512Mb PC133 SDRAM
 184 pin DDR DIMM
 83-9643 64X64D2700 512Mb PC2700 24.99
 83-10524 D1GBPC270PT 1Gb PC2700 49.99
 83-10400 D512MPC32OPT 512Mb PC3200 26.99
 83-10525 D1GBPC320PT 1Gb PC3200 42.99
 83-10879 D22GBPC32OPT 2Gb PC3200 (two 1Gb) 79.99
 240 Pin DDR2 DIMM
 83-11040 D22GX420OPT 2GB PC4200 (two 1Gb) 59.99
 83-10805 D1GX43OPT 1Gb PC4300 32.99 
   single module
 83-11060 D1GX53OPT 1Gb PC5300 32.99
 83-11217 D2GX53OPT 2Gb PC5300 59.99
 83-11059 D22GX53OPT 2Gb PC5300 (two 1Gb) 59.99
 83-11218 D24GX53OPT 4Gb PC5300 (two 2Gb) 129.00
 83-11214 D1GX64OPT 1Gb PC6400 32.99
 83-11215 D22GX64OPT 2Gb PC6400 (two 1Gb) 69.99
 83-11569 MD2048SD2-800 2Gb PC6400 64.99
 83-11568 MD4096KD2-800 4Gb PC6400 (two 2Gb) 129.00
 Notebook SODIMM
 83-9648 N512S133W 512Mb PC133 SODIMM 59.99
 83-10401 6464WNDYA 512Mb PC2700 SODIMM 22.99
 83-10800 N1GBD27OPT 1Gb PC2700 SODIMM 49.99
 83-11220 N22GX53OPT 2Gb PC5300 (two 1Gb) 69.99
 83-11221 N24GX53OPT 4Gb PC5300 (two 2Gb) 129.00
 DDR2 SODIMM
 83-10880 N512X42OPT 512Mb PC4200 SODIMM 14.99
 83-10806 N1GX43OPT 1Gb PC4300 SODIMM 32.99
 83-11062 N1GX53OPT 1Gb PC5300 SODIMM 32.99
 83-11219 N2GX53OPT 2Gb PC5300 SODIMM 59.99

Ever Green Low  
Noise Case Fans
•RoHs compliant 
12VDC fluid bearing 

fans •Connector: 3 pin •Noise level: 
<16dB •Mounting screws included 
•All fans have 25mm depth
 Order # Mfr. # Size RPM (1-9) (10-up)
 83-11327 EGF-8 80mm 1400 $4.49 $3.94
 83-11328 EGF-9 92mm 1200 4.99 4.25
 83-11329 EGF-12 120mm 800 6.99 -

SPARKLE POWER 
ATX Power 
Supplies
•High–efficiency, 
low–noise power 
supplies for  
ATX style case Features: •Output over–voltage  
and short–circuit protection •MTBF: Above 100,000  
hours •Includes AC power cord and built–in switch 
Specifications: •Input voltage: 95~132/180~264VAC, 
47~63Hz •Output voltage: +3.3V, +5V, +12V, -5V, -12V, 
+5V •Dimensions: 5.9" x 3.4" x 5.5"
 Order # Wattage Fan (1-9) (10-up)
 83-8360 250 Sleeve $42.99 $39.95
 83-8361 300 Ball–bearing 40.99 38.95
 83-8362 350 Ball–bearing 52.99 -
 83-8363 400 Ball–bearing 59.99 -

Bidirectional IDE/SATA Adapter
Connect an IDE hard drive to your motherboard’s SATA 
controller or connect a SATA hard drive to you IDE 
motherboard header with this RXD639 SATA to IDE 
convertor! Features: •Supports 3.5" IDE and SATA  
hard drives •Supports large and small four-pin power 
connectors Connectors: •One IDE connector  
•Two SATA connectors •One four-pin power connector
 Order # (1-9) (10-up)
 83-11254 $16.49 $15.71

eSATA 3.5" and 2.5"  
USB 2.0 Docking Station
•eSATA to USB hard  
drive dock •Easy-to-use,  
just slide in your hard drive 
and turn the power on •Vista 
compatible Includes: •3' 

USB cable AC adapter, and driver CD

 Order # ONLY
 83-11733 $26.99

22x Dual Layer 
DVD Burner 
with Lightscribe
•E-IDE (Atapi) or 
SATA interface •Maximum write speed: 22x DVD+/-R, 
16x DVD-DL, 8x DVD+/-RW, 16x DVD-ROM, 32x 
CD-RW, 48x CD-ROM •Access time 160ms •2Mb buffer 
•Windows XP/2000 compatible, includes Nero 7 Essential 
software •Supports Lightscribe direct disk labeling to 
Lightscribe media •Also supports SecureDisc™ 
technology •Black front panel
 Order # Mfr. # Interface (1-9) (10-up)
 Retail
 83-11388 GSAH55LK IDE $39.99 $38.25

4x Blu-ray 
Combo Drive
4Reads Blu-rays 
4Reads DVDs 
4Reads CDs
•Allows for playback of Blu-ray discs at up to 4x, DVDs  
at up to 8x, and CDs at up to 32x. Includes: •SATA  
cable •Silver bezel •CyberLink Power DVD System 
requirements: •Intel Pentium® 4, 3GHz or equivalent 
•1Gb RAM •Windows XP/Vista/7 compatible •SATA 
connection •Mfr. #IHOS10408 •See MCMelectronics.com 
for more information

 Order # ONLY
 83-11788 $89.99

50mm 12VDC Fan
•12VDC •.06A •Brushless  
ball bearing •4000rpm •13.4 CFM 
•28dB •1' positive and negative leads 
with tachometer wire •8.5mm (W)  
x 6.3mm (H) 3-pin connector •Note: 
Connector may need to be removed for use 
•Dimensions: 50mm x 50mm x 20mm •Mfr. #AFB0512LD 
•Limited quantities 

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 275074 $42.99 $1.99

92mm 12VDC Fan
•12VDC •.07A  
•Brushless ball bearing 
•2100rpm •37 CFM •25dB 
•1' positive and negative 
leads with tachometer wire 
•8.5mm (W) x 6.3mm (H) 3-pin 
connector •Note: Connector may 
need to be removed for use •Dimensions: 92mm x 92mm x 
25mm •Mfr. #AUB0912L •Limited quantities 

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 261590 $62.09 $3.99

Computer  
Case Fan

•Helps keep inside of  
PC cooler for better 
performance •12VDC  
ball bearing fan  
•3 pin connector with 4 pin standard power adapter 
included •33cfm •2500rpm •Noise level: 29dB •Includes 
four mounting screws •Dimensions: 31⁄8" x 31⁄8" x 1"
 Order # (1-9) (10-up)
 83-8380 $8.99 $7.59

 NEW!

 NEW!

Note: Due to fluctuating computer market conditions, prices are 
subject to change without notice. Please call your MCM Account 
Representative or visit MCMelectronics.com to verify pricing.
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Now is a great time to upgrade or  
replace your old computer monitor.

Computer Products

LCD Monitors
LG’s LCD displays 
offer fantastic 
performance for  
today’s applications. 
Whether upgrading 
your desktop or 
outfitting a classroom, 
LG monitors are a  

great value. •Some monitors may be drop shipped from 
manufactuer due to weight •Model #83-11512 includes 
CVBS (BNC) video inputs, HDMI inputs and a  
178° viewing angle.
 Order #  Max Contrast
 Mfr. # Size Resolution Ratio ONLY
 4:3 monitors
 83-11519 17" 1280 x 1024 700:1 $159.95
 L1734SBN
 83-11516 20" 1600 x 1200 800:1  499.00
 L2000CP-BF
 16:10 monitors
 83-11517 19" 1440 x 900 1000:1 189.00
 W1934SBN
 83-11518 19" 1440 X 900 8000:1 205.00
 W1942TQBF
 83-11514 22" 1680 x 1050 8000:1 219.00
 W2242P-BS
 83-11512 32" 1366 x 768 1600:1 799.00
 M3201CBA

USB to DVI 
Video Adapter
•Extending  
your desktop has 
never been easier with 
the MCM USB 2.0 to DVI 
(DVI-I) adapter! •Install the 
included software, plug in the 
adapter, and you are on your way to 
dual monitor computing • Expand spreadsheets over  
two monitors, read e-mail on one monitor and view the 
attachment on the other, make multi-screen presentations 
without a second computer, or expand your graphics 
workstation. Features: •Perfect for adding dual monitor 
capabilities to laptops and desktops •Compact design  
(1.8'' x 4'') •Detachable USB cable •Supported resolutions: 
1600 x 1200 32bits, 1280 x 1024 32bits, 800 x 600 32bits 
•Connections: USB A male (to PC), DVI-I  female  
(to monitor) System requirements: Computer with  
USB 2.0 ports, Windows 2000, or Windows XP Includes: 
USB 2.0 to DVI adapter, DVI-I-VGA(HD15) adapter,  
CD driver and manual

 Order # Reg.
 83-11647 $79.99

104 Key Keyboard
•Compact and slim design •104 keys •Light spill 
resistance •Ergonomic design, gently sloped shape 
encourages natural hand position System requirements: 
•Available USB port •Windows 98SE/ME/2000/XP  
•Mac OS 8.5-9x drivers available from A4Tech.com  
•Mfr. #IK-750

 Order # Reg.
 83-11050 $10.49

Optical Wheel Mouse
•Three buttons with wheel 
•Resolution: 800dpi •6' cable 
•Win98*/98SE/2000/XP/Vista 
*Win98 only supported by 
PS/2 version 

 Order # Version (1-9) (10-up)
 83-11616 PS/2 $5.99 $5.49
 83-11617 USB 6.99 5.75

Mini Travel Mouse
•Three buttons with wheel •Resolution: 800dpi  
•21⁄2' retractable cable •Win98/98SE/2000/XP/Vista 
•Dimensions: 31⁄2" (L) x 13⁄4" (W) x 11⁄4" (H)
 Order # (1-9) (10-up)
 83-11618 $6.99 $5.75

2.4GHz Wireless 
Optical Mouse
•Resolution: 800dpi  
•Two button with clickable 
scroll wheel •Mini USB 
receiver •Ergonomic 
design •Power saving 
mode •Working range 

10~20 meters •Uses two “AAA” batteries (not included) 
•Dimensions 10.5 x 5.5 mm •Perfect for both desktop  
and travel uses

 Order # ONLY
 83-11619 $14.99

Desktop 2.1 
Speaker System
Perfect for either a laptop or desktop computer, or as  
a stand alone system for your MP3 player. Features: 
•Headphone output •Volume control •Tone control •3.5mm 
audio input Specifications: •2" drivers •4" subwoofer 
•Satellite SW RMS •Magnetically shielded •Black  
textured finish •Mfr. #EQ-111

 Order # ONLY
 83-11758 $34.99

USB Powered  
Desktop Speakers
Perfect for either a laptop 
or desktop computer. 
Specifications: •2" drivers 
•3W RMS, 5W max per 
speaker •Magnetically 
shielded •Black textured 

finish •Mfr. #EQ-11USB

 Order # ONLY
 83-11754 $16.99

Widescreen LCD Monitors and Television
Hannspree’s LCD displays and televisions offer fantastic 
performance for today’s applications. Whether upgrading 
your desktop or outfitting a classroom, Hannspree 
monitors are a great value. 
 Order #  Max Contrast
 Mfr. # Size Resolution Ratio ONLY
 High definition LCD television
 83-11688 28" 1920 x 1200 (1080p) 3000:1 $379.00
 HT09  
 16:10 LCD monitors
 83-11685 19" 1440 x 900 2400:1 $131.00
 HB-191DPB
 83-11686 22" 1680 x 1050 1000:1 169.00
 HI-221DPB

#83-11688

#83-11685

#83-11686

$6999
SALE

$799
SALE

Compact Desktop Combo
•Compact slim-line keyboard and mouse design •Low 
profile action keys offers more comfort and ease of use 
•13 multimedia hotkeys for controlling your media player, 
power management and internet access •Precise 800dpi 
optical sensor •No mechanical moving parts for easy 
maintenance and high reliability •Windows and Mac 
compatible •Three year warranty •Mfr. #GKM502

 Order # Reg.
 83-11436 $19.99 $1699

SALE

HVR-950Q USB 
ATSC TV Tuner 

•Watch hi-definition ATSC digital TV and clear QAM 
digital TV on your PC! Analog cable TV, too! •Single TV 
tuner for your PC •Watch ATSC and clear QAM digital 
TV or analog cable TV, in a window or full screen •Watch 
and record all digital TV formats, including the highest 
definition 1080i format •Includes TV scheduler, remote 
control and IR blaster to control satellite and cable TV  
set top boxes Features: •ATSC over-the-air digital TV 
tuner built-in •Supports all ATSC formats, up to the high 
definition 1080i format •Record ATSC digital TV to your 
PC’s hard disk using high-quality MPEG-2 •125 channel 
cable ready TV tuner built-in •Composite/S-video and 
audio inputs, for cable or satellite set top boxes or VCRs 
•Record TV shows to your PC’s hard disk using the  
built-in high-quality hardware MPEG-2 encoder

 Order # Reg.
 83-11563 $89.99 $7999

SALE

 NEW!

 NEW!

 NEW!
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MCM is your one stop shop  
for network accessories.

Computer Products

MCM accepts Visa, Master Card, Discover,  
American Express and IMPAC Government Visa.

Super VGA Cables
These heavy-duty cables are designed to extend your 
existing video cable up to 100' with minimal signal loss. 
Use when installing switch boxes or extenders. Rating: 
UL2990. Double-shielded.
 Order # Description (1-9) (10-up)
 83-7849 6' HD-15 male to female $12.99 $12.25
 83-7850 10' HD-15 male to female 14.99 14.25
 83-7851 15' HD-15 male to female 16.99 16.25
 83-7852 25' HD-15 male to female 18.99 18.25
 83-7853 50' HD-15 male to female 24.99 24.25
 83-7854 75' HD-15 male to female 32.99 32.25
 83-7855 100' HD-15 male to female 49.99 49.25
 83-7856 6' HD-15 male to male 12.99 12.25
 83-7857 10' HD-15 male to male 14.99 14.25
 83-7858 15' HD-15 male to male 16.99 16.25
 83-7859 25' HD-15 male to male 18.99 18.28
 83-7860 50' HD-15 male to male 26.49 25.70
 83-7861 75' HD-15 male to male 34.49 33.45
 83-7862 100' HD-15 male to male 53.49 52.38

Null Modem Cables
These cables allow two DTE or DCE devices to 
communicate with no conflict in data transmission.  
The transmit and receive signals are crossed to ensure 
proper data flow. Each cable is designed with a rugged, 
over-molded construction that provides extra strain relief 
and a solid connection. Foil-shielded for protection 
against EMI/RFI interference caused by surrounding 
office equipment and florescent lights. Available in  
a wide variety of lengths and gender combinations.
 Order # Description Reg. SALE
 83-8273 6' DB-25 M/F  $4.99 $2.99
 83-8274 10' DB-25 M/F  6.99 4.99
 83-8276 6' DB-25 M/M  4.99 2.99
 83-8277 10' DB-25 M/M  6.99 4.99
 83-8279 6' DB-25 F/F  4.99 2.99
 83-8280 10' DB-25 F/F 6.99 4.99
 83-8281 6' DB-9 M/F  4.99 2.99
 83-8282 10' DB-9 M/F  13.49 4.99
 83-8283 6' DB-9 F/F  4.99 2.99
 83-8284 10' DB-9 F/F  7.49 4.99
 83-8285 6' DB-9 female to DB-25 male 4.99 2.99
 83-8286 10' DB-9 female to DB-25 male 6.99 4.99
 83-8287 25' DB-9 female to DB-25 male 8.99 7.99
 83-8288 6' DB-9 female to DB-25 female 4.99 2.99

Right Angle 
HD-15 Super 
VGA Cables
These heavy-duty 
cables are designed  
to extend your existing 
video cable up to 100' with minimal signal loss. The M/F 
cables have a 90° angle on the male end. The M/M cables 
also have a 90° angle on one end. Designed for cramped 
work areas. 
 Order # Description (1-9) (10-up)
 83-11255 10' male to female $14.99 $14.25
 83-11256 25' male to female 18.99 18.25
 83-11257 50' male to female 24.99 24.25
 83-11258 75' male to female 32.99 32.25
 83-11259 100' male to female 49.99 49.25
 83-11260 10' male to male 14.99 14.25
 83-11261 25' male to male 18.99 18.25
 83-11262 50' male to male 24.99 24.25
 83-11263 75' male to male 32.99 32.25
 83-11264 100' male to male 49.99 49.25

DVI Video Adapters
•DVI adapters for every interface •DVI-latest digital video 
interconnect standard established by the DDWG (Digital 
Display Working Group) •Fully molded adapters with 
thumb screws and/or latches provide transition from DVI 
to both VGA (HD15) and DFP interfaces •Compact in size 
these adapters are very useful in dealing with difficult 
interconnection problems
 Order # Description ONLY
 83-9870 DVI-I dual female to DVI-D single male $3.50
 83-9872 DVI-A male to HD15 female 2.99
 83-9873 DVI-I dual female to HD15 male 2.49

#83-9870 #83-9872

Port Saver Adapters
Save costly repairs to your 
computer’s video, serial and 
parallel connectors by using 
this port saver device as a 
disposable adapter. When  
the adapter wears out due  
to continually plugging and 
unplugging your monitor, printer 
or other desktop peripherals from your PC, just replace 
the adapter and avoid mainboard connector damage  
and repair delays.
 Order # Description  (1-9) (10-up)
 83-6320 DB-9, male/female $5.69 $5.09
 83-6325 DB-25, male/female 5.99 5.29
 83-6330 HD-15, male/female 5.89 5.09

USB 2.0 A/B Cables
4High speed 480Mb cables 
4Used for many USB  
 connections
 Order # Color Length (1-9) (10-up)
 83-10676 Beige 3' $2.99 $2.45
 83-10677 Beige 6' 3.69 3.29
 83-10678 Beige 10' 5.29 5.09
 83-10679 Beige 15' 6.99 6.39
 83-10680 Black 3' 2.99 2.67
 83-10681 Black 6' 3.69 3.29
 83-10682 Black 10' 5.99 5.77
 83-10683 Black 15' 6.99 6.39

Mini USB A/B Cables
•USB A male to mini 
USB connector •Both 
mini 5 pin and mini 4 pin 
styles available •High 
speed up to 480Mb cables •Used for many  
USB connections •Cable color is black
 Order # USB A to  Length ONLY
 83-10704 Mini 4 pin 6' $2.49
 83-10705 Mini 5 pin 3' 2.99
 83-10706 Mini 5 pin 6' 3.69

Nintendo Type  
72 Pin Connector
72 pin connector 
used in popular 
Nintendo NES games. 
Connector failure is a 
frequent source of repair 
problems in Nintendo games. Blinking or garbage  
found on screen is frequently a result of a bad connector. 
Our new version of this connector is redesigned to 
ensure a quality replacement connector.
 Order # (1-4) (5-9) (10-29) (30-up)
 83-3785 $10.99 $10.59 $8.89 $8.19

Enhanced 350MHz  
Category 5e UTP Patch Cables
Offers data transmission rates of up to 155Mbps,  
a 50% improvement over standard Cat 5 cables. 
Supports today’s 100Mbps fast ethernet standards. 
Specifications: •4 pair 24AWG unshielded wiring  
•RJ-45 connectors •Meets EIA/TIA 568A standards
 Molded Snagless Connectors

  Gray Blue White Yellow Black Red Green Orange  
 Length Order # Order # Order # Order # Order # Order # Order # Order # (1-9) (10-up)
 2' 831-1351 831-1352  831-1353 831-1354    $0.99 $0.97
 3' 831-1355 831-1356 831-1357 831-1358 831-1359 831-1360 831-1361 831-1695 1.55 1.49
 4' 831-1362 831-1363  831-1364 831-1365    1.55 1.49
 5' 831-1366 831-1367 831-1368 831-1369 831-1370 831-1371 831-1372 831-1696 1.99 1.89
 6' 831-1373 831-1374  831-1375     2.65 2.59
 7' 831-1377 831-1378 831-1379 831-1380 831-1381 831-1382 831-1383 831-1697 2.65 2.59
 10' 831-1392 831-1393 831-1394 831-1395 831-1396 831-1397 831-1398  3.29 3.25
 14' 831-1403 831-1404 831-1405 831-1406 831-1407 831-1408 831-1409 831-1699 4.59 4.49
 15' 831-1410 831-1411  831-1412 831-1413    4.59 4.49
 20' 831-1414 831-1415  831-1416 831-1417    4.99 4.89
 25' 831-1418 831-1419 831-1420 831-1421 831-1422 831-1423 831-1424 831-1700 5.99 5.89
 50' 831-1425 831-1426 831-1701 831-1427 831-1702 831-1703 831-1704  9.99 9.89
 100' 831-1428 831-1705  831-1706 831-1707 831-1708 831-1709  17.99 17.59

Category 6 UTP Patch Cables 
Cat 6 UTP patch cables offer data transmission rates of up to 155Mbps, a 35% improvement over standard Cat 5e 
cables. Supports today’s 100Mbps fast ethernet standards and tomorrow’s 1000Mbs needs. Specifications: •4 pair 
24AWG unshielded wiring •RJ-45 connectors •Meets EIA/TIA 568A standards
 Molded Snagless Connectors
  Blue Black Gray Red Yellow Green White
 Length Order # Order # Order # Order # Order # Order # Order # ONLY
 3' 831-2082 831-2083 831-2084 831-2085 831-2086 831-2087 831-2088 $2.79
 5' 831-2089 831-2090 831-2091 831-2092 831-2093 831-2094 831-2095 3.99
 7' 831-2096 831-2097 831-2098 831-2099 831-2100 831-2101 831-2102 4.29
 10' 831-2103 831-2104 831-2105 831-2106 831-2107 831-2108 831-2109 5.29
 14' 831-2110 831-2111 831-2112 831-2113 831-2114 831-2115 831-2116 6.99
 25' 831-2117 831-2118 831-2119 831-2120 831-2121 831-2122 831-2123 11.99
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Green surge strips save money by shutting off  
unused appliances that normally leak energy.

Power Products

Universal AC/DC Adapter
•Output: 3V, 4.5V, 6V, 7.5V, 9V, 
12VDC •Amps: 500mA •Six 
interchangeable tips •Reversible  
tip polarity •6' cord length

 Order # Reg.
 28-1265 $8.89 Universal, Digital Camera,  

AC Power Adapter
•For use with many digital cameras Features:  
•Foldable plug for easy storage •Tips for most devices 
Power ratings: •Input: 100~240VAC, 60Hz/50Hz 
•Output: 3.3V~8.4V DC, selectable up to 2500mA 
•Includes six interchangeable tips 
 Order # (1-9) (10-up)
 28-10650 $17.99 $15.39Universal 

Laptop Power 
Adapters

Features: •AC/DC power and 
charging functionality •Nine tips 
for 15, 16, 19, 20 and 24V devices 
•DC version includes airplane 
plug •Power ratings: #28-10655 
input 100~240VAC, 60Hz/50Hz, 
#28-10660 input: 11.8~16VDC 

•Output: 15V~24VDC, selectable via tips up to 70W 
 Order # Adapts Reg. SALE
 28-10655 AC/DC $52.99 $29.99
 28-10660 DC/DC 47.99 29.99

Tips shown actual size

DC Plug Kit
Make sure you 
have the DC 
plug you need, 

when you need  
it, with this wide 

assortment of 
interchangeable DC 

plugs. •16 different 
interchangeable DC plugs 

•All popular sizes •Standard 2-pin connection, compatible 
with most universal AC/DC adapters •Labeled storage case 

 Order # ONLY
 28-11118 $4.99

Four Outlet Power  
Save Surge Protector
42160 joules 
4Smart outlets 
4Coax protection 
4RJ-11 or RJ-45 protection
Featuring two “Power Save” 
outlets that only provide power 
when the “Master” device is  
on, this wall mounted surge 
protector can help reduce your 
electricity bill and protect the 

environment. Specifications: •Two 
power save outlets •One master outlet 
•One always on outlet •2160 joules 
•EMI/RFI noise filtration •LED status 
indicators (grounded, protected, master 
outlet status, power save outlet status, 

always on outlet status) •RJ-11/45 surge protection 
•2.4GHz coax protection Includes: •6' RG-59 coaxial 
cable •6' Cat 5 cable •6' RJ-11 telephone cable

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 28-11107 $29.95 $17.99

Eight Outlet Power 
Save Surge 
Protector
42160 joules 
4Smart outlets 

4Dual coax protection 
4RJ-11 or RJ-45 protection

Featuring five “Power Save” outlets that only provide 
power when the “Master” device is on, this surge protector 
can help reduce your electricity bill and protect the 
environment. Specifications: •EMI/RFI noise filtration 
•Five power save outlets •One master outlet •Two always 
on outlets •2160 joules •EMI/RFI noise filtration •LED 
status indicators (grounded, protected, master outlet status, 
power save outlet status, always on outlet status) •RJ-11/45 
surge protection •Dual 2.4GHz coax protection •6' power 
cord Includes: •6' Cat 5 cable •6' RJ-11 telephone cable

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 28-11108 $49.95 $24.99

Single Outlet Surge 
Suppressor
4114 joules
Protect electronic equipment from 
harmful voltage surges with this 
easy to use surge suppressor. 
Surge LED indicates surge 

protection is functioning. Specifications: •Response  
time: Less than 5nSec •Energy: 114 joules •Peak current: 
4,500A •Rated at 15A, 120VAC, 60Hz •UL listed
 Order # (1-4)  (5-up)
 28-4395 $4.79 $4.19

Flat Panel Extension Cord 
with Rotating Plug

•Convert standard  
AC power cord to  
a slim right-angled 
plug •Perfect when 

installing a flat 
panel TV on a wall or placing a desk or piece of furniture 
close to a wall •360° rotating plug provides angular 
flexibility •14AWG cable •UL listed •15A, 125V, 1875W
 Order # Length ONLY
 28-11104 6" $4.99
 28-11105 12" 6.99

5 Volt AC to DC Adapters
4Great for USB hubs

•5VDC output •6' cord
 Order # Amps Tip Description  Polarity  (1-9)  (10-up)
 28-11123 1A 3.5mm x 1.35mm Positive $6.99 $6.25
 28-11124 1A 2.5mm x 5.5mm Positive 6.99 6.25

Six Outlet Surge Protector
4270 joules
•Full three line surge protection •EMI/RFI filter 
•Integrated circuit breaker switch •LED indicator  
shows working surge protector circuit •AC 125VAC/15A 
•330V clamping voltage •ABS fire retardant plastic case 
•6' heavy-duty cord 

 Order # Reg.
 28-5515 $8.49 $799

SALE

Isobar Low Profile 
Flat Panel Power Center

Power protection is the most 
critical part of home theater 

installations. You can see and hear the 
difference: Sharper, crisper video; deeper, 

fuller audio; and longer component life spans. Features: 
•Two transformer spaced outlet surge protector •All metal 
housing for handling strongest surges •Remote AC/DC 
control jack allow on/off control from another device •All 
outlets are protected by 5100 joules of surge with EMI/
RFI noise filtering •10' and 18" detachable cords provided 
with right angle plug for home theater applications 
•$100,000 Ultimate Lifetime Insurance (USA and Canada 
only) and lifetime warranty covers connected components 
against surge damage...for life! •Mfr. #HT2210ISOCTR

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 28-10800 $199.00 $69.99 $5999

SALE

DC Power Polarity Checker
•Prevent potential damage to 

equipment •LED indicates whether 
center pin positive, negative, or AC 
•3V~15VAC/DC •Accepts 2.1mm  
and 1.3mm DC plugs, and  
3.5mm mono plug

 Order # ONLY
 28-11119 $2.99

 NEW!

 NEW!

$699
SALE
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Stock up on batteries for  
those emergencies that come up.

Batteries

For your convenience, an order form is located on page 25.

“EnergyOn” Nickel-Metal 
Hydride Batteries
•Use the newest technology in rechargeable Ni-MH 
batteries •EnergyOn batteries are fully charged upon 
arrival and ready for use •With up to 70% of capacity 
remaining after one year, these batteries are perfect  
for travel •Ni-MH rechargeable batteries are also an 
environmentally friendlier alternative to Ni-Cd batteries 
and standard “AA” and “AAA” batteries
 Order # Description mAh MSRP Reg. SALE
 29-4285 “AA” single 2000 $5.99 $2.99 $2.69
 29-4290 “AAA” single 750 4.99 1.99 1.69

Bulk Packaged “AA” and 
“AAA” Alkaline Batteries

Manufactured to the highest standards in the industry, 
Maxell’s alkaline batteries provide unrivaled value. Save 
money by buying in bulk, and never worry about running 
out of batteries again.
 Order # Size Qty. ONLY
 297-0005 “AA” 20 $6.49
 297-0010 “AA” 48 11.99
 297-0015 “AAA” 20 7.49
 297-0020 “AAA” 36 10.49

STAMINA™ Platinum 
Alkaline Batteries

You’ll never have to worry about running out of juice just 
when you want it the most. Sony’s STAMINA™ platinum 
alkaline batteries offer you maximum performance 
compared to normal alkaline batteries.
 Order # Size Qty ONLY
 AM1PTB2A “D” 2 $1.99
 AM2PTB4A “C” 4 3.70
 AM3PTB4A “AA” 4 1.99
 AM3PTB8A “AA” 8 3.58
 AM3PTB12A “AA” 12 5.21
 AM4PTB4A “AAA” 4 1.99
 AM4PTB8A “AAA” 8 3.58
 6AM6PTB1A 9V 1 2.00

Cycle Energy Chargers  
and Rechargeable Batteries

Sony cycle energy rechargeable batteries are ideal for  
mid-drain hardware devices used frequently over long 
periods of time, and have an extremely low discharge rate. 
All cycle energy batteries are pre-charged for immediate 
use. The #BCG34HRE4K charger also uses a refresh 
technology that eliminates the “memory effect” left  
over by a battery that has been charged without first  
being fully discharged.
 Fig. Order # Description Capacity ONLY
 Chargers
 A BCG34HS2K Compact charger - $15.49
   with two “AA” batteries
 B BCG34HLD4K Power charger - 21.49
   with four “AA” batteries
 C BCG34HRE4K Quick refresh charger - 26.99
   with four “AA” batteries
Batteries
 - NHAAB2K Two pack “AA” 2000mAh 7.17
 - NHAAB4K Four pack “AA” 2000mAh 15.49
 - NHAAAB2K Two pack “AAA” 800mAh 7.17
 - NHAAAB4K Four pack “AAA” 800mAh 12.49

A B C

Rechargeable Nickel-Metal 
Hydride Batteries
Nickel-Metal Hydride (Ni-MH) 
rechargeable batteries are one of the 
most advanced rechargeable battery 
systems commercially available and 
offer several advantages over today’s 
ordinary nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd) rechargeable batteries, 
including up to 40% longer service life. Ni-MH 
rechargeable batteries are also an environmentally 
friendlier alternative to Ni-Cd batteries. 
 Order # Description mAh MSRP Reg. SALE
 29-4275 “AA” single 2300 $4.99 $1.99 $1.69
 29-4280 “AAA” single 900 4.99 1.59 1.39

Nickel Metal Hydride Batteries
Rechargeable NiMH batteries are 

environmentally friendly and last up to twice as long as  
NiCd batteries. NiMH batteries do not suffer from “memory” 
and can be charged and used just like NiCd batteries.
 Order # Description Capacity Reg. SALE
 29-3250 “C” (2 pk) 2200mAh $9.19 $5.99
 Solder tab
 29-3275 “AA” (1 pk) 1300mAh 6.39 4.99
 29-3280 “2/3AF” (1 pk) 1000mAh 4.98 3.99
 29-3295 “2/3AF” (1 pk) 1000mAh 6.49 4.99

Alkaline Batteries
Panasonic alkaline batteries provide the highest usage  
life in primary batteries, the best performance at low 
temperatures, and still maintain a five-year storage life. 
They work best in personal stereos, cameras, radio control 
toys and other personal appliances.
 Order # Size Qty. (1-4) (5-9) (10-up)
 292-005 “D” 2 $3.29 $2.99 $2.89
 292-010 “C” 2 2.99 2.89 2.79
 292-015 “AA” 2 0.99 - -
 292-020 “AA” 4 1.99 - -
 292-025 “AAA” 2 1.99 - -
 292-030 “AAA” 4 2.49 2.26 2.09
 292-035 9V 1 3.29 3.19 2.99

Bulk Packaged Alkaline Batteries
Save money by purchasing batteries in bulk. Panasonic 
batteries provide the highest usage life in primary batteries 
and have a five-year storage life.
 Order # Description (1-4) (5-9) (10-up)
 292-315 “AA” cell 24/pk $12.49 $11.89 $10.69
 292-320 “AAA” cell 48/pk 24.99 23.99 23.25

Sealed Lead Acid Batteries
CSB batteries are used for UPS, emergency 

lighting, security and any floating application. Maximum 
charging current is nominal capacity times 0.3. All 
dimensions are in inches. Connection: A=.187" 
disconnect, B=.250" disconnect, C= bolt and nut.
 Order #  Dimensions 
 Mfr. # Capacity (L) x (W) x (H) Contact ONLY
 6 Volt
 29-3085
 GP645 4.5Ah 2.76 x 1.89 x 4.02 A $11.99
 29-3090
 GP672 7.0Ah 5.94 x 1.34 x 3.70 A 14.99
 29-3100
 GP6120F2 12.0Ah 5.94 x 1.97 x 3.70 B 18.99
 12 Volt
 29-3110
 GP1222 2.2Ah 7.01 x 1.34 x 2.36 A 24.99
 29-1335
 GP1245 4.5Ah 3.5 x 2.75 x 4.0 A 28.99
 29-3120
 GP1270F2 7.0Ah 5.95 x 2.56 x 3.70 B 31.99
 29-3125
 GP12110F2 11.0Ah 5.94 x 3.98 x 3.70 B 37.99
 29-3130
 GP12170 17.0Ah 7.13 x 2.99 x 6.57 C 57.99
 29-3135
 GP12260 26.0Ah 6.54 x 6.89 x 4.92 C 79.99

 NEW!
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Economy Duster
•See page 38

 Order # ONLY
 20-4410 $4.99

Blue Category 5e 350MHz  
UL CMR 500' Cable
•See page 5

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 24-10515 $59.95 $37.99

Eight Outlet Power Save 
Surge Protector
42160 joules 
4Smart outlets 
4Dual coax protection 
4RJ-11 or RJ-45 protection

•See page 46

Full Size Stereo 
Headphones

•See page 16

 Order # Reg.
 35-972 $7.99

100' 16 Gauge 
Speaker Cable
•See page 23 
•Limited quantities

 Order # MSRP ONLY
 58-13065 $29.99 $8.99

6' USB 2.0 A/B Cable
4High speed 480Mb cables 
4Used for many USB  
 connections
•See page 45

 Order # ONLY
 83-10681 $3.69

Four Port  
USB 2.0 Hub
•See page 42

 Order # ONLY
 83-11766 $5.99

$599
SALE

CHEMICALS

PROFESSIONAL 
AUDIO

WIRE & 
CABLE

COMPUTER 
ACCESSORIES

POWER 
PRODUCTS

 Order # MSRP
 28-11108 $49.95

Benchtop True RMS Multimeter with USB
46,000 count LCD display  
4True RMS measurement  
4USB interface and data logging software  
4AC and battery operation
•See page 29

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 72-1015 $249.00 $188.00

Rapport II Multi- 
Function CCTV Tester  
with Flip-Up 3.5"  
Color LCD Monitor
•See page 9

 Order # MSRP Reg.
 82-11561 $749.00 $549.00

$49900
SALE

TEST 
EQUIPMENT

$12900
SALE

 ONLY
 $24.99

 NEW!
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